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Preface

Control of polymeric structure is among the most important endeavours of
modern macromolecular science. In particular, tailoring the positioning and
strength of intermolecular forces within macromolecules by synthetic meth-
ods and thus gaining structural control over the final polymeric materials has
become feasible, resulting in the field of supramolecular polymer science. Be-
sides other intermolecular forces, hydrogen bonds are unique intermolecular
forces enabling the tuning of material properties via self-assembly processes
over a wide range of interaction strength ranging from several kJ mol–1 to sev-
eral tens of kJ mol–1. Central for the formation of these structures are precursor
molecules of small molecular weight (usually lower than 10 000), which can
assemble in solid or solution to aggregates of defined geometry. Intermolecular
hydrogen bonds at defined positions of these building blocks as well as their re-
spective starting geometry and the initial size determine the mode of assembly
into supramolecular polymers forming network-, rodlike-, fibrous-, disclike-
, helical-, lamellar- and chainlike architectures. In all cases, weak to strong
hydrogen-bonding interactions can act as the central structure-directing force
for the organization of polymer chains and thus the final materials’ properties.

The important contribution of hydrogen bonds to the area of supramolecu-
lar polymer chemistry is definitely outstanding, most of all since the potency
of hydrogen-bonding systems has been found to be unique in relation to
other supramolecular interactions. Thus the high level of structural diversity
of many hydrogen-bonding systems as well as their high level of directional-
ity and specificity in recognition-phenomena is unbeaten in supramolecular
chemistry. The realization, that their stability can be tuned over a wide range
of binding strength is important for tuning the resulting material proper-
ties, ranging from elastomeric to thermoplastic and even highly crosslinked
duroplastic structures and networks. On the basis of the thermal reversibil-
ity, new materials with highly tunable properties can now be prepared, be-
ing able to change their mechanical and optoelectronic properties with very
small changes of external stimuli. Thus the field of hydrogen-bonded polymers
forms the basis for stimuli responsive and adaptable materials of the future.
Moreover, the recognition that many aspects of the “bulk”-supramolecular
polymer-chemistry can be transferred to binding and recognition events on
surfaces is an area still in its infancy. Binding processes of polymers, nanopar-
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ticles or other nanosized objects onto (polymeric, quasipolymeric) surfaces
by noncovalent interactions already forms a new and strongly expanding area
in nanoscience and nanotechnology.

The exploitation of the high specificity of the hydrogen-bonding systems,
combined with their dynamic features has opened a new branch in polymer
science: dynamic materials with self selection processes. This field, opened
up by J. M. Lehn with his “dynamers” is highly prospective for the generation
of new materials with properties unachievable with conventional monomers
and polymeric materials, relying purely on the covalent bond, instead of the
noncovalent, supramolecular interaction.

The present volume on Hydrogen-Bonded Polymers provides an overview on
these aspects within four main chapters. Different points of view are mirrored,
featuring aspects related to (a) classification of hydrogen-bonded polymers
according to the nature of the connecting hydrogen bond (by W. H. Binder and
R. Zirbs) (b) small-molecule self assembly into hydrogen-bonded polymers
(by L. Bouteiller) (c) properties of the resulting materials, with a main focus on
the interplay of dynamic properties and polymer-microphases (ten G. Brinke,
J. Ruokolainen, O. Ikkala) and (d) nanocomposite materials derived from
Hydrogen-bonding elements (H. Xu, S. Srivastava, V. M. Rotello). The varying
titles demonstrate that hydrogen-bonded supramolecular polymer chemistry
is a highly interdisciplinary research field, where structure, properties and
function are closely interrelated to each other.

Still in its infancy, the field of supramolecular polymer chemistry has def-
initely found its own area and fixed place within the area of macromolecular
and polymer chemistry. Although with a certain delay, the recognition of “de-
signed” intermolecular forces as a tool to direct the ordering and function of
macromolecules has now been widely acknowledged and respected. The trans-
fer of principles of “organic” supramolecular chemistry is fully accomplished
and used with great perfection. Many principles exploited during the past
years in this field therefore have already found their application in polymeric
material science, and will definitely expand in the near future.

Vienna, February 2007 Wolfgang H. Binder
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Abstract Control of polymeric structure is among the most important endeavors of mod-
ern macromolecular science. In particular, tailoring the positioning and strength of
intermolecular forces within macromolecules by synthetic methods and thus gaining
structural control over the final polymeric materials has become feasible, resulting in the
field of supramolecular polymer science. Besides other intermolecular forces, hydrogen
bonds are unique intermolecular forces enabling the tuning of material properties via
self-assembly processes over a wide range of interaction strength ranging from several
kJ mol–1 to several tens of kJ mol–1. The present review provides an overview of hydrogen-
bonded polymers, with a focus directed towards the type of hydrogen bond as well as
their effect on the final, ordered materials. Thus, the ordering effects of single-, double-,
triple-, quadruple and multiple hydrogen bonds are discussed separately. Furthermore,
various architectures as well as the use of hydrogen bonds on planar surfaces to assemble
quasipolymeric structures are discussed.

Keywords Hydrogen bond · Supramolecular polymer · Surface · Polymeric material ·
Self assembly
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Abbreviations
A hydrogen-bonding acceptor
AFM atomic force microscopy
AA-PDMS diacid telechelic poly(dimethylsiloxane)
A-PDMS monoacid telechelic poly(dimethylsiloxane)
ATRP atom transfer radical polymerization
D hydrogen-bonding donor
DAP 2,6-diamino-pyridine
DBSA dodecyl benzenesulfonic acid
DMSO dimethyl sulfoxide
MDI methylene-4,4′-diisocyanate
NDP nonadecyl phenol
MMA methyl methacrylate
NMP N-methyl-morpholine
NMR nuclear magnetic resonance
PAA poly(acrylic acid)
PCL poly(caprolactone)
PDMS poly(dimethylsiloxane)
PDP pentadecyl phenol
PEO poly(ethylene oxide)
PEOx poly(ethyloxazoline)
PEK poly(ether ketone)
PI poly(isoprene)
PIB poly(isobutylene)
PIPS polymeric induced phase separation
PMMA poly(methylmethacrylate)
PPO poly(propylene oxide)
PS poly(styrene)
PSSA poly(styrene-4-sulfonic acid)
PS(OH) poly(4-hydroxy-phenol)
PVAc poly(vinylacetate)
PVDAT poly(vinyldiaminotriazine)
PVP poly(vinylpyridine)
P4VP poly(4-vinylpyridine)
ROMP ring opening metathesis polymerisation
SAM self assembled monolayer
SAXS small angle X-ray scattering
SIMS dynamic secondary ion mass spectrometry
SSL strong segregation limit
STVPy styrene-co-4-vinylpyridine
STVPh styrene-co-4-vinylphenol
STM scanning tunnelling microscopy
THF tetrahydrofurane
TDI toluene-2,4-diisocyanate
WAXS wide angle X-ray scattering
WSL weak segregation limit
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1
Introduction

Polymeric structure and structure formation has been subjected to strong
changes in point-of-view during the past centuries. First, the nineteenth
century saw macromolecules viewed as mainly colloids and these were pos-
tulated as being aggregates of small organic molecules with the forces in-
volved being “side valence forces or Nebenvalenzen”; however, this view was
changed drastically by Herrmann Staudinger [1], who realized that covalent
bonds were the building force of macromolecules, which were then identified
as the constituent structure of polymers. It was realized that the character-
istic properties of polymers were determined by the initial structure of the
macromolecules, i.e., the identity of the monomers, the degree of polymer-
ization, the mode of distribution of specific monomers within the chain, the
topology of the chains (linear, grafted polymers or dendritic), the stereo-
chemistry (tacticity) and the crosslinking between chains. Furthermore, the
ordering of macromolecules was found to be most important in determining
the final materials properties by influencing crystallization behavior, phase
separation and thus in turn the chemical and mechanical properties of poly-
mers. Most of all, concepts to use weak hydrogen-bonding interactions were
found to promote the formation of miscibility and thus the controlled forma-
tion of polymer blends [2].

Lehn et al. [3] first introduced the principle of supramolecular polymer
chemistry more as an extension of substituting small organic molecules by
telechelic polymers than “real” long chain polymer structures. It was sug-
gested that intermolecular forces can be used to assemble small organic
molecules into two- and three-dimensional structures reminiscent of linear
or crosslinked polymers. Among other forces (such as dipol-dipol interac-
tions, pi-pi stacking and charge-charge interactions) the hydrogen bonds
form a central structural building-force to generate chains with low mo-
lecular weights as well as dendritic and weakly crosslinked structures in
solution. The idea, however, was revolutionary in that it disrupted the con-
cept of conventional polymer chemistry (in the sense of Staudinger), which
regarded polymers as covalently bound monomeric units. Therefore, not
only the general influence of hydrogen bonds on the bulk-polymeric struc-
ture (as in polyamides, polycarbonates, polyesters) or the solution-structure
(as in PMMA, PVAc, PVP, PEOx, polyvinylalcohol) is taken into account,
moreover the hydrogen bond as a tuned interaction is used for polymer or-
ganization. Thus, polymers became a much larger group of materials, which
now included even higher molecular weight aggregates with thermally re-
versible linkages at room temperature or below. A variety of “highly ordered”
structures, in particular those on planar surfaces such as Langmuir–Blodgett
films, self-assembled monolayers were given the name “two-dimensional
polymer”.
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More highly organized supramolecular polymers were then introduced by
Stadler et al. [4] by transforming a linear, noncrosslinked soft polybutadiene
chain into a thermoplastic elastomer. The concept relied on the statistical in-
troduction of hydrogen bonds into the polybutadiene thus creating defined
noncovalent crosslinking sites between the polymer chains. It was found that
a hydrogen binding donor-acceptor unit for each 50 butadiene-units (i.e.: at
approx. 2 mol %) is sufficient to drastically change the thermal and mechani-
cal properties of the material, thus demonstrating that a couple of weak bonds
on the side of a polymer chain can be very efficient in determining the final
materials properties.

From this the concept of supramolecular polymers has evolved [5, 6].
Central for the formation of these structures are precursor molecules of
small molecular weight (usually lower than 10 000), which can assemble in
solid or solution to aggregates of defined geometry. Intermolecular hydrogen
bonds at defined positions of these building blocks as well as their respective

Fig. 1 Architectures of different hydrogen bonded, supramolecular polymers (A =
hydrogen-bonding acceptor; D = hydrogen-bonding donor)
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starting geometry and the initial size determine the mode of assembly into
supramolecular polymers. Ordering can form network-, rodlike-, fibrous-,
disclike-, helical-, lamellar- and chainlike structures as depicted in Fig. 1. In
all cases, weak-to-strong hydrogen-bonding interactions can act as the central
structure-directing force for the organization of polymer chains and thus the
final materials properties.

The present review focuses on the formation of macromolecular struc-
ture via hydrogen bonds based upon supramolecular concepts, with a focus
on the literature published between 2000 and 2006. There are a number of
recent reviews relating to the topic of hydrogen-bonded supramolecular poly-
mers, mostly with a focus on specific hydrogen-bonding systems [7–13].
The last review on hydrogen-bonded polymers, related to a broader view on
hydrogen-bonding systems by Meijer et al. in 2001 [14] is therefore taken
as a starting point for the newer literature. Thus, the focus is directed at
designed interactions, deriving from either a functionalized monomer, or
a polymeric endgroup, including hydrogen-bonding systems only. The associ-
ation of molecules with a small molecular weight (below 1000 Dalton) will not
be covered, since the work by L. Bouteiller in this series deals with this very
aspect. Sect. 2 will give a short overview of hydrogen bonds, a compilation
on their strength as well as those used in supramolecular polymer chem-
istry. Sect. 3 will deal with polymers bearing hydrogen bonds in their main
chain, ordered according to the number of hydrogen bonds involved. Sect. 4
deals with polymers bearing hydrogen bonds in their side-chain. Sect. 5 fo-
cuses on the use of hydrogen bonds on surfaces, to bind polymers or generate
quasipolymeric structures.

2
Hydrogen Bonds

Hydrogen bonds as intermolecular forces have been reviewed intensely in
books [15] and reviews [16]. In principle three different classes of hydrogen-
bonding systems are discriminated (Fig. 2) (a) strong hydrogen bonds, (b)
medium or weak hydrogen bonds, and (c) nonclassical hydrogen bonds. Jef-
frey and Sanger classify strong hydrogen bonds as those where two center
bonds (such as F – H...F–; O – H...O–; O+ – H...O bonds) are involved, which
display short distances, a strongly directional nature and association energies
higher than ∼ 40 kJ mol–1. Medium and weak hydrogen bonds are classified
by a D – H...A structure, where directionality is partially lost, and the bond
energies are between 20–40 kJ mol–1. Usually, the residue A is strongly elec-
tronegative, whereas the residue D may be electronegative or even a carbon
atom. Nonclassical (also termed unconventional) hydrogen bonds [17] in-
volve the interaction of D – H with A = π-systems as well as transition metals
(interaction directly with the metal or via the metal hydride) or boron hy-
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Fig. 2 Overview on various hydrogen bonds ranging from strong to nonclassical hydrogen
bonds (D = hydrogen-bonding donor; A = hydrogen-bonding acceptor; M = metal; B =
boron)

drides. In general, the strength of each individual hydrogen bond is strongly
dependent on solvent effects, most of all polar and protic solvents. It has
been demonstrated quite often, that the addition of a polar solvent signifi-
cantly lowers the hydrogen bond over many orders of magnitude. Therefore,
the supramolecular chemistry of hydrogen-bonded polymers is mostly done
in aprotic and nonpolar solvents such as linear and cyclic alkanes, toluene,
dichloromethane and chloroform.

The main parameter determining the strength of a hydrogen-bonding
system is the number of individual bonds involved. Thus, as a rule of the
thumb, more hydrogen bonds imply a stronger binding interaction, with the
ideal value of about 7.4 kJ mol–1/hydrogen bond. Figures 3–5 list the most
prominent hydrogen-bonding systems used in supramolecular chemistry of
polymers. Starting from those with only one hydrogen-bonding interaction
(Fig. 3), two-centered hydrogen bonds (Fig. 4), three- (Fig. 5), four- and mul-
tiple hydrogen-bonding interactions (Fig. 6) are listed. In contrast to other

Fig. 3 Molecular structures of single hydrogen bonds
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Fig. 4 Molecular structure of two-centered hydrogen bonds (A = adenine; T = thymine;
G = guanine; C = cytosine)

Fig. 5 Examples of triple-hydrogen-bonding interactions

supramolecular interactions (such as metal-metal complexes) the strength of
the hydrogen-bonding systems are tunable over a wide range of association
energies and—often—display a unique host-guest complementarity, thus ex-
cluding self-association phenomena, leading to a highly controllable level of
intermolecular ordering.

Besides the number of hydrogen bonds and solvents effects, other effects
can strongly determine the strength of the hydrogen-boding systems: (a) sec-
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Fig. 6 Examples of quadruple and multiple hydrogen-bonding interactions

ondary interactions can strongly increase or decrease the strength of multiple
hydrogen-bonding systems. Thus, Schneider et al. [18] have developed an in-
cremental system to describe secondary interactions by adding or subtracting
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the secondary interaction energy of approx. ±2.9 kJ mol–1. (b) Electronic ef-
fects can determine the strength of similar hydrogen-bonding systems, most
of all in aromatic systems [19]. (c) Preorganizational and tautomeric effects
have a strong influence on hydrogen-bonding strength and interactions. Most
prominently, these effects were demonstrated by Meijer et al. [20, 21] as well
as recent investigations using other multiple hydrogen bonds [22]. Thus,
the preorganization of complex hydrogen-bonding codes via internal fixa-
tion to prevent rotational freedom has been found extremely useful in this
respect [22].

An important aspect in the field of hydrogen-bonded polymers concerns
the determination method of the binding energy, association constant as well
as the underlying dynamics of the bonds. The often underlying complex
equilibria are investigated using solution NMR spectroscopy [23, 24] and of-
ten complex mathematical fitting procedures. Isothermal titration calorime-
try [25, 26] is a highly efficient tool to determine the association energy
and extracting free enthalpy, entropy and enthalpy of the binding process.
IR spectroscopy in solution and the solid state, as well as solid-state NMR
spectroscopy have been found to be powerful tools to investigate the na-
ture and dynamics of the hydrogen bonds [27, 28]. The time scale of break-
ing/reforming hydrogen bonds has been extensively investigated [29].

3
Main Chain Hydrogen-Bonded Polymers

The most simple structures derived from hydrogen-bonded polymers are
those where the hydrogen bond is located directly in the main chain. The
significant factor in this architecture for the formation of polymeric struc-
tures is therefore the strength of the hydrogen-bonding systems, acting as
a “glue” for the assembly. Thus, three parameters are important: (a) the na-
ture of the hydrogen bond (i.e.: if the hydrogen is homocomplementary or
heterocomplementary), (b) the absolute number of units bound together by
hydrogen bonds (i.e.: chemical structure, length, polydispersity and—most
of all—miscibility). Relevant aspects in this respect are the correlation be-
tween association (mediated by the strength of the H-bonding system) and
the molecular mobility of the polymer chains and—eventually—their mi-
crophase separation. Some computational publications have dealt with this
aspect [30, 31]. The associative process with a “virtual” molecular weight
of the associate has been investigated and it was found that considerable
strengths of hydrogen bonds are necessary to achieve high molecular weight
associates [11]. Thus, monovalent hydrogen-bonding systems may lead to
liquid crystallinity, given that additional ordering interactions (such as pi–pi-
stacking; hydrophobic- or dipolar interactions) are included into the systems.
Therefore, the presence of hydrogen-bonding induces more stable liquid crys-
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talline structures. Strong effects of weak, single hydrogen bonds are only
observed in the solid state, where multiple bonds may induce miscibility
effects in polymeric blends. With bivalent interactions, the formation of poly-
meric systems from monomeric units is already feasible. However most of
all if multivalent networks can be generated, whereas the effects usually are
low in solution, but more pronounced in the solid state. Thus, large mod-
ification in the (melt-)rheological properties, as well as in the generation
of elastomeric behavior via reversible crosslinking by the hydrogen bonds
can be observed. Most importantly, a strong dependency of the materials
properties on temperature is observed. These effects are more pronounced
if stronger, usually trivalent hydrogen bonds are used. However, since hy-
drogen bonds can form also higher ordered networks in the solid state, the
discrimination of effects stemming from a singular interaction of a multiple
interaction is already difficult. In addition to the aforementioned elastomeric
and rheological properties, miscibility effects related to microphase sepa-
ration become more pronounced. Especially if the formation of hydrogen-
bonded networks is induced, can the materials properties be altered by only
a few hydrogen bonds per several thousand monomeric units. It was for
these effects that quadruple and higher-order hydrogen bonds have been de-
veloped, most of all by Hamilton et al. [32] and Meijer et al. [21, 33] who used
hydrogen bonds with association constants > 105 M–1. Using these bonds,
the changes in a materials properties and ordering are usually dramatic,
changing the starting polymeric or oligomeric materials significantly in their
properties. Therefore, in the following sections, the monovalent, bivalent,
trivalent, quadruple and multiple hydrogen-bonding systems within poly-
mers are discussed.

3.1
Monovalent Hydrogen Bonds
(Liquid Crystalline Polymers and Polymer-Blends via H-bonding)

The topic of monomeric, oligomeric or polymeric building blocks held to-
gether with only a single hydrogen bond is strongly related to supramo-
lecular main chain liquid crystalline polymers. A variety of supramolecular
forces has been used to arrange molecules of small molecular weight into
liquid crystalline materials, most of all using metal-metal complexes, pi–pi
interactions, ionic bonds and dipol-dipol interactions, mainly with the de-
mand to increase the dynamic nature of the resulting materials. According
to Fig. 7 [34] the structures can be arranged in a dimeric A-B type, with
the hydrogen-bonding unit combining the two residues in a reversible man-
ner. Other architectures include the trimeric A-B-A case as well as all higher
structures with side chains, combined types and network types. The topic of
hydrogen-bonded liquid crystalline materials was reviewed first by Kato et al.
in 2001 [35] and later in 2006 [36] and also by Zimmermann et al. [37]. Ad-
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Fig. 7 Formation of liquid crystalline materials or polymer blends by single hydrogen
bonds. Redrawn according to reference [34]

ditionally, ten Brinke et al. report their review in this volume. The interested
reader is therefore referred to these recent reviews, since all the mentioned
topics are covered.

Another important aspect of single hydrogen bonds concerns interpoly-
mer complexation by multiple, but weak hydrogen bonds between immis-
cible polymers. Weak hydrogen bonds may be those between i.e.: phenolic
OH/carbonyls; C – H bonds/ether-bonds in PEO; – COOH/HO – CH2 moi-
eties; amidic bonds/carbonyls; – CH2 – OH/carbonyls. A strong miscibility
enhancement has been observed, if the number of interactions is large, al-
though the individual interactions may be quite weak. Thus, even weak
hydrogen bonds such as those between PMMA/PEO but also stronger bonds
[i.e.: those between PS(OH)/PMMA, PS(OH)/PCL; poly(acetoxystyrene)/
poly(ethyleneoxide), poly(acrylic acid)/poly(ethyleneoxide)] can be used
to induce enhanced miscibility. This topic was reviewed recently by Jiang
et al. [38] and will be only roughly updated here. Interested readers are re-
ferred to a recent review on micelle formation using the same principle by
Jiang et al. [39, 40]. Briefly, the topic of blends in the solid state will be sum-
marized here.

Ming et al. [41–43] studied the surface segregation in polymer blends
with increasing hydrogen-bonding interactions by XPS and TOF-SIMS
methods. The polymers used were blends consisting of poly(styrene-co-4-
vinylphenol)/poly(styrene-co-4-vinylpyridine) (STVPh/STVPy). Up to about
20 mol % of the STVPh, the surface enrichment of the lower surface compon-
ent (STVPh) was observed. At higher concentrations, the surface enrichment
of STVPh is hardly detectable, presumably due to interpolymer complexation.

The pure bulk-phase behavior was studied on blends consisting of
poly(acrylic acid)/hydroxypropyl cellulose [44], poly(2-vinylpyridine)/end-
sufonic acid poly(styrene) [45], and poly(acrylic acid)/poly(N,N-dimethyl-
acrylamide) [46]. Goh et al. [47, 48] and others [49] have studied an
interesting example of [60]fullerenated poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate)
with poly(1-vinylimidazole) or poly(4-vinylpyridine) or poly(styrene-co-4-
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vinylpyridine). The addition of 2.6 wt % C60 enhanced the tendency to
form interpolymer complexes due to its strong hydrophobic interaction.
The dynamic mechanical behavior was studied, as well as the blend ho-
mogeneity via solid state NMR spectroscopy [50]. They found that the
mixing was complete even at a scale of 1–3 nm, as verified by compar-
ing the proton spin lattice relaxation times in the rotating frame. Other
studies using ESR methods on the blend miscibility of poly(styrene-co-
methacrylic acid)/poly(butylmethacrylate) were performed by Qiu et al. [51],
revealing the maximum miscibility at about 29 mol % of carboxylic acid. An-
other method probing the heterogeneity in blends consisting of poly(vinyl
ethylether)/poly(styrene-co-vinylphenol) relied on dielectric relaxation spec-
troscopy [52], revealing a larger dynamic heterogeneity in the copolymers in
relation to the blends with the pure homopolymers. Jiang et al. [53] compared
the ionic interaction with the hydrogen-bonding interaction in mediating
polymer miscibility. They concluded, that the hydrogen-bonding interaction
mediates a better miscibility effect on the polymeric microphases than the
corresponding ionic interaction. Goh et al. [54] have investigated the misci-
bility of blends consisting of poly(acryloyl-N′-phenylpiperazine) with acidic
polymers such as poly(acrylic acid), poly(-vinylphenol), poly(styrenesulfonic
acid) and poly(vinylphosphonic acid). FT-IR and XPS indicated a purely
hydrogen-bonding interaction in the case of PVPh and PAA, whereas a com-
bination of hydrogen bonding and ionic interaction was observed with PSSA
and PVPA. Thus, the strength of the acid is a significant factor in the nature
of the interaction. Other systems concerning the nature of the hydrogen-
bonding interactions in blends have been investigated recently [55–57], as well
as carboxyl-containing PDMS/poly(1-vinyl-imidazole) [58], poly(N-acryloyl-
morpholine)/poly(vinylphenol) [59] and in resin materials by Ni et al. [60].

3.2
Polymers Connected with Bivalent Hydrogen Bonds

Bivalent hydrogen bonds are usually stronger than their monovalent coun-
terparts, and therefore the impact of a few hydrogen bonds on the resulting
material properties is more pronounced.

Stadler et al. [4, 61] introduced the uradiazole moiety to generate reversible
crosslinks within a polymeric material (Fig. 8) thus transforming a linear,
noncrosslinked soft polybutadiene chain into a thermoplastic elastomer. The
concept relied on the statistical introduction of hydrogen bonds into the
polybutadiene by use of an ene-type reaction, thus creating noncovalent
crosslinking sites between the polymer chains. It was found that a hydro-
gen binding donor-acceptor unit for each 50 butadiene units (i.e.: at 2 mol %)
is sufficient to drastically change the thermal and mechanical properties of
the material, thus demonstrating that a couple of weak bonds on the side of
a polymer chain can be a very efficient crosslinking structure.
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Fig. 8 Ordering of flexible polymer chains by uradiazole-hydrogen bonds into networks

The resulting thermoreversible network displays elastic and thermoe-
lastic properties, due to the formation of domains within the polymer
consisting of aggregated domains of associated polymer-chains disperged
within the residual polymeric matrix. Rheological thickening effects are
observed in solution, where the increased crosslinking density leads to
non-Newtonian behavior. The reversibility of the hydrogen bond at higher
temperatures or at increased stress leads to tuneable behavior within small
temperature intervals. The concept has been applied to many polymers
such as poly(butadienes) [62–65], poly(isobutylenes) [66] and poly(silox-
anes) [62, 67–69].

Important studies have been done using the bivalent association of the
amidic bond. Thus, a multivalent amidic interaction has been used to as-
semble oligoaromatic building blocks into sheet-type order [70]. The self
assembly is achieved in N-methylpyrrolidine solution, furnishing the assem-
bled lyotropic liquid crystalline material (Fig. 9). The material bears silanol
endgroups and can thus condense into polysiloxanes upon acidification. Sur-
prisingly, this process works under action of sulfuric acid in the aforemen-
tioned NMP-solution. The condensation process was followed by 29Si-NMR
spectroscopy, proving the formation of a ladder-type structure. Further ther-
mal investigations revealed a siloxane polymer with a Tg of ∼ 280 ◦C, in
contrast to uncrosslinked poly(dimethylsiloxane) displaying a Tg of – 100 ◦C.

The amidic bonds within amino acids can be also used to effect the or-
ganization of polymers into superstructures (Fig. 10). Thus, the formation
of artificial helices on the basis of assembling polymers has been described
by use of poly(acetylenes) bearing pendant L-valine side-chains. [71, 72] Two
effects are important for the association of these ladder-type polymers into
double-stranded helices: (a) the reduction of conformational freedom by the
poly(acetylene) chain with respect to a conventional alkyl-chain and (b) the
selective association of the L-valine residues by specific hydrogen bonding. An
AFM image of the associates on a flat surface demonstrates the presence of
a string-pearl structure reminiscent of natural DNA.
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Fig. 9 Self assembly via amidic hydrogen bonds and fixation of the assembly via a sol/gel
process

Fig. 10 Self assembly of poly (acetylenes) bearing pendant L-valine moieties into helical
superstructures. Reprinted with permission from [71]
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Another example of the use of simple amidic bonds for self assembly
has been related to dendrimers. Thus, Kim et al. [73] have prepared a den-
dronic structure displaying amidic bonds at the outer core and a polymer-
izable 1,3-diine moiety at the inner core (Fig. 11). The first- and second-
generation dendrimers show a strongly solvent-dependent association; in
chloroform/n-hexane a gel is formed, whereas the higher-generation dendron
forms a round-shaped aggregate in water. UV-irradiation leads to the stabi-
lization of the gels by topochemical polymerization and thus the formation of
lamellar or hexagonal phases as well as micelles.

Carboxylic acids are highly efficient hydrogen-bonding systems for the for-
mation of ordered supramolecular aggregates. Sleiman et al. [74] investigated

Fig. 11 Formation of aggregates from dendritic-assembly: a aggregates in (CHCl3/
n-hexane = 5/5); b in toluene; c in water; (d, e, f) stabilization of the aggregates via
UV-irradiation. Reprinted with permission from [73]
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Fig. 12 Assembly of azobenzenes via carboxylic acid dimers. a TEM-micrograph of
elongated aggregates; (b, c) models for rod- and fiber-type structures. Reprinted with
permission from [74]
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the association of azobenzene-linked diacids. Depending on the cis/trans pos-
ition of the azobenzene bond, either linear (trans) or cyclic associates (cis)
were observed (Fig. 12). TEM-studies revealed the fibers generated from the
cis-form upon deposition on carbon grids. Similar studies by Zimmermann
et al. [75] have investigated conventional benzoic acid derivatives with at-
tached dendrons.

The use of simple benzoic acids for the self assembly of polymers has
been investigated by Bouteiller et al. [76–78] in a series of papers (Fig. 13).
They used telechelic poly(dimethylsiloxane)s with a molecular weight of
∼ 1500 g mol–1 capped with either benzoic acid endgroups (AA-PDMS;
A-PDMS) or their corresponding esters, the former being able, the latter not
able to interact via hydrogen bonds (EE-PDMS). As demonstrated via the
relaxation times by 13C-NMR the associates strongly display polymeric be-
havior revealing the reduced chain mobility due to the association via the
hydrogen bonds. The virtual molecular weight derived from these relaxation
studies is in the order 200 000 g mol–1, thus “virtually” ordering about 100
telechelics into a polymer.

A rather selective double bond relying on the self aggregation of ade-
nine has been used by Sleiman et al. [79] to organize homo- and block
copolymers derived from oxy-norbornenes (Fig. 14). Thus, the homo- and
block copolymers prepared by ROMP using a ruthenium-alkylidene catalyst
(Grubbs catalyst) and a succinimide complex as a supramolecular protecting
group showed—quite unexpectedly—aggregation into rods in a hexane solu-

Fig. 13 Assembly of telechelic poly(dimethylsiloxanes) by carboxylic acid dimers
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Fig. 14 Assembly of adenine-bearing polymers by self-complementarity. Reprinted with
permission from [79]

tion. The self-aggregation seems to be induced by the network formed from
the hydrogen bonds, as demonstrated by WAXS measurements.

3.3
Polymers Connected with Trivalent Hydrogen Bonds

Trivalent hydrogen-bonding systems have been used very extensively for
guiding and influencing the structuring of polymers. As mentioned in Sect. 1,
Fig. 5, the most important triple-hydrogen bonds derive from 2,6-diamino-
pyridines, 2,6-diamino-1,3,5-triazines and their complexes with flavine- and
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thymine/uracil, as well as succinimide derivatives. Of course equally im-
portant are the nucleobase interactions (adenine/thymine; cytosine/guanine)
similar to DNA- and RNA molecules. Although the adenine/thymine interac-
tions are just a bivalent interaction, it is treated most often in combination or
comparison with the other bonds. Therefore, the bonds related to nucleobase
interactions are all treated in this section. The topic of nucleobase-associated
structures has been reviewed recently by Rowan et al. [80]. The important
aspect of nucleobases lies in the fact, that not only the well-known Watson–
Crick base pairing is possible, but also the less well-known Hogsteen base
pairing. Thus, there is a stronger versatility of the bonds as well as the
possibility to tune interactions by well-known slight modifications of the het-
erocyclic structures.

Lehn et al. [81] were among the first to recognize and exploit the im-
portance of the 2,6-diamino-pyridine/uracile interaction (Fig. 15). This is
a typically trivalent hydrogen bond, which has been used to assemble chiral
moieties derived from tartaric acid. Columnar superstructures were formed,
displaying liquid crystalline properties of the resulting associates ranging
from temperatures below RT up to about 200 ◦C, similar to main chain supra-
molecular liquid crystals. With solvents such as THF, dioxane, CHCl3, gels are
formed, presumably due to fiber formation. A similar approach with a triva-
lent hydrogen bond was reported in 1995 [82] (Fig. 15b).

An important contribution towards the effect of triple hydrogen bonds
on polymer behavior was demonstrated by Meijer et al. [83] in early 1995.

Fig. 15 Fiber formation via self assembly of building blocks bearing triple bonds
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Here, an alternating copolymer consisting of PS-maleimide was blended
with melamine up to 2.6 mol-equivalents. As expected, a superstructure was
formed, indicating a 1 : 3 organization via the hydrogen-bonding moieties.
The blends, that were prepared from solution, showed good mixing at the
microscale as indicated by a single Tg.

The interaction of multiple sites between poly(vinyldiaminotriazine) (PV-
DAT) with small molecules interacting via matching hydrogen bonding has
been studied for quite some time [84] (Fig. 16). The relevant question in this
endeavor was the interaction with various pyrimidine- and purine derivatives
in aqueous solution. Thus, the binding of cytosine, 3-methyluracile, pyrim-
idine, xanthine, theobromine, adenine, caffeine, guanine and purine was
studied. Binding in water was possible, since the PVDAT provided a quasi-
hydrophobic micro-environment for the binding process. When aromatic
moieties were introduced near the hydrogen-bonding entities, the binding
process was enhanced. Similar results have been found for the binding of
nucleoside-5′-monophosphates [85].

Hierarchical ordering into mesoscopic superstructures of perylene deriva-
tives with strongly hydrophobic diamino-dialkyl-triazines was reported by
Würthner et al. [86] (Fig. 17). Well-defined mesoscopic structures with high
photostability and high fluorescence quantum yield were formed. Critical was
the exploitation of several interactions, most of all hydrogen-bonding interac-
tions together with pi–pi stacking and hydrophobic side-chains, yielding the
superstructures at very low concentrations (10–6 mol/L). Cylindrical strands
formed with diameters of roughly 200–300 nm in apolar solvents such as
methylcyclohexane.

Long et al. [87] have studied the association of PS-polymers bearing
adenine- and thymine endgroups, prepared via Michael-type addition. The
association was followed by 1H-NMR spectroscopy, relying on the tempera-
ture dependency of the imide-protons and revealed strong effects in solution.
The formation of 1 : 1 complexes was proven and extended to other poly-
mers such as poly(acrylates) and their respective melt viscosities [88]. Simi-
lar results have been reported for PS-b-PI [89] and polyisoprenes [90]. In

Fig. 16 Interaction between poly(vinyl-2,6-diamino-diaminotriazine) with pyrimidine
derivatives
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Fig. 17 Formation of cylindrical strands from perylene/2,4,6-triaminotriazine aggregates.
Redrawn according to [86]

the latter systems strong rubber-like properties were observed using maleic-
anhydride and 3-amino-1,2,4 triazole. Endchain-modified poly(acrylates) or
poly(styrenes) bearing thymine-endgroups were investigated in terms of
melt behavior [91]. Here, melt viscosity was increased due to the hydrogen-
bonding effects, but this was strongly dependent on the temperature. Thus,
these materials may find application as rheological modifiers in industrial
applications.

Binder et al. [92, 93] have reported on the formation of poly(etherketone)
poly(isobutylene) networks formed by the respective endgroup-modified
telechelics. The relevant interactions investigated relied on the 2,6-diamino-
1,3,5-triazine/thymine and the much weaker cytosine/2,6-diamino-1,3,5-
triazine-modified polymers (Fig. 18). In addition to the pure hydrogen-
bonding interaction, phase-separation energies resulting from the strongly
microphase separating PEK- and PIB polymers were expected. The associ-
ation behavior was followed in solution via NMR-association experiments,

Fig. 18 Formation of pseudo-block copolymers consisting of poly(isobutylene)-poly(ether-
ketone) telechelics held together by triple hydrogen bonds
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revealing similar association constants of the hydrogen-bonding interac-
tions of the polymers as compared to small molecular weight compounds.
In the solid state, sheet-type structures are formed as studied by solid-state
NMR spectroscopy, TEM- and thermal measurements. DSC methods clearly
revealed the presence of two separate phases, whereas solid-state 13C-MAS-
NMR demonstrated the different chain mobility of the PEK- and PIB chains
via relaxation measurements.

The relevance of thymine/2,6-diaminotriazine interactions has been ex-
ploited by a variety of authors to effect a reversible, yet stable associa-
tion of catalysts, nanoparticles and other functional molecules onto poly-
meric molecules. Thus, Shen et al. [94, 95] reported on the formation
of catalyst-supported structures for ATRP-polymerization via hydrogen-
bonding systems (Fig. 19). The relevant Cu(I)-catalyst was affixed onto
a poly(styrene) gel either via the thymine/2,6-diaminopyridine or the
maleimide/2,6-diaminopyridine couple. The catalyst was able to mediate
a living polymerization reaction of MMA in both cases, obviously acting in its
dissociated form. The catalyst could be reused, retaining about half of its cata-
lytic activity for further use. A strong solvent effect was observed, explainable
by the dissociation of the catalyst from the support upon addition of strongly
polar solvents.

The use of supramolecular interactions to bind a pharmaceutically active
drug noncovalently to a polymer in order to achieve slow release was pre-
sented by Puskas et al. [96]. Here, a side-chain functionalized poly(styrene)
bearing thymine moieties (Fig. 20) was prepared and complexed with phe-
nol as a complexing agent. The release of the bound phenol was studied in
aqueous buffer solution, revealing a slow desorption within 4.5 hours from
the polymer. Thus, this system is adaptable for slow release of drugs from
polymeric matrices.

Fig. 19 Reversible attachment of a Cu(I)-catalyst to a solid support via triple hydrogen
bonds, acting as a reversible catalyst for atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP)
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Fig. 20 Thymine-functionalized poly(styrene) for time-retarded drug release

A similar strategy for the binding of flavines was presented by Rotello
et al. [97–99] (Fig. 21). Here, Merrifield-resins bearing side-chain functional-
ized poly(styrenes) with 2,6-diamino-1,3,5-triazines were prepared and sub-
jected to the binding of flavines via triple hydrogen bonds. The concept
has been modified for many different systems, using side-chain-modified
poly(styrenes) [100], attaching systems such as nanoparticular structures
(i.e.: POSS [101], Au-nanoparticles [102]) as well as redox-controllable sys-
tems such as ferrocenes [103]. The formation of aggregates such as polymeric
microspheres [104] and polymersomes [105] have been reported with the
same system (Fig. 21c). Thus, block copolymers consisting of norbornenes
or poly(styrene) block copolymers bearing N-bisacyl-2,6-diamino-pyridine
side-chains can be crosslinked with bivalent thymine derivatives. The cross-
linking process can be followed by the incorporation of fluorescent dyes,
revealing the structure formation in real time. Clearly, the multiplicity of
medium-sized interactions (Kassn ∼ 200 M–1) is the key-point for tuning the
formation of these crosslinked structures. A related system has been extended
to acrylates and poly(lactides), [106] where the recognition element is lo-
cated within the central part of the polymeric chain. The complexation of the
matching flavine residue has been followed by fluorescence spectroscopy, re-
vealing an increase in the binding constant with increasing molecular weight
of the flanking polymeric chains. This effect is explained by the differ-
ing of the average solvent concentration inside the volume enclosed by the
polymers.

An excellent recent example of main chain liquid crystal formation was
reported by Rowan et al. [107, 108] (Fig. 22). They have investigated li-
quid crystals held together via complementing nucleobases and a stiff
bis(phenylethynylene)benzene core. The melt mixing of the corresponding
matching building blocks generates materials with a much broader range
of liquid crystallinity as compared to the individual components and addi-
tional fiber formation. A Hogsteen-type base pairing is proposed, leading
to network formation and thus an increase in the overall aspect ratio and
thus a more favorable formation of liquid crystallinity. A similar example
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Fig. 21 Assembly of polymers via triple-hydrogen bonds. a Formula of the flavine/2,6-
diamino-triazine and thymine/2,6-diaminotriazine interactions. b Formation of nanopar-
ticles/polymer aggregates. c Polymersome formation by aggregation of poly(norbornenes)
and poly(styrenes) bearing N-bisacyl-2,6-diamino-pyridine and thymine side-chains,
respectively. Reprinted with permission from [104, 105]

generating liquid crystalline materials via hydrogen has been presented
by the assembly of nucleobase bola amphiphilic structures [109] (Fig. 23).
Here, bolaamphiphiles bearing thymine (T)- and adenine (A) nucleobases
were assembled from solution. Thus, the complementing T-10-T and A-10-
A molecules applied as a 1:1 mixture displayed the formation of nanometer-
sized fibers instead of twisted- and helical ropes, as observed for T-10-T. The
critical factor in determining the final structure was the molecular packing
of the hydrophobic chains together with internucleobase interactions of the
hydrogen bonds.

This internucleobase-crosslinking approach has been extended to the as-
sociation of poly(tetrahydrofurane) segments (molecular weight < 2000 g
mol–1) by use of N6-anisoyl-adenine or N4-(4-tert-butylbenzoyl)cytosine as
endgroups (Fig. 24) [110]. Despite the low association constant of these
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Fig. 22 Formation of liquid crystalline materials from main chain hydrogen-bonded poly-
mers. Reprinted with permission from [107]

Fig. 23 Formation of fibers from bolaamphiphiles bearing thymine- or adenine end-
groups. TEM micrographs of the fibers. Reprinted with permission from [109]

hydrogen-bonding moieties in solution (Kassn < 5 M–1) the soft PTHF forms
materials with strongly different properties. Thus, a phase-separation pro-
cess led to the formation of domains formed by crosslinked nucleobases, as
well as soft-PTHF regions and was held responsible for the unusual material
properties. Whereas PTHF is a waxy material with a melting point of around
20 ◦C, the resulting materials form flexible films as shown in Fig. 24. Thus,
similar to the quadruple-hydrogen bonding systems discussed in the next sec-
tion, even weak hydrogen bonding interactions can have a strong influence
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Fig. 24 Formation of flexible materials from poly(tetrahydrofurane) modified with N4-(4-
tert-butylbenzoyl)cytosine endgroups. Reprinted with permission from [110]

on a materials properties, given that an efficient network formation can be
achieved.

Finally, the complementarity of oligonucleotides provides a multiple
hydrogen-bonding site with an extremely high selectivity, comparable to
DNA. Using poly(styrene) endcapped with poly-thymidine (Tn) sequences,
the microphase separation of the resulting films was investigated by Mat-
sushita et al. [111] (Fig. 25). A synthetic procedure related to solid-phase
synthesis of oligonucleotides was used to affix the final Tn-oligonucleotides
to the poly(styrene) chain. Similar to the materials with single nucleobases,

Fig. 25 Formation of microphase-separated films from poly(tetrahydrofuren) crosslinked
with oligonucleotides. Reprinted with permission from [111]
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Fig. 26 Monomers and resulting homopolymers bearing nucleosides for template-
recognition

microphase separation was observed, presumable due to network formation
between the nucleobase strands, generating individual PS- and nucleoside
domains. SAXS-investigations revealed microphase-separated structures with
a high order and domain spacings of about 11.4 nm.

A very interesting approach to use of the recognition abilities of nucleo-
sides linked to polymers was reported by Haddleton et al. [112, 113] (Fig. 26).
Homopolymers bearing the poly(A) or poly(U) nucleosides were prepared
by radical polymerization. These homopolymers were then used as tem-
plates to direct the polymerization of the preferentially matching monomeric
units and thus guide the formation of homopolymers in relation to statistical
mixtures of either monomer within the copolymer via free radical polymer-
ization. Thus, it was shown that poly(U) could act as a template for the
polymerization of an adenine-containing monomer. However, complexation
phenomena strongly inhibited a detailed analysis of all templating effects,
presumable due to Hogsteen-base pairing.

The self-recognition abilities of 2,6-diaminoacyl-pyridine (DAP) with
thymine derivatives was exploited recently using an imprinting approach [114].
Here, a diblock copolymer consisting of poly(tert-butyl methacrylate)-b-
(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) was prepared via ATRP-methods and subse-
quently derivatized with DAP-units. After the formation of block copolymeric
micelles in a selective solvent with the matching thymine, the ligand was
removed. The resulting particles were then able to interact selectively with
the matching thymine-, but not with the nonmatching N-alkylated thymine
derivatives.
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3.4
Polymers Connected with Quadruple Hydrogen Bonds

Quadrupolar hydrogen bonds have been designed to enhance the effects
studied and known from mono-, double and triple hydrogen bonds. A thor-
ough overview over most known quadrupolar hydrogen-bonding systems is
given by Bhattacharya et al. [28]. The association of small building blocks
leading to materials with polymeric properties in solution is restricted by the
strength of the binding constant as calculated by Meijer et al. [11] A binding
constant at 10 000 M–1 leads to an aggregation number of about 100 molecules
at a concentration of the building blocks at 1 M. In order to reach a sufficient
virtual chain length, an association constant of more than 10 000 M–1 is advis-
able. Thus, the 2-ureido-4[1H] pyrimidinone unit [21] (and related units such
as the ureidotriazine unit [115]), (Fig. 27) were developed featuring a binding
constant of 6×107 M–1, leading to a very strong association of the building
blocks. Several reviews have dealt with the topic of quadrupolar hydrogen
bonding [9, 14, 116, 117].

The first publication describing these strong effects was in 1999 by
Lange et al. [118] (Fig. 28). They used the dimerizing ability of the ureido-
pyrimidine units to generate reversible polymer networks composed of PEO-
and PPO-telechelics. The introduction of the ureidopyrimidine moiety was
accomplished easily via terminal isocyanates and subsequent reaction with
methylisocytosine—a method which also allows the industrial scale-up via
easily available hydroxy-telechelic polymers and bivalent isocyanates, such
as TDI, MDI and isophorone-diisocyanate [119]. The well-defined dimeriza-
tion of the ureidopyrimidine moiety allows the formation of a network, not
requiring additional stabilization such as crystallization or phase separation
of the polymeric components. The resulting material displays a well-defined
viscoelastic transition. Addition of water (up to 11% w/w) caused a signifi-
cant, but not entire drop of the viscosity in solution, whereas the addition of
monomeric units bearing the ureidopyrimidine moiety entirely dropped the
favorable properties of the polymer. Thus, the quadruple hydrogen bonds still

Fig. 27 Quadruple hydrogen bonds with binding constants of 6×107 M–1 (left) and
2×104 M–1 (right)
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Fig. 28 Formation of supramolecular polymers and networks via self complementing
quadrupolar hydrogen bonds. Reprinted with permission from [118]

display stability even in the presence of this large amount of water, but are
readily cleaved by interaction with monomeric units, thus leading to a strong
depolymerization of the material.

Meijer et al. [120] have also related the virtual degree of polymerization of
the associating building blocks to the interaction strength of the respective
endgroups (Fig. 29). A higher degree of association can either be achieved by
a stronger association constant, or via a higher concentration of the building
blocks. Since the concentration of the building blocks is limited by solubility,
the association constant is supposed to be at least 105 M–1 in order to reach
a degree of association of ∼ 100 at a concentration of the building blocks
of ∼ 0.05 M. This explains the high potency of Meijers quadruple hydrogen-
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Fig. 29 “Virtual” degree of polymerization versus association strength (Ka) in supra-
molecular polymers. Reprinted with permission from [120]

bonding systems. Especially for use in coatings and hot melts, where a re-
versible and strongly temperature-dependent rheology is required, the system
is highly advantageous. In particular, the unidirectional hydrogen-bonding
systems, although self-complementary, prevent multidirectional association
and gelation [121].

Within the quadrupolar hydrogen-bonding systems, three aspects are sig-
nificant: (1) the action of the association in diluted liquid solution, (2) the
ordering in the solid state, most of all the mechanical properties of the as-
sociates, and (3) methods to investigate and prove the ordering process. The
latter is strongly related to electric- and optical properties.

In solution an important aspect concerns the equilibrium between ag-
gregation into chains or medium to small-sized rings. Since the formation
process of supramolecular polymers is comparable to the polycondensation
reactions, a similar approach in the sense of Jacobson and Stockmayer [122]
has been applied to this question. Thus, different chain length separat-
ing dimeric ureidopyrimidines were studied in solution, focussing on their
ring/chain equilibria [123]. A strong influence of flanking methyl substituents
together with the chain length [124] was found to dominate the formation
of either rings or chains. A critical concentration was detected, above which
the amount of cyclic structures remains constant. Additionally, the system
can be used to assemble only homochiral dimeric structures into rings [125].
Since similar to poly(condensation) reactions the ring formation strongly de-
creases the molecular weight of the formed systems, this aspect is important
in the design of new supramolecular structures, either favoring the ring- or
the chain formation.

Another effect studied intensely in solution concerns the reversible switch-
ing of association-equilibria by photochemical effects. Blocked o-nitrobenzyl
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derivatives of ureidopyrimidones have been used for this purpose [126],
enabling the cleavage of the photolabile o-nitrobenzyl moiety from the urei-
dopyrimidone unit, thus allowing the generation of a monovalent species able
to inhibit the aggregation process, and thus reduce the viscosity of the mixture
by pure irradiation. Another more sophisticated approach placed the photo-
switchable structure directly in the main chain of the spacer between flanking
ureidopyrimidine units (Fig. 30) [127]. Thus, the photochromic dithienylethy-
lene was chosen as the photochemically active moiety, changing between the
closed and open structure via a [3,3]-Cope cyclization. Irradiation at 366 nm
led to the closed form, whereas irradiation at > 540 nm led to the initial open
form. Since only the closed form is able to aggregate, there is a strong increase
in aggregate formation upon irradiation at 366 nm, which is reversible upon
irradiation at > 540 nm. Thus, a switchable system has been generated, able to
define aggregate size and thus viscosity upon simple irradiation.

Fig. 30 Phototriggered aggregation of dithienylethylenes with flanking ureidopyrimidone-
units. Reprinted with permission from [127]
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Significant effects in solution were observed upon assembling pi-conju-
gated polymer segments with fluorene oligomers and perylene-oligomers
(Fig. 31a) [128]. The association of the building units is achieved from so-
lution, achieving energy transfer due to the stacking of the units, transfer-
ring energy from the (blue-absorbing) oligofluorenes to the (green-emissive)
phenylene-vinylenes. The ordering permits a more efficient energy transfer
process due to the neighboring of the functional groups. Similar systems
work with assembling the oligophenylenes into discs (Fig. 31b) [129] and lad-

Fig. 31 Self association of a oligo(p-phenylenevinylenes) and perylenes as well as b olig(p-
phenylenevinylenes) via quadruple hydrogen bonds
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ders [130] that show a strong exciton coupling in solution. Furthermore, the
application of these solutions together with fullerenes permitted the forma-
tion of processable thin films, able to control the film morphology via spin
coating. Neutron-scattering experiments on the resulting films with thick-
nesses of about 100 nm indicated a rod-like structure similar to those in solu-
tion, able to blend the fullerene derivative close to the oligo(phenylene) struc-
ture. The resulting photovoltaic devices showed a photo-to-current trans-
formation of about 12%, presumable due to the phase-separated structure of
the film.

Studies in the solid state and molten state reveal dramatic changes of
the resulting materials with respect to the unmodified polymers. The sys-
tem has been successfully applied to a variety of oligomeric and poly-
meric structures. Sijbesma et al. [131] have investigated the melt viscosi-
ties of various telechelics [i.e.: poly(ethylene-butylene), poly(ethyleneoxide-
propyleneoxide)], polyesters with molecular weights ranging from ∼ 2000 to
3500 g mol–1. They found a complex thermorheological behavior (Fig. 32),
which can be explained by the reversibility of the hydrogen bonds. Clus-
ters are formed, consisting of hydrogen-bonded structures, and these were
explained to act as physical crosslinks, similar to those in thermoplastic elas-
tomers. Melt viscosity strongly decreases with temperature (i.e.: the melt
viscosity decreases by a factor of 4 for a temperature increase of 10 ◦C).
Similar strong behavior of the melt viscosities was demonstrated by Long
et al. and others with ureidopyrimidine-bound acrylates [132] (Fig. 33),
oligo-siloxanes [133], poly(esters) [134]. Similar, very strong effects have
been observed with side-chain-modified ureidopyrimidones affixed onto
poly(hexene) (Fig. 34) [135]. Thus, at low concentrations of the ureidopyrim-

Fig. 32 Master curve of the dynamic melt viscosity (η∗), storage modulus (G′) and loss
modulus (G′′) of a poly(ethylene/butylene) copolymer (Mn = 3500 g mol–1). Reprinted
with permission from [131]
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Fig. 33 Association of poly(acrylates) via pendant ureidopyrimidone groups

Fig. 34 Formation and aggregation of poly(hexenes) via ureidopyrimidones. Redrawn
after [135]

idine unit (below 3 mol %) the resulting copolymer is comparable to the cor-
responding homopolymer without the hydrogen-bonding systems. At higher
concentrations, the reversible crosslinks are very effective, transforming the
polymer to an amorphous network with elastomeric properties: thus much
higher stress values are observed at rupture, presumably due to the action of
the hydrogen-bonding systems preventing the chains from moving apart.
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Fig. 35 Combined association via quadrupolar hydrogen bonds and metal complexes.
Reprinted with permission from [136]

A combination of two different supramolecular forces, namely metal–
metal bonds and the ureidopyrimidones were investigated by Schubert
et al. [136, 137] (Fig. 35). A poly(ε-caprolactame) was prepared—with a ter-
pyridine moiety at one end and an ureidopyrimidone unit at the other
end—via tin-octanoate catalyzed polymerization. Together with iron(II) ions,
double supramolecular polymers formed from chloroform solution. Again,
solid-like behavior was observed, similar to results for the purely hydrogen-
bonded polymers.

The ability to organize supramolecular polymers held together by quadru-
ple bonds into fiber-like structures was exploited by Meijer et al. to construct
bioactive scaffolds for tissue engineering (Fig. 36) [138]. Mixtures of urei-
dopyrimidone polymers bearing either biocompatible poly(ε-caprolactam)
as well as peptidic recognition sequences (GRGDS) for mediating cell at-
tachment, were processed from solution and spun into fibers. The fibers
then consisted of the biocompatible polymer and the cellular-recognition se-
quence, able to harvest cells after incubating the readily spun material into its
final shape. After cellular seeding and growth, the material dissolves slowly
into the aqueous phase due to either proteolytic cleavage or the breakage of
the hydrogen bonds. Thus, a new material acting as a cellular scaffold and
with excellent resorption qualities has been generated.

The generation of supramolecular block copolymers certainly is among the
most important topics for a polymer chemist. Since the ureidopyrimidone
moiety is a self-complementing hydrogen bond, this issue is difficult to ad-
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Fig. 36 Formation of bioactive, fiber-scaffolds for tissue engineering. Mixtures of
telechelic ureidopyrimidone polymers [consisting either of poly(e-caprolactam) or pep-
tidic GRGDS sequences] are processes into fibers

dress. In principle, there are two modes of approach: start from a block-
di- or triblock copolymer and make it assemble into the right A–B mode
as one would assume due to microphase separation, or use two different
quadrupolar hydrogen-bonding systems, that can effect a clean A–B-type
interaction. Meijer et al. have chosen the latter approach by generating a dif-
ferent set of hydrogen-bonding interaction (Fig. 37) [139]. Thus, the two
different hydrogen-bonding systems match each other only in one case,
putting the poly(tetrahydrofurane) and alkyl-segment into a defined order.
The new quadrupolar interaction favors the ureidopyrimidone/2,7-diamido-
1,8-naphthyridines interaction over the respective self-complementing inter-
action. In a similar sense, the pure ureidopyrimidone system can be used
to generate block copolymers via the self-complementing ureidopyrimidone
bonds. [140]. Telechelic block copolymers [poly(styrene)-block-poly(cis-iso-
prene)] have been produced with affixed ureidopyrimidines as endgroups.

Polymerization-induced phase separation (PIPS) within hydrogen-bonded
polymeric fragments can lead to materials with combined properties and
defined morphology. Keizer et al. [141] (Fig. 38) described the formation
of “droplets” within an acrylate matrix using a miscible supramolecular
polymer bearing associative endgroups. The miscibility is reduced during
the polymerization reaction of the acrylate, thus leading to finely disperged
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Fig. 37 Generation of block-copolymers via changing the association pattern by addition
of 2,7-diamido-1,8-naphtyridines. Reprinted with permission from [139]

Fig. 38 Polymerization-induced phase separation of a supramolecular polymer. Reprinted
with permission from [141]
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droplets of the supramolecular polymer within the bulk-polymer matrix. The
size of the droplets can be varied starting with less than 100 nm up to several
microns in diameter.

Defined surface roughness can be induced by hydrogen-bonding systems
bearing trialkoxy-siloxane units (Fig. 39) [142]. The hydrogen-bonded asso-

Fig. 39 Generation of defined surface roughness during a sol/gel process. a Concept to
introduce quadrupolar hydrogen bonds into a silica gel. b Surface roughness via SEM.
c Superhydrophobicity of the resulting surface. Reprinted with permission from [142]
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Fig. 40 Supramolecular polymers formed by ureidotriazines

ciate is subjected to a sol–gel-mediated crosslinking process of the siloxane
units, leading to a three-dimensional network. Phase-separation processes
lead to the formation of defined granules and holes on the surface. The mate-
rial displays a defined surface roughness and thus superhydrophobic contact
angles in contact with water, mimicking the self-cleaning properties of the lo-
tus leaf [143, 144]. Thus, the noncovalent preorganization on the basis of the
hydrogen bonds leads to phase effects not reachable with conventional poly-
mer systems and presents a biomimetic approach to a highly sophisticated,
bioinspired material.

Besides the aforementioned hydrogen bonds, another related system has
been developed by Meijer et al. (Fig. 40) [145]. Related ureidotriazines can
be assembled in a similar mode as the previously mentioned ureidopyrim-
idones. This type of hydrogen bond is self complementary, with a binding
constant of about 2×104 M–1. Association into columns is observed, show-
ing effects similar to those of the ureidopyrimidone quadrupolar hydrogen
bonds. Well-defined helices can be formed from within these associates [146].
Since these endgroups can be easily fabricated by reacting an isocyanate
with 1,3,5-triamino-2,4,6-triazine, these bonds are of significant industrial
importance. Similar drastic effects on material properties were observed with
poly(tetrahydrofurane) supramolecular compounds held together via this
bond [147].

3.5
Polymers Connected with Multiple Hydrogen Bonds

Multiple hydrogen bonds are an extension of the concept to introduce more
connecting sites within a hydrogen-bonding system. Several reasons have
driven the quest for these higher-order systems for the construction of new
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polymeric architectures and structures: (a) stability enhancement by adding
more hydrogen bonds into the binding systems, thus enhancing the crosslink-
ing effects in the final solids or the primary solution; (b) the quest for network
formation, instead of only generating linear systems via additional crosslink-
ing due to the additional hydrogen bonds, enabling more interactions to
neighboring chains; and (c) the need to avoid ureidopyrimidones due to their
self-complementary structure. The latter is the most important, since the ure-
idopyrimidones, despite their enormous effects and capacity, cannot be used
to combine two different materials in an alternating manner and thus achieve
sequence control.

One of the most important hydrogen-bonding systems used as an alter-
native system to the ureidopyrimidones, able to order in a heteroassembling
manner, is comprised of a hexapolar hydrogen-bonding moiety [DAD–DAD
(D = donor; A = acceptor)] named after Hamilton et al. [32, 148, 149] with
either barbituric acid or N-alkyl-cyanurate. This multivariant receptor has
shown a pronounced type of heteroassembly, directing the molecules in
a defined heterocomplementary (A-B-type) fashion. The binding constant is
about 105 M–1, putting it close to those of the (homo-associating) ureidopy-
rimidones. The system was initially chosen by Lehn et al. to mediate the
assembly of both bivalent and trivalent building blocks into fibers, gels and
networks [150]. Thus, the building blocks shown in Fig. 41 can assemble into
linear structures, which leads to fibers upon higher association. Several ef-
fects leading to the formation of fiber-type structures were studied. (a) An

Fig. 41 Formation of helices and fibers from low molecular weight building blocks. The
association takes place via the Hamilton receptor/cyanurate interaction. Reprinted with
permission from [150]
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increase of the viscosity due to the strongly enhanced molecular weight.
(b) Proof of the reversible association by temperature-dependent measure-
ments of the N – H chemical shift in 1H-NMR spectroscopy. (c) Aggregate
formation was studied by 1H-NMR relaxation measurements monitoring the
change in T1-relaxation time, which led to an increase of T1 of the aggre-
gates with respect to the monomolecular species. (d) Most importantly, the
concentration dependence of the association in different solvents with and
without a monovalent “chain-stopper” and imbalanced stoichiometric ratios
of the two components were studied. It was demonstrated, that an already
small imbalance in stoichiometry between the two assembling components
led to a strong drop of the virtual molecular weight of the associates, in accor-
dance with simulations related to polycondensation reactions. Gel and fiber
formation was proven by electron microscopy, revealing bundles of fibers. As
demonstrated later by neutron-scattering experiments in nonpolar solvents
such as decane or toluene [151], the formation of microgels, consisting of
interlocked bundles of helices was proven. Thus, the interlocking of several
helical strands leads to partial crosslinking under certain conditions, presum-
ably via additional aromatic stacking effects. The formation of helical strands
can be achieved (Fig. 42) via induced recognition by specific hosts, being able
to induce conformational restraints within alternating chains of hydrogen-
bonding units. The formation of specific rotamers leads to a specific folding
of the chain, and thus subsequently to the formation of helical strands, which
again can be visualized as fibers, consisting of helical aggregates [152, 153].

The aggregation using the aforementioned hydrogen bonds has been ex-
tended to more sophisticated building blocks. Zhuang et al. [154] studied
the aggregation of a pincer-like molecule (such as a perylene-bisimide bear-
ing two “Hamilton”-receptors on either side) and a [60]fullerene derivative
with a matching barbituric acid derivative (Fig. 43). The aggregation was
proven via 1H-NMR spectroscopy and—most importantly—via the fluo-
rescence quenching of the perylene by the fullerene derivative. Because of
the supramolecular organization, the molecular proximity of the substrates
is close as revealed by the intermolecular charge transfer. It was possible
to indicate photo-induced electron transfer between the perylene and the
[60]fullerene, presenting the possibility to build new photovoltaic devices
with nanoscale structures.

The concept of association in solution via the sextuple hydrogen bonds,
combined with a (partially) reversible covalent bond (mostly imines) [155]
has led to the concept of dynamic combinatorial libraries, or so-called dou-
ble dynamers (Fig. 44) [156]. The underlying component exchange due to
the dynamic bonds allows the generation of constitutional diversity of both
the molecular and the supramolecular level. Thus, selection processes may
be both driven by the hydrogen-bonding interaction, as well as the partially
reversible covalent bonding system. New materials with strongly modulative
properties can be envisioned from this concept.
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Fig. 42 Formation of helical strands by selection of specific rotamers during the assembly
process. Reprinted with permission from [152]

The combination of strongly differing polymeric or oligomeric building
blocks has been achieved by use of the Hamilton-receptor/barbituric acid
systems, generating pseudo-block copolymers linked together by purely non-
covalent bonds (Fig. 45) [157]. Thus, two strongly microphase-separating
polymers [poly(etherketone) [158] and poly(isobutylene) [159]] with the re-
spective hydrogen-bonding systems were combined in a solution blending
approach. The resulting materials differed strongly in their appearance from
their individual components, revealing two separate glass-transition tempera-
tures. Microphase separation was proven by TEM and SAXS investigations,
as well as via solid-state NMR experiments [160]. Temperature-dependent
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Fig. 43 a Perylene/fullerene aggregates. b Steric 3D-representation of the assembly.
c TEM micrograph of the formed aggregate. d Photocurrent generation upon irradiation.
Reprinted with permission from [154]
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Fig. 44 Dynamic association via covalent and noncovalent bonds generating “dynamers.”
Reprinted with permission from [156]

Fig. 45 Pseudo-block copolymers associated via multiple hydrogen bonds and their tem-
perature behavior in correlation to microphase separation of the PIB and PEK-telechelics,
respectively

SAXS measurements revealed a strong dependence of the microphase sepa-
ration in relation to the strength of the hydrogen-bonding interaction. Thus,
the sextuple-hydrogen-bonding system was able to glue the polymeric phases
together up to temperatures 80 ◦C above the glass-transition temperature of
the higher melting component. The concept has been extended to gels, where
trivalent structures mediate the formation of thermoreversible gels [161].
A similar approach with higher-order bonding systems has been described
by Ryu et al. generating diblock copolymers [162]. The two immiscible poly-
mers poly(styrene) and poly(ethyleneglycol) were coupled to the polyamidic
hydrogen-bonding structure with an association constant of Kassn > 109 M–1
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Fig. 46 Combination of two immiscible polymers (PS and PEG) via multiple hydrogen
bonds

and merged in a solution blending approach (Fig. 46). Again two separate
glass-transition temperatures were observed, together with the microphase
separation proven by AFM investigations of thin films.

It has been recognized that multiple hydrogen-bonding systems offer the
possibility to form networks, which can form strands, sheets and rosettes (for
a general overview see: [163]). The common system is derived from 2,4,6-
triaminotriazine (melamine)/barbituric acid, and leads to an extremely high
level of order, tunable by the patterns of substituents, hydrophobicity and
solubility effects. Lehn et al. [164] used this system and applied it for the for-
mation of supramolecular strands, building quasipolymeric associates. Since
the cooperative effects are high due to the network formation process, the sys-
tems can reach high levels of association and thus higher virtual molecular
weights of the associates. Reinhoudt et al. [165] have used this system to as-
semble calixarenes in a sheet-type fashion (Fig. 47). Thus, two calix [4]arenes
bearing either dicyanuric acids or dimelamines were designed, enabling the
formation of polymeric aggregates, but prohibiting the formation of cyclic
structures. Perfectly aligned strands were observed after deposition of 1 : 1
complexes as a solid. The noncovalent, rod-like structures have a diameter
between 3.5 to 5.5 nm and consist of a hydrophobic outer shell and the po-
lar core formed by the hydrogen-bonding networks. Similar systems based
on the same or other hydrogen-bonding interactions [166–169] have also led
to strand formation via cooperative interactions. Krische et al. have studied
the system in detail, putting the focus on the exact match between the supra-
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Fig. 47 Assembly of calix[4]arenes via 2,4,6-triamino-triazine/barbiturate interactions.
Reprinted with permission from [165]

molecular interaction and the covalent interaction (Fig. 48). The “covalent-
casting approach” is described as an approach to fix the supramolecularly
ordered assemblies during the ordering process in their predetermined pos-
ition. This leads to a highly cooperative ordering process, which ends up
in the formation of highly organized molecular strands and ribbons. Ex-
tending this concept into disc-like aggregates [170] (Fig. 49) leads to discs
and platelets, which can hold a photomodulative entity (azobenzene), which
causes reversible aggregation and deaggregation phenomena based on the
photoisomerization of the azobenzene moiety. Thus, the photoisomeriza-
tion from the E- to the Z-form was significantly suppressed in the hexamer
(rosette) due to the impossibility of the Z-isomer to adapt to the hexameric
aggregate due to strong steric interactions. A system consisting of amino-
pyrazolones developed by Krische et al. [171] displays a similar formation of
cyclic aggregates displaying a network consisting of three associated units.

Apart from those multiple hydrogen-bonding systems described, many
others have been investigated, often in relation to association into columns,
discs and other networks. Loontjens et al. [172] described networks based on
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Fig. 48 Assembly of strands by the “covalent casting” approach. Redrawn according to
reference [171]

Fig. 49 Assembly of photoisomerizable monomeric units into ordered hexamers.
Reprinted with permission from [170]
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a 1,3,5-triamino-triazine acting as a central core for the association of imides
via a DAD-ADA association scheme. Bivalent molecules bearing two imide
anchors were used to generate networks in melt structures with a strongly
shear- and temperature-dependent viscosity. Similar approaches using 1,3,5-
triamino triazine as a crosslinker to induce crystallization effects and modify
rheological properties have been reported with triazine-barbituric acid in the
case of poly(propylene) [173, 174].

The association of disc-like building blocks can be achieved using multi-
ple hydrogen bonds on a central, disc-shaped aromatic core (Fig. 50) [175].
Hexagonal columnar structures are formed, which can be stabilized by sub-
sequent polymerization of the terminal acrylate moieties. The central core
can subsequently be removed due to the noncovalent bonding between the
crosslinked stacks and the central core, leading to nanoporous structures
of defined geometry. Thus, the dynamic nature of the hydrogen bond is ef-
ficiently used to generate hollow objects. Similar approaches by the same

Fig. 50 Formation of nanoporous materials by assembly, subsequent crosslinking and
template removal. Reprinted with permission from [175]
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authors using guanidinium moieties [176] or 1,3,5-triphenyl-2,4,6-triazine
moieties [177] have led to related columnar structures.

Other types of hydrogen-bonding systems using multiple assembly sites
have been developed. An important step towards highly self-complementing
hydrogen bonds aiming at the formation of defined cyclic structures [178]
has been reported by Zimmermann et al. [179] The binding motive shown in

Fig. 51 Assembly of dendritic structures via DDA–AAD hydrogen-bonding motives.
Reprinted with permission from [179]
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Fig. 51, displaying a DDA-AAD motive, is an extremely strong bonding moi-
ety, with an association constant towards the hexameric associate of more
than 104 M–1 [180]. Most importantly, the stability of this complex is retained
not only in nonpolar solvents (such as chloroform and toluene) but also in
15% aqueous THF. The binding motive can be used to assemble dendritic
structures bound to the hydrogen-bonding unit. Thus, dendrons up to the 3rd
generation were affixed onto the H-bonding motives and assembled into the
hexameric aggregates. As expected, the association constant was reduced with
increasing steric demand of the dendritic branch. The described system can
act as a combinatorial library, where mixtures of different dendrons assemble
into aggregates consisting of only separate hexameric species displaying only
one type of dendritic branch. Other publications have described dendrimer
assembly by either conventional carboxylic acid networks [181–183] or via
urea bonds [184, 185].

A related hydrogen-bonding system displaying an AADD self-comple-
menting bonding array was developed by the same authors [186]. An urei-
dodezapterin was developed, accessible by simple isocyanate addition as in
the case of the structurally related ureidopyrimidones. The bond displays
an association constant above 107 M–1 and can be used to assemble poly-
mers, leading to a similar effect as with ureidopyrimidones. Moreover, the
ureidodezapterines form 1 : 1 complexes with naphtyridines (DAAD–ADDA
interaction) displaying an association constant of > 107 M–1 (Fig. 52) [187].
Upon affixing those endgroups to poly(styrene) and poly(butylmethacrylate),
respectively, a strong association with a significant increase in viscosity was
observed.

Fig. 52 Ureidodezapterines as a multiple hydrogen-bonding system
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3.6
Applications

Hydrogen bonds used as a molecular kit to force the chains of macromolecules
into a certain order are definitely not a new principle. Therefore, many aspects
of supramolecular ordering, i.e.: in liquid crystals, as crosslinking structures
in solid polymers, as an intramolecular force to mediate miscibility effects,
and to enable molecular recognition as a principle for applications in sen-
sors and devices are well-known and will not be discussed here. The main
novelty of supramolecular polymers lies in two aspects: (1) The possibility
to tune a materials properties due to the strength of the hydrogen-bonding
interaction. This aspect for the first time allows for an estimation of the
principal properties expected in solution or the solid state of a known
oligomeric/polymeric material and its properties after incorporation of a spe-
cific number of a certain hydrogen bond. (2) Another important aspect
concerns the reversible nature of the hydrogen-bonding system, which enables
a reversible tuning of the interaction force with temperature, solvents, external
fields (shear, electric fields, magnetic fields), and thus the tuning of material
properties over a wide range within small external stimuli. These properties
lead to materials with definitely new properties and a new engineering design.

Bosman et al. [188] summarized most of the applications related to patent-
ing of the quadrupolar hydrogen bonds, most of all the ureidopyrimidones
and the ureidotriazines. Most applications are related to either rheological
modifiers (i.e.: tuning the viscosity of a solvent by adding some supramo-
lecular polymer), the material properties exerted in the solid state due to the
strong associative force, the phase behavior of the resulting polymers, the
properties of inks and polymers for cosmetic use, as well as the use in pho-
toactive and electronic materials, where the supramolecular order induces
special optical properties, such as radiation-less photontransfer or electron-
transfer processes [189].

Some recent examples including uses as superhydrophobic surfaces [142],
medical composites of spun fibers, generating scaffolds for cell attach-
ment [138], thermoplastic elastomers [139], as a supramolecular electrolyte
in a dye-sensitized solar cell [190], as a method to align polymer chains [191],
or as supramolecular polymer composites [192] have been discussed previ-
ously. Still there is ample space to be explored and there definitely will be
many more patents and applications in this field.

4
Side-Chain Hydrogen-Bonded Polymers

Similar to supramolecular polymers bearing hydrogen bonds within their
main chain, side-chain architectures are possible in a similar manner. Usually,
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the main backbone of the structure is formed by a polymeric structure rather
than a small molecular weight oligomer. Thus, in the case of side-chain archi-
tectures, the main chain is already formed by a homo- or block copolymer,
which bears an assembled structure of molecules bound to its main chain via
hydrogen-bonding interaction, usually in a multiple fashion. The hydrogen-
bonding pattern often is formed by “simple” hydrogen bonds, although ex-
amples of more complex patterns exist. Thus, usually single-type hydrogen
bonds are used, and there are many publications on this topic starting from
∼ 1998. The topic has been reviewed during the past years, mostly focussing
on the formation of hierarchical structures as well as on their modulative
properties [193–196]. A distinct point concerns the influence on miscibil-
ity/immiscibility equilibria, most of all the control of polymeric microphases
by association/dissociation of the side-chain moieties. If mesogenic units are
attached to the polymer, side-chain liquid crystalline materials with special,
often highly temperature-sensitive properties are generated. This topic of
hydrogen-bonded liquid crystalline materials, also with an emphasis on side-
chain liquid crystalline materials, was first reviewed by Kato et al. in 2001 [35]
and later in 2006 [36]. Therefore, the interested reader is referred to these
reviews.

Another aspect of side-chain hydrogen-bonded polymers is related to the
miscibility enhancement between immiscible polymers via (weak) hydrogen-
bonding interaction, generating polymer blends. This topic was described in
Sect. 3.1, the interested reader is referred to this section within this review.

This section will focus on the microphase behavior of side-chain hydrogen-
bonded polymers only. One of the best investigated systems consists of
poly(vinylpyridine) with (amphiphilic) phenolic moieties bound to the
pyridine units via (ionic) hydrogen bonds. Thus, alkylphenols [such as
pentadecyl-phenol (PDP) and nonadecyl phenol (NDP)] form hydrogen
bonds to the pendant pyridine moieties (Fig. 53). The structures can be
linear, but also crosslinked with bivalent sulfinic acid residues [197]. Lamel-
lar structures, consisting of alternating layers of poly(vinylpyridine) chains,
separated by layers of the PDP- or NDP chains are formed [198]. If di-
block copolymers (PVP-PS) are used [199], where one block (PVP) acts
as a complexing backbone for the PDP, and the other (PS) induces mi-
crophase separation, then several structures can be generated, where the
microphase separation strongly depends on the temperature (Fig. 54). Thus,
below 100 ◦C layer-within-layer structures are generated, where alternating
layers of PS and PVP(PDP) exist, displaying a period of 35 nm. A second
microphase ordering, oriented perpendicular to the first one, with a length
scale of 4.8 nm exists within the PVP-(PDP) layer. Between 100–150 ◦C, an
order-disorder transition takes place, removing the microphase separation of
the lamellae-within-the-lamellae, but keeping the main PS-PVP microphase
separation. At temperatures above 150 ◦C, the lamellae change to cylin-
ders due to the dissociation of the PDP molecules from the main chain
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Fig. 53 Formation of lamellar-within-lamellar structures by pentadecylphenol (PDP)
of nonadecylphenol (NDP) bound to poly(4-vinylpyridine). Reprinted with permission
from [200]

Fig. 54 a Hydrogen bond formation monitored by IR-spectroscopy of (PVP(PDP)x).
b Glass transition temperature as a function of crosslinking density. c TEM-micrograph
indicating the phase-separated structure. d Temperature-dependent SAXS profiles indi-
cating the phase change upon heating. Reprinted with permission from [199]

and their dissolution in the PS and the PVP domain. Thus, the material
displays one order/disorder and one order/order transition, as exemplified
by temperature-dependent SAXS measurements. More complex structures
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(i.e.: lamellar-within-cylindrical; spherical-within-lamellar; lamellar-within-
spherical) (Fig. 53) have been described using the same system [200]. Many
applications to different polymers and networks have been described, relying
on this reversible-dissociation phenomenon and the change in microphase
separation. An interesting example relying on the use of novolacs as the phe-
nolic component has been demonstrated, using a PVP-b-PI diblock copoly-
mer (molecular weights: 2800–30 000 and 21 700–71 000) [201]. The samples
were prepared by a solution-blending process and subsequent solvent evap-
oration and curing at a pressure of 7 MPa up to 190 ◦C. Figure 55 shows
TEM pictures of the final materials, where the weight fraction of the PI-block
counts to 0.40. The microphase-separated structure is clearly seen, show-
ing the PI-block in black stripes, and the novolac in between. Reducing the
weight fraction of the PI-block to lower amounts leads to worm-like and
cylindrical structures. Thus, the morphology of the blend can be adjusted via
tailoring of the microphase interaction.

An important factor in achieving functional structures from these micro-
phase-separated polymers lies in the achievement of a high ordering of the
microphase domains. Usually this process is achieved via alignment pro-
cedures, applying external fields (mostly electrical- and shear-fields) [202].
Several studies, most of them applying shear fields, have been conducted, re-
vealing also the temperature-dependent behavior of the microphases. Thus,
the structure and phase equilibria of supramolecular hairy-rodlike polymers
consisting of poly(2,5-pyridinium methane sulfonates) have been described
in the melt state [203]. Large amplitude oscillatory shear fields were used to
achieve the alignment [204, 205]. The shearing was conducted with a rheome-
ter in the oscillatory mode at elevated temperatures (130 and 50 ◦C, respec-
tively) at 1 Hz shear frequency and a strain amplitude of 50% (Fig. 56). Two
different PS-PVP block copolymers and their complexes with either a sym-
metrical block structure or with only a small PVP block were investigated.
The PS cylinders are very-well ordered along the flow in a hexagonal lat-

Fig. 55 Chemical structure of complex formation between a phenolic resin and poly(2-
vinylpyridine-b-isoprene). TEM-micrograph of the composite, indicating the microphase
separation. Reprinted with permission from [201]
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Fig. 56 Shear alignment of a PS-PVP(PDP)x polymer and TEM micrograph of the result-
ing mixture. Reprinted with permission from [205]

tice, being perfectly aligned such that the (10) plane is parallel to the shear
plane. Since the investigated temperature is below the order-disorder tem-
perature of the hexagonal structure, the alignment is claimed to be par-
allel, rather than perpendicular to the (10) plane. Using this method with
PI-PVP diblock copolymers complexed with octyl gallate, together with in-
situ SAXS methods reveals order–order transitions between cylinders [206].
Again, the reversible breaking of the hydrogen bond under shear is facili-
tated, and thus allows an easier alignment of the microphases during this
process. The phase behavior of related systems, i.e.: star-[poly(styrene-b-
2-vinylpyridine)] complexed to dodecyl benzensulfonic acid (DBSA) [207]
as well as poly(2,5-pyridinediyl) complexed with camphorsulfonic acid or
5-pentylresocrinol [208] have been reported.

The use of perfectly aligned structures is important when a defined orien-
tation of the microphase-separated structures with respect to a surface is
required. One interesting application concerns the engineering of periodic
dielectric structures to manipulate the flow of light. In particular, photonic
bandgap materials require the presence of three-dimensional periodicity in
the range of 100–200 nm to reach the length scale corresponding to λ/2 of
the optical wavelength of light. Since this size range can only be reached via
very high molecular weight block copolymers, a different strategy relying on
supramolecular polymers was developed by ten Brinke et al. [209] (Fig. 57).
Here a P4VP-PS diblock copolymer (Mn,PS = 238 100; Mn,P4VP = 49 500) with
dodecyl benzensulfonic acid (varying from 1.0 to 2.0 mol/P4VP-unit) was
used and assembled into 100 mm thin films on quartz glass. Because of
the stretching of the chains, very high values of periodicities with a long
period of 140 nm were observed, as proven via SAXS and TEM investigations.
At specific amounts of the DBSA (1.5), a clear bandgap at 460 nm is ob-
served. Thus, this method allows the generation of functional structures with
very high length scales hardly achievable with conventional block copoly-
mers. Similar experiments have been reported for polarized luminescence
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Fig. 57 Generation of large lamellar periodicities via supramolecular ordering of DBSA/
P4VP-PS composites. Reprinted with permission from [209]

from self assembled and aligned poly(2,5-pyridinediyl)/camphorsulfonic acid
complexes [210].

An interesting approach towards mesoporous materials has been ac-
complished with PS-b-P4VP diblock copolymers complexed with zinc-
dodecylbenzenesulfonate (Fig. 58) [211]. The concept relies on the re-
versible nature of the hydrogen bond, able to be cleaved and thus ex-
tracted after formation of the highly ordered, microphase-separated struc-
ture. Thus, after a solution-blending process between the PS-b-P4VP di-
block copolymers (238 100 and 49 500 g mol–1, respectively) and the zinc-
dodecylbenzenesulfonate, the structures were annealed forming lamellar
phases. Extraction of the zinc-dodecylbenzenesulfonate from the microphase-
separated structure leads to mesoporous materials, leaving behind the chan-
nels formed by the residual block copolymer. In this example, a coordination
bond was included, since it had been observed that purely hydrogen-bonded
structures can collapse after extraction [212].

An approach towards fibers made from the hydrogen-bonded supramo-
lecular polymer has been reported [213]. Two PS-b-P4VP diblock copolymers
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Fig. 58 Generation of mesoporous structures from supramolecular block copolymers.
TEM-micrograph after extraction of the zinc-dodecylbenzenesolphonate from a PS-P4VP
diblock copolymer mixture. Reprinted with permission from [212]

with different molecular weights (238 100/49 500 and 301 000/19 600 g mol–1)
complexed to 3-n-pentadecylphenol were used in an electrospinning pro-
cess (Fig. 59). This process relies on the formation of a droplet (containing
the polymer in solution), which is ejected towards a metallic collector upon
applying a strong electric field. Given that the viscosity of the solution is
sufficiently high, a continuous jet is formed, generating fibers with entan-
gled polymer chains. This process was applied to solutions of the above-
mentioned supramolecular block copolymer, yielding fibers with diameters
ranging from 200–400 nm. The resulting materials display a microphase-

Fig. 59 Formation of fibers by electrospinning from supramolecular PS-b-(P4VP-PDP)
polymers. Reprinted with permission from [213]
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separated structure, from which the 3-n-pentadecylphenol can be removed
by extraction. Again, mesoporous materials are generated, which display
a highly ordered character within the now fibrous structure.

If polymers are used, which display electrical or ionic conductivity, the mi-
crophase separation will impart a certain level of anisotropy with respect to
direction of the conductivity (Fig. 60). Thus, materials with the aforemen-
tioned lamellar-within-lamellar phase structures exhibit a strongly tridirec-
tional protonic conductivity [214]. They used PS-b-P4VP block copolymers
with stoichiometrically bonded 3-n-pentadecylphenol. The material forms al-
ternating layers with the respective lamellar-within-lamellar structure, with
a long period (PS-PVP-layer) of 32 nm, and a short period of 4.1 nm present
due to the pentadecyl-phenol layers. As expected, the conductivities were
anisotropic for the unaligned material, but different in all three axes for the
aligned material, decreasing from the direction parallel to the nanowires,
across the pentadecyl layers, and finally to the direction across the PS layers.
The hopping rates for the protonic conductivity are largest within the layer,
followed by those across the pentadecyl layers, and lowest for the direction
across the PS layers.

This concept has been extended using a poly(aniline) as the main conduc-
tive polymer (Fig. 61) [215]. Again, a main chain polymer poly(acrylnitrile)
able to form ionic hydrogen-bonded complexes (2-acrylamido-2-methyl-

Fig. 60 Generating materials with tridirectional proton-conductivity after phase align-
ment. Reprinted with permission from [214]
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Fig. 61 a Conductive supramolecular poly(anilines) with pendant side-chains. b Tempera-
ture dependent conductivities of the complexes. Reprinted with permission from [215]

1-propanesulfonic acid) and 4-alkyl-resorcinoles was prepared, leading to
hydrogen-bonded complexes. SAXS measurements revealed cylindrical as-
sembly, with a tunable long period depending on the type of the 4-alkyl-
resorcinol residue. Measuring the conductivity in terms of dependence on the
temperature reveals a change from a thermally activated “hopping” mechan-
ism to a “metallic-like” conductivity. An explanation for this behavior lies in
a conformational stretching of the PNAI chains upon complexation with spe-
cific resorcinoles. Related systems using the PNAI/sulfonic acid system report
improved processability [216].

Another, related example of controlling the morphology of a block copoly-
mer via side-chain multiple hydrogen-bonding interactions has been de-
scribed by Tsao et al. [217] using a diblock copolymer [poly1,4-butadiene-
b-poly(ethyleneoxide) PB-b-PEO]; molecular weight: Mn (PB) = 11 800 ; Mn
(PEO) = 11 000 g mol–1 complexed to dodecylbenzene sulfonic acid (DBSA)
via the lone-pairs of the PEO side-chain (Fig. 62), thus forming a comb-
coil diblock copolymer. In contrast to the expectations, the microphase at
lower temperatures (T < 60 ◦C) is described as PB-cylinders disperged in
a PEO/DBSA matrix of lamellar morphology. The PEO-chains are confined
within the lamellar mesophase and adopt a folded conformation. At higher
temperatures (T > 60 ◦C) the PB-phase transforms into spheres, disperged
within a disordered phase of the PEO/DBSA matrix. This example demon-
strates, that strong and significant phase effects can be achieved with rela-
tively weak hydrogen-bonding interactions, devoid of an ionic character.

Significantly stronger bonds, attached to the side-chains of homo- and
block copolymers have been used by other authors, relying on multiple bonds
rather than single hydrogen bonds as discussed at the beginning of the
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Fig. 62 Formation of complexes between a PB-b-PEO polymer and DBSA. a Ordering
at T < 60 ◦C. b Ordering at T > 60 ◦C. c TEM picture of the phase-separated structure.
Reprinted with permission from [217]

present section. Weck et al. described the use of poly(norbornenes) bearing
either 1,6-diamino-pyridine moieties or—alternatively—metal-complexing
“pincer” complexes (Fig. 63) [218]. Preparation of the polymers was accom-
plished via ROMP methodologies of appropriately functionalized norbornene
monomers. The resulting polymers show a high density of hydrogen-bonding
moieties in their side-chains, forming complexes with the matching N-butyl-
thymine. As demonstrated by 1H-NMR investigations, the binding is defined
only for the matching hydrogen-bonding interaction. As shown in Fig. 63, the
concept can be extended to the construction of block copolymers, present-
ing an (orthogonal) dual supramolecular scaffold in each specific block [219].
Thus, the binding of specific, matching entities is possible only when a spe-
cific interaction (either a hydrogen-bonding interaction or a metal-pincer-
complex) is formed. An extension of this concept [220] results in a “universal”
polymer backbone, where the two interactions can be used for obtaining
various side-chain, supramolecular bonded polymers for further structural
studies.

A related concept has been presented by Binder et al. [221] using
poly(oxynorbornenes) and different hydrogen-bonding moieties, starting
from triple-hydrogen bonds (thymine) to multiple hydrogen-bonding moi-
eties (Hamilton-receptor system) (Fig. 64). The polymers were generated via
living ROMP polymerization, using a post-modification reaction, relying
on the Sharpless-“click” chemistry. The process involves a 1,3-dipolar cy-
cloaddition reaction between a terminal alkyne and a terminal azide under
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Fig. 63 Generation of block copolymers with orthogonal, matching supramolecular inter-
action with high densities. Redrawn after citation [218]

Fig. 64 Poly(oxynorbornenes) with multiple hydrogen-bonding systems

Cu(I)-catalysis. Because of the high efficiency of this reaction, a number of
various side-chain modified polymers can be prepared, starting from only
a few polymeric scaffolds.

The concept of using two different hydrogen-bonding moieties in each
block of a side-chain modified block copolymer has been exploited recently
(Fig. 65) [222]. Two different hydrogen-bonding interactions (namely the 2,6-
diamino-pyridine/thymine and the Hamilton-receptor/cyanuric acid) were
affixed to either of the blocks. The selective complexation of small molecules,
bearing the matching hydrogen-bonding interaction, assembled according
to their preferential interaction with the respective block structure. Thus,
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Fig. 65 Block copolymers with two different hydrogen-bonding systems for the investiga-
tion of “self”-sorting-phenomena

a “self-sorting” phenomenon was claimed, acting with a similar selectivity as
that observed in DNA molecules.

Quadrupolar hydrogen-bonding systems derived from the ureidopyrim-
idones were presented into 2-ethylhexyl-methacrylates (Fig. 66) [223]. Free
radical polymerization led to copolymers with the pendant ureidopyrim-
idones (1–11 mol %), displaying a molecular weight ranging from 110 000
to 147 000 g mol–1. With increasing amounts of ureidopyrimidone moi-
eties, a linear increase of the glass-transition temperature was observed.
The absence of two separate glass-transition temperatures suggests a ran-
dom copolymerization of the two monomers. Besides creep-testing, also
melt-rheological investigations were carried out. The presence of physical
crosslinks due to the hydrogen bonds was demonstrated, leading to broad-
ened and increased plateau modulus with increasing content of the hydrogen-
bonding moiety.

The self assembly of polymers in the solid state, using polystyrene scaf-
folds with pendant 2,6-diamino-pyridine (DAP) units has been extensively
described by Rotello et al. [224] (Sect. 3.3). Two different polymers were
investigated: either a homopolymer, functionalized with the pendant DAP
units, or a PS–PS diblock copolymer, in which one block only was func-
tionalized with the DPA units via a p-chloromethylstyrene block (Fig. 67).
In order to study the effect exerted by the hydrogen-bonding moieties onto
the microphase separation, a series of polymers with different fractions of

Fig. 66 Copolymers with quadrupolar hydrogen-bonding systems
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Fig. 67 Homo- and diblock copolymers with pendant 2,6-diamino-pyridine moieties. Re-
drawn after citation [224]

the DAP block was studied via SAXS methods, analyzing the spacing (D)
of the microphases. Since the spacing (D) can be correlated with the Flory–
Huggins interaction parameter X, there is a strong correlation of the fraction
of the hydrogen-bonding interaction with the spacing of the microphases (D)
at a lower fraction of DAP, the polymer is in the strong segregation limit
(SSL), whereas at higher fractions of DAP, the weak segregation limit (WSL)
is reached. Thus, the number of DAP units can be used as a tool to engineer
the microphase of a block copolymer and the respective enthalpic interac-
tion. In a similar approach, the attachment of dendritic structures, relying on
thymine/DAP interactions has been studied [225]. A diblock copolymer con-
sisting of a PS-b-PS/DAP structure was used as a template for the assembly
of dendritic structures bearing the complementing thymine unit, able to at-
tach to the DAP via a triple hydrogen bond. Films were formed from mixtures
consisting of the diblock copolymer and the dendrimers, proving the selec-
tive enrichment of the dendritic structures within the DAP-containing block.
Most importantly, the selective binding was probed by SIMS (dynamic sec-
ondary ion mass spectrometry), using a selective, element-specific labeling.
Thus, deuterium labels were introduced into the PS/DAP block, and fluo-
rine labels were affixed to the dendritic structures. As proven by SIMS, the
elemental distribution showed coincidence between the deuterium and the
fluorine labels, proving the sheet structure and the selective binding of the
dendrimer to the PS/DAP block via the hydrogen-bonding unit.

Other examples of different polymer systems referring to hydrogels [226]
and dendrimers have been described [227], relying mainly on unspecific, but
multiple side-chain oriented hydrogen bonds.

5
Hydrogen Bonds on Surfaces

Similar to the formation of hydrogen-bonded oligomeric or polymeric struc-
tures in solution, similar ordering processes can take place on surfaces,
again using the hydrogen bond as an organizing force. This can lead to the
formation of supramolecular order from surfaces into solution, generating
“quasipolymeric” structures, being confined to two directions within space.
The scientific field stretches strongly into nanoscience, involving not only
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small molecules, oligomers and macromolecules, but also nanoparticles and
the assembly of larger assemblates, relying on similar ordering principles as
those in solution. Clearly, similar ordering principles apply as for molecules
in solution: again, the specificity and strength of the (hydrogen bonding) in-
teraction will determine the final structure of the aggregates, their virtual
degree of polymerization, as well as further assembly from/to the surface.
Also, the effects of reversibility of the supramolecular bonds on the final ma-
terial properties will act in a similar way when applied to surface effects.
Therefore, a section reviewing recent achievements of hydrogen bonds, used
as molecular scaffolds to assemble polymers, oligomers and nanostructured
materials (such as nanoparticles) is included due to its close relationship
with supramolecular polymers. Most importantly, AFM- and STM techniques
have largely contributed to this field, enabling the molecular study of surfaces
and intermolecular surfaces. Several reviews covering the topic of scanning
tunnelling microscopy [228] and scanning force microscopy [229] have de-
tailed the possibility to study the exact location, orientation, ordering and
the electrical properties of deposited molecules on planar surfaces. Thus,
the visualization of individual supramolecular aggregates is possible, reveal-
ing a multitude of information of the supramolecular assemblies in solu-
tion, enabling one to study assemblies formed via even weak interactions.
SFM allowed the visualization of anisotropic hydrogen-bonded networks of
single components consisting of 5-(4-dodecyloxybenzylidene)-(1H,3H)2,4,6-
pyrimidinetrione/4-amino-2,6-didodecylamino-1,3,5-triazine fibers [230] as
well as double components [231]. Moreover, single fibers consisting of iso-
cyanopeptides, bearing pendant L-analyl-D-alanine methyl esters crosslinked
via hydrogen-bonding networks have been reported [232]. The molecules can
be monitored directly via SFM, revealing an extraordinary stiffness due to the
hydrogen-bonded networks between the residues at the side-chain. Addition-
ally, single molecule force spectroscopy has contributed to the understanding
of individual molecular interactions [233]. In this example, the deposition
of poly(4-vinylpyridine) on quartz, modified with either hydroxyl- or amino
groups has been studied. The main interaction between the polymer and the
surface is thought to be hydrogen bonding, enabling the individual measure-
ment of the rupture force via single molecule force spectroscopy. Changing
the surface from amino groups to hydroxyl groups, leads to a rupture force of
180 pN and 260 pN, respectively. A segmental adsorption is made responsible
for this rather large force, exceeding the desorption force of a single hydrogen
bond considerably.

Many hydrogen-bonding systems have been used to assemble molecules
and objects on surfaces. Apart from the well-known layer-by-layer deposition
concept, which relies on single hydrogen-bonding interactions presented in
a multiple fashion (usually as a side-chain within a polymer) [234, 235], de-
fined multiple hydrogen-bonding systems have gained interest. Vancso et al.
transferred the concept of quadrupolar hydrogen bonds (ureidopyrimidones)
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onto surfaces via self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) [236]. Thiols bearing the
ureidopyrimidone units affixed onto SAMs and monovalent species (bearing
dithiol-, trifluoromethyl- and ferrocene-units) were bound via the comple-
menting hydrogen-bonding interaction and studied via AFM measurements
(Fig. 68). The attachment of the groups to the surface was found to be very
stable, leading to a monostructured layer of the respective functional groups
via assembly mediated by the hydrogen bonds. Addition of dipolar aprotic
solvents (such as DMSO) or raising the temperature leads to a reversible de-
sorption of the layered structure from the surface. Surprisingly, the complex
on the surface was more stable (20 hours) compared to the measured life-
time of the complex in solution (only 170 ms). Thus, surface immobilization
can drastically alter the stability of the complexes formed, just leading to
enhancement of the supramolecular control. This binding concept has been
extended by the same authors towards a “supramolecular polymerization”
from the surface using a bivalent chain, bearing two ureidopyrimidone units
on either side of a oligo(ethylenglykol)-chain (0.5±1.0 nm) and investigated
via AFM-based single molecule force spectroscopy [237] (Fig. 69). Since a bi-
valent structure is used, a chain extension process, similar to the one known
from solution experiments, takes place from the surface-immobilized urei-
dopyrimidone units. Force displacement curves were measured between an
AFM-tip (bearing the immobilized ureidopyrimidone unit) and the surfaces
in a solution containing the bivalent “monomer”. Besides a rupture force of
172±23 pN, a virtual extension length of 150 nm was observed, correspond-
ing to a virtual degree of polymerization of about 15 units. This example for
the first time visualizes the formation of a supramolecular polymer chain,
as well as measures the specific interaction force on a molecular level, thus
representing a landmark in supramolecular polymer chemistry.

Fig. 68 Binding of ferrocenes to SAM surfaces via quadrupolar hydrogen bonds (ure-
idopyrimidines). The contact-mode AFM images reveal the enhanced thickness of the
layer due to the adsorption process. Reprinted with permission from [236]
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Fig. 69 a Formation of supramolecular polymers between an AFM-tip and a SAM via
quadrupolar hydrogen bonds. b Force-extension curves of the aggregates. Reprinted with
permission from [237]

Multiple hydrogen bonds, such as the Hamilton receptor can be used
in a similar manner to assemble small functional molecules [238] or even
nanoparticles onto SAMs presenting hydrogen-bonding systems. Binder
et al. [239] assembled Au-nanoparticles (diameter 5 and 20 nm) onto mixed
self-assembled monolayers presenting the Hamilton receptor in a defined
density (Fig. 70). 1,3-Dipolar cycloaddition reactions were used to achieve
a defined density of the receptors on the surface, enabling molecular densities
of the Hamilton receptor ranging from 3 area % to 100 area %. The Au-
nanoparticles bearing the corresponding complementing hydrogen-bonding
systems were bound in a dense layer on the SAM surface, their deposition den-

Fig. 70 Binding of Au-nanoparticles to self-assembled monolayer surfaces (SAMs) via spe-
cific, multiple hydrogen-bonding interactions. The nanoparticles (5 nm) can be seen as
elevations via AFM-imaging methods. Reprinted with permission from [239]
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sities depending on the densities of the initially present Hamilton receptor.
This concept has also been transferred to polymeric surfaces (Fig. 71) [240].
Thus, diblock copolymers (polyoxynorbornenes) bearing perfluoroalkyl- or

Fig. 71 Assembly of Au-nanoparticles (5 nm) on thin polymeric films made from block
copolymers via selective hydrogen-bonding units. Reprinted with permission from [240]
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multiple copies of the Hamilton receptor in either block, were deposited
as ultrathin films, yielding microphase-separated structures on the surface.
Again, Au-nanoparticles bearing the complementing barbituric acid moi-
ety, binding to the Hamilton receptor with a binding constant of ∼ 105 M–1

were deposited and selectively bound to regions reminiscent of the initial
microphase-separated pattern. This concept thus allows the selective depo-
sition of nanoparticles on polymeric films, making use of the microphase
separation of block copolymers and their phase pattern on surfaces.

Rotello et al. used a similar system, relying mainly on multiple thymine/2,6-
diamino-pyridine interactions (Fig. 72). Small molecules (such as fla-
vines [241], ferrocenes [242]) can be bound via a single, thymine/2,6-di-
aminopyridine interaction. This can lead to materials with reversible prop-
erties, where the redox activity of the surface-bound functional moiety
can interact with a current form of the (Au-) surface. The concept has
been extended to nanoparticles (Au-NP) [243] and polyhedral oligomeric
silsesquioxanes [244]. The presence of the oligomeric silsesquioxanes was
proven by XPS measurements, detecting the Si(2p) peak on the surface after
deposition.

A very important extension of this concept has been reported using the
binding of side-chain-modified polymers to surfaces via the same hydrogen-
bonding interaction. Poly(styrenes) bearing 2,6-diamino-pyridine (DAP)
units in multiple copies can be bound to surfaces with the matching thymine
bond, relying on a trivalent hydrogen-bonding interaction [245]. This con-
cept has been extended to PS-polymers (Mn = 50 000 g mol–1) bearing a triple
copy of the DAP units in order to bind the polymer on only one side, thus
generating a polymeric-brush layer of freely extending chains from the sur-
face (Fig. 73) [246]. The so-formed surface forms brushes, where the polymer

Fig. 72 (left) Binding of polymers via selective triple-hydrogen-bonding interactions.
(right) Selective binding of POSS functionalized with DAP units to SAM surfaces via
triple-hydrogen-bonding interactions. Redrawn with permission from [244]
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Fig. 73 (a, b) Generation of surfaces with responsive properties via selective binding of
a PS-polymer bearing triple copies of the DAP units. c AFM image showing the corru-
gated, highly structured surface with the polymer-brushes sticking out of the surface.
Reprinted with permission from [246]

chains can be seen “sticking-out” from the surface, while their conformation
strongly depends on the solvent used above the polymer layer. Changing the
solvent from THF (good solvent for PS) to ethanol (poor solvent for PS),
the layer changes its morphology leading to different heights of the layer.
Surprisingly, the protic solvent (ethanol) cannot access the hydrogen bond
buried underneath the layer structure, being unable to resolve the polymer

Fig. 74 Selective binding and detachment of a PS-polymer via adenine/thymine interac-
tion to/from a SAM surface. Reprinted with permission from [247]
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from the surface. This demonstrates the strong effect of surfaces in relation
to solution structures, where the hydrogen bonds would be broken quite ef-
ficiently by protic solvents. Furthermore, this approach enables the design
of surfaces with strongly modulative properties. A similar approach was re-
ported recently using a PS-polymer (Mn = 10 000 g mol–1), endfunctionalized
with an adenine nucleic acid moiety (Fig. 74) [247]. Again, the attachment
of the PS-polymer was achieved via a bivalent hydrogen bond, enabling de-
tachment of the whole polymer by incubation with DMSO. The affixation of
the polymer was proven by a variety of physicochemical methods, namely
XPS and contact angle measurement. In contrast to the example reported by
Rotello et al. [241–244] (see previous paragraph), the PS-polymer can be de-
tached with polar solvents, leading to a (quasi-)reversible adhesion via the
supramolecular bond.

6
Conclusions and Future Outlook

Still in its infancy, the field of supramolecular polymer chemistry has defi-
nitely found its own area and fixed place within the area of macromolecular
and polymer chemistry. Although with a certain delay, the recognition of “de-
signed” intermolecular forces as a tool to direct the ordering and function
of macromolecules has now been widely acknowledged and respected. The
transfer of principles of “organic” supramolecular chemistry is fully accom-
plished and used with perfection.

The important contribution of hydrogen bonds to the area of supramo-
lecular polymer chemistry is definitely outstanding, most of all since the
potency of hydrogen-bonding systems has been found to be unique in rela-
tion to other supramolecular interactions. Thus, the high level of structural
diversity of many hydrogen-bonding systems as well as their high level of
directionality and specificity in recognition-phenomena is unbeaten in supra-
molecular chemistry. The realization, that their stability can be tuned over
a wide range of binding strength is important for tuning the resulting ma-
terial properties, ranging from elastomeric to thermoplastic and even highly
crosslinked duroplastic structures and networks. On the basis of the thermal
reversibility, new materials with highly tunable properties can now be pre-
pared, being able to change their mechanical and optoelectronic properties
with very small changes of external stimuli. Thus, the field of hydrogen-
bonded polymers forms the basis for stimuli responsive and adaptable mate-
rials of the future.

Moreover, the recognition that many aspects of “bulk”-supramolecular
polymer chemistry can be transferred to binding and recognition events on
surfaces is an area still in its infancy. The binding processes of polymers,
nanoparticles or other nanosized objects onto (polymeric, quasipolymeric)
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surfaces by noncovalent interactions will form a new area in nanoscience and
nanotechnology.

The exploitation of the high specificity of the hydrogen-bonding systems,
combined with their dynamic features has opened a new branch in polymer
science: dynamic materials with self-selection processes. This field, opened
up by J.M. Lehn with his “dynamers” is highly prospective for the generation
of new materials with properties unachievable with conventional monomers
and polymeric materials, relying purely on the covalent bond, instead of the
noncovalent, supramolecular interaction.

Many principles exploited during the past years in this field therefore have
already found their application in polymeric material science, and definitely
will expand in the near future.
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Abstract Supramolecular polymers are linear chains of low molar mass monomers held
together by reversible and highly directional non-covalent interactions. In suitable experi-
mental conditions, they can display polymer-like rheological or mechanical properties,
because of their macromolecular architecture. However, the fact that non-covalent inter-
actions are involved means that the assembly can be reversibly broken and can be under
thermodynamic equilibrium. This reversibility brings additional features compared to
usual polymers, which potentially lead to new properties, such as improved processing,
self-healing behavior or stimuli responsiveness. The present chapter focuses first on par-
ticular examples where macroscopic properties of HBSPs are clearly demonstrated, and
then on the numerous engineering options explored so far to obtain functional materi-
als. Finally, because the obtained properties depend strongly on the molar mass of the
supramolecular polymer in the conditions of use, the last part describes the techniques
available to characterize the molar mass of supramolecular polymers.

Keywords Hydrogen bond · Molar mass · Rheology · Self assembly ·
Supramolecular polymer
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1
Introduction

Supramolecular polymers are linear chains of low molar mass monomers
held together by reversible and highly directional non-covalent interactions.
In suitable experimental conditions, they can display polymer-like rheologi-
cal or mechanical properties, because of their macromolecular architecture.
However, the fact that non-covalent interactions are involved means that
the assembly can be reversibly broken. This reversibility brings additional
features compared to usual polymers, which can potentially lead to new
properties, such as improved processing, self-healing behavior or stimuli re-
sponsiveness.

It is possible to find in the literature early examples describing the
formation of hydrogen-bonded oligomers from simple monomers such as
4-(thio)pyridone [1, 2] or dialkylureas [3, 4]. However, the concept of supra-
molecular polymers was really demonstrated in 1990 by Lehn et al., who
prepared a liquid crystalline supramolecular polymer by self-assembly of
two complementary monomers [5]. Moreover, a decade ago, Meijer et al. de-
scribed the first supramolecular polymer which formed highly viscous dilute
solutions [6], thus proving that it is possible to obtain polymer-like rheolog-
ical properties. Usually, the monomers can be schematized as two (or more)
hydrogen bonding moieties linked through a spacer (Fig. 1). According to the
topology of the hydrogen bonding groups, three main classes of hydrogen-

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of supramolecular polymers assembled from self-comp-
lementary AA (a) or AB (c) monomers or complementary A – A + B – B (b) monomers
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bonded supramolecular polymers (HBSPs) can be found: self-complementary
A – A or A – B monomers, or complementary A – A + B – B monomers.

In some cases, the term “supramolecular polymer” is given a wider mean-
ing, encompassing the huge field at the crossroad between supramolecular
chemistry and polymer science [7–10]. In the present chapter, we stick to
the more restricted definition mentioned above: we focus on synthetic hy-
drogen bonded low molar mass compounds which self-assemble to form
dynamic polymer-like chains. Thus, the related fields of organogelators [11,
12], nanofibers [13–15] or crystal engineering [16, 17], where crystal pack-
ing forces play a major role, are not covered. Likewise, systems where the
main driving force for assembly is electrostatic, metal-ligand, hydrophobic or
π-stacking interactions are not systematically included, even if some hydro-
gen bonding is involved. In fact, HBSPs have been reviewed in the past [18–
22], but the fast development of this field justifies the present work, which
concentrates on the last few years. This chapter focuses first on examples
where macroscopic properties of HBSPs are clearly demonstrated, and then
on the numerous engineering options explored so far. The last part describes
the techniques available to characterize the molar mass of supramolecular
polymers.

2
Macroscopic Properties of HBSPs

Three kinds of properties are considered here: rheological properties of solu-
tions, properties of bulk materials and liquid crystallinity.

2.1
Rheological Properties of HBSP Solutions

Depending on the system, different rheological behaviors can be obtained.
However, a common requirement is that the association must be very stable
for the HBSP to have a significant molar mass in dilute conditions (Sect. 4).
The following examples have been chosen because of the large amount of rhe-
ological data available, and have been grouped according to the nature of the
hydrogen bonding moiety driving the association.

2.1.1
Ureidopyrimidinone (UPy)

The quadruple hydrogen bonding motif of UPy (Fig. 2a) has been designed to
form very strong dimers (Kdim = 2×107 L mol–1 in chloroform at 25 ◦C) [23–
25]. Consequently, difunctional monomer 1 (Fig. 2b) forms long chains even
in dilute solutions: from the value of the equilibrium constant, a degree
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Fig. 2 Structure of UPy dimer (a) and monomer 1 (b)

of polymerization of DPn = 1800 (Mn = 1.3×106 g mol–1) at 0.04 mol L–1

(30 g L–1) in chloroform can be estimated. It is then not surprising that
these solutions show a high viscosity (η/η0 = 12 at a concentration C =
0.04 mol L–1) and a high concentration dependence of the viscosity (η/η0 ∼
C3.7) [6]. The value of this exponent is in agreement with Cates’s model for
reversibly breakable chains above the overlap concentration [26, 27].

2.1.2
Benzene-Tricarboxamide (BTC)

Several BTC derivatives (Fig. 3a) have been shown to form viscoelastic solu-
tions in non-polar solvents such as n-alcanes [28]. Based on the crystalline
structure of a model compound [29], a supramolecular structure has been
proposed. In this proposed structure, monomers are stacked onto each other
due to the formation of three hydrogen bonds between the amide groups and
to π-stacking between the aromatic groups (Fig. 3a). Because aromatic and
amide groups tend to favor a coplanar conformation, the hydrogen bonds do
not lie parallel to the column axis, but are tilted. Thus, the hydrogen-bond
pattern is believed to be helical [30, 31]. However, the presence of a significant
fraction of free NH groups detected by FTIR spectroscopy suggests that many
defects are present in this helical hydrogen bonding pattern [32].

The consequence of this organization at the molecular level is that BTC
solutions in decane are viscoelastic fluids with a nearly perfect Maxwellian
behavior [33]. The reason why this BTC system is viscoelastic whereas the
previous UPy based system is purely viscous (Newtonian behavior) is proba-
bly related to a more rigid backbone and/or to a slower breaking of the chains.
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Fig. 3 Self-assembled structure of BTC (a) and CTC (b) supramolecular polymers (R =
alkyl group). Adapted with permission from [34]

2.1.3
Cyclohexane-Tricarboxamide (CTC)

Some related CTC derivatives (Fig. 3b) also form viscoelastic solutions in sev-
eral non-polar solvents [35], but the rheological signature is different from
the case of BTC: the frequency dependence of the storage and loss moduli
cannot be described by a single relaxation time [36]. Two relaxation times
are necessary to adequately fit the data, so that the authors propose a model
where the supramolecular polymer would present alternative sequences of
rigid rod-like parts and more flexible parts. The increased rigidity of CTC
compared to BTC is attributed to its particular hydrogen bonding pattern;
because of the lack of π-stacking interaction and the lack of conjugation
between the amides and the cyclohexane ring, the hydrogen bonds are be-
lieved to be parallel to the column axis (Fig. 3b). This hypothesis is supported
by X-ray crystallography of a model compound [37]. The straight hydrogen
bonding pattern of CTC may then lead to fewer defects (and thus more rigid-
ity) than the helical pattern of BTC, because no helix reversal defects are
expected.
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Fig. 4 Structure of monomer 2

Finally, it is worth mentioning the synthesis of monomer 2 bearing two
such CTC moieties (Fig. 4) [34]. The straight hydrogen bonding pattern
of each CTC moiety is compatible with the formation of six parallel rows
of hydrogen bonds, so that compound 2 self-associates strongly in chloro-
form.

2.1.4
Bis-Urea

A variety of compounds bearing only two urea functions have been shown
to form stable supramolecular architectures, because ureas can form stronger
hydrogen bonds than amides. If a parallel or antiparallel orientation of
the two ureas is enforced by the spacer connecting them, then long one-
dimensional supramolecular assemblies can be expected. Depending on the
exact nature of the spacer and the lateral substituents, it is possible to tune
both the structure and the dynamic character of the assemblies. With sym-
metrical spacers and regular substituents, crystallization of the bis-urea is fa-
vored, so that organogelators can be obtained [11, 12, 38]. These compounds
are dissolved at high temperatures in a particular solvent, but after cool-
ing, highly anisotropic crystalline fibers are formed and entrap the solvent.
The strong gels obtained are metastable and no dynamic exchange between
the fibers occurs at room temperature. However, using an unsymmetrical
spacer and/or branched substituents, one can try and destabilize compet-
ing crystalline structures and stabilize dynamic HBSPs. Bis-ureas 3 to 6 with
a 2,4-toluene spacer (Fig. 5) indeed form dynamic supramolecular polymers
in non-polar solvents [39].
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Fig. 5 Structure of bis-ureas 3, 4, 5 and 6

2.1.4.1
Supramolecular Structure of Bis-Urea 3

Figure 6 shows the pseudo-phase diagram of bis-urea 3 in toluene [40]. It is
likely that other (not necessarily dynamic) supramolecular structures exist at

Fig. 6 Pseudo-phase diagram for supramolecular polymer 3 in toluene solutions. Tran-
sition between monomers and thin supramolecular filaments determined by calorimetry
(ITC) (�). Transition between thin filaments and thick tubes determined by ITC (�), vis-
cosimetry (�) and FTIR (•). SANS characterization of the thin filaments (◦) and thick
tubes (�). Reprinted with permission from [40]
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lower temperatures or at higher concentrations, but the remarkable feature
about this system is that it displays two distinct supramolecular architectures,
which are stable over a wide range of concentrations and temperatures, and
are in dynamic exchange with the monomer. Of course, the lines on this dia-
gram are not true phase transitions, but limit the domains where each struc-
ture is the most abundant. For both supramolecular structures, FTIR spec-
troscopy can detect no free hydrogen bond. Moreover, small angle neutron
scattering (SANS) shows that both structures are long and fibrillar (Fig. 7),
the high temperature structure being thinner than the low temperature struc-
ture. Based on the SANS derived dimensions, on molecular simulation and
on the structure of a monolayer probed by STM (Fig. 8) [41], a ladder-like
supramolecular arrangement has been proposed for the high temperature,
thin filament structure (Fig. 9a) [40]. Similarly, a thick tubular arrangement
has been proposed for the low temperature structure (Fig. 9b,c) [42]. Such
a dynamic tubular structure can be expected to be stable only if the inner cav-

Fig. 7 SANS intensity (I) versus momentum transfer (q), for a 22.9 mM solution of supra-
molecular polymer 3 in d8-toluene at several temperatures (22 ◦C (•); 36 ◦C (♦); 52 ◦C
(�); 68 ◦C (�)). Reprinted with permission from [40]

Fig. 8 High resolution STM image of a monolayer of supramolecular polymer 3 on
Au(111) (5× 10 nm2, – 0.4 V, 1.9 nA), with insets of a space filling model 3. Reprinted
with permission from [41]
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Fig. 9 Tentative supramolecular structures proposed for bis-urea 3: thin filament (a) and
tubular arrangements: b side-view, c top-view

ity is filled with solvent. Consequently, a very strong solvent effect is expected,
with solvents of large molecular dimensions destabilizing the tubular struc-
ture. This effect was indeed demonstrated (Fig. 10) with a series of aromatic
solvents of similar dielectric constants and solvating power [42]. For instance,
the transition temperature between the thin and the thick structure is more
than 50 ◦C lower in bulky 1,3,5-triisopropylbenzene than in toluene.

Fig. 10 Transition temperature (T∗∗) between the thin filaments and tubes for supramo-
lecular polymer 3 solutions in aromatic solvents, versus length (L) and width (W) of the
solvent molecules. The length (L), width (W) and thickness (Th) are defined as the re-
spective dimensions of the smallest right-angled parallelepiped containing the molecule,
such that L > W > Th. Reprinted with permission from [42]
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2.1.4.2
Properties of the Thin Filament Structure

The bis-urea thin filaments can be very long in non-polar solvents such as
1,3,5-trimethylbenzene. Consequently, these solutions show a high viscosity
(η/η0 = 8 at a concentration C = 0.04 mol L–1 and at T = 20 ◦C) and a high
concentration dependence of the viscosity (η/η0 ∼ C3.5) [43]. As in the case
of UPy based supramolecular polymers, the value of this exponent is in agree-
ment with Cates’s model for reversibly breakable polymers [26, 27]. However,
the solutions are not viscoelastic, even at concentrations well above the over-
lap concentration [43]. Consequently, the relaxation of entanglements, prob-
ably by chain scission, must be fast (τ < 0.01 s).

2.1.4.3
Properties of the Tubular Structure

In contrast, the tubular structure yields strongly viscoelastic solutions in
the semi-dilute regime [44] (Ducouret et al., unpublished results). Figure 11
shows a Cole–Cole plot for a dodecane solution of 3 (C∗ = 0.1 g L–1). Ex-
perimental data can be fitted at low frequencies with a Maxwell model, in
agreement with the release of entanglements through scission and recom-
bination, but the departure from monoexponentiality at higher frequencies
is an indication that the scission-recombination of the supramolecular poly-
mer chains may not be much faster than their reptation. Moreover, a static
light scattering study on cyclohexane solutions has shown that the persis-
tence length of the bis-urea tubes is at least 100 nm [45]. In the framework of
Cates theory, the rheological characteristics of the bis-urea tubular structure
can thus be explained by the presence of semiflexible filaments for which the
breaking and reptation times are of the same order of magnitude [46].

In the non-linear regime, the bis-urea solutions display stress-strain curves
typical of shear-banding (Ducouret et al., unpublished results).

Fig. 11 Cole–cole plot for a 7.8 g L–1 solution of supramolecular polymer 3 in dodecane,
at 25 ◦C
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In summary, the rheological properties of these bis-urea solutions can
be switched from a viscoelastic behavior (at low temperatures) to a purely
viscous behavior (at high temperatures). Moreover, the transition has been
shown to be fast, reversible (without hysteresis) and extremely cooperative:
the conversion of tubes into thin filaments occurs within a temperature range
of 5 ◦C only [40]. This transition can be triggered by temperature, but also by
a change in the solvent composition or by a change of the monomer compo-
sition.

2.1.5
Oligopeptides

Carefully designed oligopeptides can self-assemble to form very long β-sheet
tapes (Fig. 12). Of course, hydrogen bonding is not the only interaction in-
volved, but if the β-sheets do not further crystallize into irreversible fibers,
then these oligopeptides can be considered to be HBSPs, as defined in the
Introduction. Boden et al. have indeed prepared several such oligopeptides
which form dynamic antiparallel β-sheet tapes at very low concentrations
in alcohols or in water [47, 48]. At higher concentrations, the tapes dimer-
ize into twisted ribbons due to side-chain interactions, and at still higher
concentrations, the ribbons further assemble into fibrils of discrete thickness
(Fig. 13) [49, 50]. The different stages of the assembly can be controlled by
changing the concentration or the pH.

Fig. 12 Schematic representation of the self-assembly of a six-residue peptide to form
a growing antiparallel β-sheet tape
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Fig. 13 Hierarchical self-assembly of β-sheet forming peptides. Reprinted with permission
from [50]

Small-strain oscillatory shear experiments show that the β-sheet tapes
form elastic gels over the whole frequency window (10–2–102 rad s–1), imply-
ing that the relaxation time of the network is very long [48].

2.2
Material Properties of Bulk HBSPs

In the absence of solvent, low molar mass compounds tend to crystallize.
Therefore, if polymer-like properties are desired, it is necessary to reduce at
least partly their crystallization tendency, through adequate molecular de-
sign. The following examples were chosen to illustrate the range of properties
currently achieved with HBSPs.

2.2.1
Amorphous Glasses

A few low molar mass compounds form molecular glasses [51], even without
strong specific interaction between molecules. However, such compounds are
quite rare, and the stability of their glass is usually low. A good way to im-
prove the glass forming ability of low molar mass compounds is to introduce
hydrogen bonding groups [52, 53]. For instance, mixing bisphenol-A with
tetrapyridine 8 (Fig. 14) in a 2 : 1 ratio yields a stable glass with a glass tran-
sition of 31 ◦C, whereas the pure components are crystalline [52]. Another
example is provided by the family of rigid tetrahedral compounds 9 (Fig. 15).
If the substituent R is a butyl group, the compound crystallizes, but if R is
a longer alkyl group, amorphous solids are obtained, probably because the
steric hindrance of the alkyl group introduces sufficient disorder [53]. In this
case, high Tgs are obtained (Tg = 135 ◦C for R = hexyl), due to the rigidity of
the compounds. Above the glass transition, high viscosity Newtonian fluids
are obtained.
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Fig. 14 Structure of bisphenol-A 7 and tetrapyridine 8

Fig. 15 Structure of tetrahedral monomer 9

2.2.2
Macroscopic Fiber Formation

When hydrogen bonds are established along a preferred direction, it is pos-
sible to extrude reasonably strong fibers from the melt [54–56] or from
a concentrated solution [57–59]. For example, utilizing the CTC backbone
(Sect. 2.1.3) substituted by branched alkylsilyl sidechains, Araki et al. suc-
ceeded in spinning fibers with tensile strengths in the 1 MPa range [56].

2.2.3
Elastic Materials

More interestingly, functionalizing oligomers with strongly dimerizing units
like UPy (Sect. 2.1.1) yields materials with elastic properties similar to high
molar mass polymers. This approach is successful even in the case of a very
short siloxane oligomer: compound 10 (Fig. 16) displays a narrow rubbery
plateau between its glass transition temperature (Tg = 25 ◦C) and 70 ◦C,
whereas non-hydrogen bonded reference compound 10-Bn is a crystalline
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Fig. 16 Structure of monomers 10-Bn, 10, 11-Bn and 11

solid below and a low viscosity liquid above its melting point [60]. With
a longer spacer, PDMS 11 shows even better properties. For instance, at
low frequencies the complex viscosity of 11 is 2000 times the viscosity of
11-Bn. Based on DSC and solid-state NMR experiments, it seems that this
effect is only due to dimerization of chain-ends, and not to any microcrys-
talline domains [60]. This approach has been extended to the case of short
telechelic poly(ethylene/butylene), polyether, polyester and polycarbonate
oligomers [61]. The strong temperature dependence of the viscosity clearly
gives a processing advantage to these materials. Moreover, the good thermal
stability of the UPy group is to be noted [62].

2.3
Liquid Crystallinity

The use of hydrogen bonds in liquid crystalline materials at large is a very
active area [63, 64]. In the case of main chain thermotropic liquid crystalline
HBSPs, two main approaches have been explored. The first approach is to
mix two complementary monomers, usually of the AA + BB type (Fig. 1).
The complementary hydrogen bonding units utilized are mainly modified nu-
cleobases [5, 65, 66] and aromatic acid/pyridine couples [54, 67–74]. In the
most successful cases, the pure components are not mesomorphous, but the
mixtures are [65, 69–71]. At any rate, the stability range of the mesophase
is usually increased. The second approach is to use a self-complementary
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monomer which self-assembles into columns stabilized by amide [75–83]
or urea [84] bonds along the column axis. Sierra et al. recently proposed
a system, which can be considered to be intermediate between the two ap-
proaches [85].

Lyotropic HBSPs have also been described [57].

3
Engineering Possibilities

HBSPs self-assemble because the monomers contain specific and directional
complementary associating groups. In fact, the structure of a monomer can
be understood to consist of two independent parts: the associating groups,
which can be engineered to optimize the self-assembly process, and the re-
maining of the molecule (Fig. 1). The latter can be altered nearly at will
without compromising the self-assembly, as long as no interfering hydro-
gen bonding groups are introduced. Consequently, it is possible to tune the
properties and to add functionality through chemical design. The following
examples illustrate this point.

3.1
Improving the Strength of the Association

The quantitative treatment of the growth of supramolecular chains is dis-
cussed in Sect. 4, but for the present discussion, a qualitative approach is
sufficient. Usual associating groups such as acid, amide or urea functions can
only form one or two hydrogen bonds and are, therefore, quite weak. It seems
intuitive that the strength of the association increases with the number of
hydrogen bonds involved in the assembly. This is indeed a major parame-
ter, but not the only one. Based on studies of monofunctional compounds, it
has been established that the following parameters cannot be neglected: sec-
ondary electrostatic interactions, preorganization of the recognition unit and
the presence of competing tautomers [25, 86]. Secondary electrostatic interac-
tions (Fig. 17) arise from the repulsion or attractions between partial charges

Fig. 17 Self-complementary dimers formed by linear arrays of four hydrogen bonding
sites (A: acceptor, D: donor), and their stability constants in CDCl3 as predicted in ref-
erence [88]. Attractive and repulsive secondary interactions are indicated by arrows
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Fig. 18 Structure of self-complementary compounds 12 and 13, and their dimerization
constants in CDCl3 [25]

localized on heteroatoms and hydrogens [87, 88]. An example of the effect of
preorganization is shown on Fig. 18, where the ureidotriazine 12 dimerizes
more strongly than the amidotriazine 13, because the intramolecular hydro-
gen bond in 12 stabilizes the conformation suitable for association. However,
Fig. 19 shows that the gain in preorganization may be offset by the influence
of tautomerism, because compounds 14 and 15 display similar dimerization
efficiencies [89]. The self-association of UPy derivative 14 is enhanced by the
presence of the intramolecular hydrogen bond, but is weakened by the exis-
tence of three different tautomeric forms, one of which cannot dimerize [25].
On the other hand, cytosine derivative 15 is conformationally flexible, but
does not undergo tautomeric changes. In fact, it is difficult to rank the influ-
ence of these different effects, because any structural change also modifies the
overall charge distribution of the recognition unit. Finally, obvious steric bulk
effects have also been demonstrated in the case of simple dialkylureas [90].

Fig. 19 Structure of self-complementary compounds 14 and 15
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3.2
Influence of the Solvent

Because of its electrostatic component, the hydrogen bond is affected by the
solvent polarity: the lower the polarity of the solvent, the stronger the asso-
ciation [91]. Quantitatively, this effect can be quite significant for HBSPs: for
instance the self-association constant of bis-urea 3 is two orders of magnitude
larger in toluene than in chloroform [92]. This translates into a tenfold effect
on the degree of polymerization.

In addition to this classical polarity effect, the solvent can have a more
subtle influence. In the case of monomer 16 (Fig. 20) hydrogen bonding in
chloroform leads to the formation of a usual flexible supramolecular polymer.
However, in dodecane the dimerization of the ureidotriazine is reinforced
by a solvophobic stacking of the aromatic parts, which yields a columnar
architecture [93]. A similar solvophobic effect has been demonstrated with
a UPy-based monomer [94]. Another possible “side effect” of the nature of
the solvent is the occurrence of specific host–guest interactions between the
HBSP and the solvent [42, 95, 96].

Fig. 20 Structure of monomer 16

The case of water is apart due to its biological and environmental rele-
vance. However, designing a HBSP in water is a challenge, because of the
polarity and hydrogen bonding ability of water. Nevertheless, several systems
based on ureas [97], peptides [47–50, 98], heteroaromatic compounds [93,
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99–102], or oligonucleotides [103–106] have been successfully developed by
strengthening the hydrogen bond interaction with hydrophobic, π-stacking
and/or electrostatic interactions.

3.3
Tuning the Ring-Chain Equilibrium

Ring-chain equilibrium in flexible supramolecular polymers has been exten-
sively studied both experimentally [59, 107–112] and theoretically [113, 114].
For strongly associating systems, a threshold concentration is expected below
which only cyclic species are present, and above which the amount of cyclic
species remains constant. It has been shown that the value of this thresh-
old concentration, and thus the amount of cyclics, is a strong function of the
length [107] and the conformation [108, 109, 113] of the spacer connecting
the associating groups. In particular, for very preorganized monomers, it is
possible to obtain high yields of cyclic dimers [115, 116] or tetramers [117,
118]. The physicochemical description of this situation has also been re-
ported [119, 120]. In the case of supramolecular polymers formed by the
assembly of two complementary monomers, the cyclic content is minimized
if the lengths of the two monomers are mismatched [112]. Generally, a careful
choice of the connecting spacer thus makes it possible to design supramo-
lecular polymers with a given cyclisation tendency. This in turn influences the
properties, mainly because of the lower molar mass of cyclics compared to
linear chains.

3.4
Copolymers

In macromolecular science, copolymers are ubiquitous, because their prop-
erties can be adjusted by a change in monomer composition. In the case
of supramolecular polymers, the preparation of copolymers is particularly
straightforward since it requires a simple mixing of different monomers.
However, in the vast majority of cases, only statistical copolymers have
been reported [30, 31, 40, 71, 72]. To design more elaborate copolymers,
some additional information has to be programmed in the structure of
the monomers. This has been achieved for alternating HBSPs, where the
alternating tendency comes from an improved complementarity [121] or
from the non-homopolymerizability of a monomer, either for steric rea-
sons [56] or because of lack of self-complementarity [122]. However, up
to now, copolymers with neither statistical nor alternating sequences have
only been reported for oligonucleotide-directed assembly [105, 106]. In this
case, the availability of a vast number of orthogonal oligonucleotide recog-
nition groups makes it possible to design copolymers with virtually any
sequence.
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3.5
Introducing Branches or Crosslinks

The use of monomers bearing more than two associating groups is a straight-
forward way to introduce a controlled amount of branches or crosslinks in
a supramolecular polymer structure [6, 58, 121, 123–127]. The improvement
of the mechanical properties can be spectacular. For instance, trifunctional
monomer 17 (Fig. 21) forms highly viscous solutions in chloroform, and is
a viscoelastic material in the absence of solvent [124]. The reversibly cross-
linked network displays a higher plateau modulus than a comparable cova-
lently cross-linked model. This is explained by the fact that the reversibly
cross-linked network can reach the thermodynamically most stable conform-
ation, whereas the covalent model, which has been cross-linked in solution
and then dried, is kinetically trapped.

Fig. 21 Structure of trifunctional monomer 17

3.6
Responsiveness Induced by External Triggers

HBSPs are intrinsically more responsive than polymers, due to the tempera-
ture and concentration dependence of their molar mass. Moreover, supramo-
lecular polymers with added responsiveness can result from various func-
tional elements introduced within the monomer structure. For instance,
light controlled supramolecular polymers have been obtained by incorporat-
ing a photoresponsive chromophore between the two self-associating groups
of the monomer. Thus, light can trigger a conformational switch [128–
131] or the formation of a reversible bond within the monomer [132],
which then leads to a change of the length of the chains. Alternatively,
it is possible to use a chain stopper (Sect. 3.10) bearing a photocleavable
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protecting group [133]. The deprotection improves the efficiency of the
chain stopper, so that the viscosity of the solution decreases upon irradi-
ation.

Another approach is to introduce a suitable chemical function in between
the two hydrogen bonding groups of the monomer. For example, this can be
an organometallic complex cleaved by addition of a suitable ligand [134, 135];
or a reversible covalent bond [136]; or an ionic interaction controlled by the
presence of CO2 [137–139] or pH [140].

3.7
Chirality

Monomers decorated with chiral side-chains can induce a transfer of chi-
rality at the supramolecular level. Indeed, several examples show that disk-
like molecules, designed to pile up into long reversible columns, form in
fact helical columns, driven by the favorable packing of the chiral lat-
eral substituents [30, 32, 93, 94, 99]. This chiral packing effect is strong
enough to induce a chiral amplification: a low amount of chiral monomer
mixed with a non-chiral monomer can still drive the formation of helical
columns.

With a different design, where chirality is directly built in the hydro-
gen bond pattern (Fig. 22), Aida et al. have demonstrated that it is possible
to enforce a homochiral supramolecular polymerization [141]. In this case,
a mixture of L and D monomers exclusively forms supramolecular chains of
polyL and polyD homopolymers instead of copolymers.

Fig. 22 Structure of enantiomeric monomers 18L and 18D

In the case of oligopeptides which form dynamic antiparallel β-sheet tapes
(Sect. 2.1.5), chirality of the amino-acids is directly responsible for the twist-
ing of the tapes [142, 143]. Moreover, the lateral aggregation of the tapes can
lead to the formation of fibrils of discrete thickness, and is in fact controlled
by the twisting of the tapes [144–146].
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3.8
Coupling Electro-Optical Properties

Functional supramolecular polymers have been designed by introducing
particular chromophores, such as quinacridone [147], perylenes [148–150],
oligophenylenevinylenes [151, 152], porphyrins [117, 153–155] or merocya-
nine dyes [156], within the monomer structure. The self-assembly process, by
altering the distance between the chromophores, may be coupled to a particu-
lar electro-optical property (fluorescence, energy transfer). This could be of
interest in the fields of light harvesting and long-range vectorial transport of
excitation energy.

3.9
Polarity of the Chain

By analogy with the pointed and barbed ends of actin filaments [157], it is
worthwhile designing HBSPs with two different extremities. This feature is
particularly useful in the context of surface grafting of supramolecular poly-
mers (Sect. 3.11). Dialkylureas (Fig. 23) are very simple monomers where this
breaking of symmetry directly results from the structure of the monomer:
one extremity exposes a free carbonyl group to the solvent, while the other
extremity presents hydrogen giving groups [4, 90, 158]. More complex bow-
shaped monomer 19 (Fig. 24) has also been shown to form directional as-
semblies [159]. In strongly associated systems like BTC [160] and CTC [161]
(Sects. 2.1.2 and 2.1.3), the symmetry breaking along the chain is responsible

Fig. 23 Hydrogen bonding pattern of dialkyl ureas

Fig. 24 Hydrogen bonding pattern of supramolecular polymer 19
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for the build up of large macrodipoles that may be useful for electrooptical or
electromechanical devices.

3.10
Chain Stoppers

The fact that supramolecular polymers are assembled by highly directional
interactions allows one to design chain stoppers, that is, molecules able
to interact specifically with the chain ends of the filaments. For instance,
a molecule bearing a single A function is expected to be a chain stopper
for an A – A supramolecular polymer. Chain stoppers introduced in varying
amounts have often been used simply to reduce the length of the supramo-
lecular chains [6, 96, 104, 123, 124, 133, 154, 162, 163]. Indeed, addition of even
low amounts of a chain stopper to a supramolecular polymer solution can re-
duce its viscosity very significantly. More interestingly, chain stoppers can be
used to block the concentration dependence of the length of the supramo-
lecular polymer, over a useful concentration range [46, 164, 165]. Indeed, if
the monomer concentration and the equilibrium constant of the chain stop-
per are large enough, nearly all chain ends are occupied by a chain stopper,
which means that the length of the filament is inversely proportional to the
chain stopper fraction, and independent of the monomer concentration. This
feature can be exploited to derive the molar mass and radius of gyration of the
stopped supramolecular chains [164, 165]. Moreover, it means that it becomes
possible to independently vary the length and the concentration of the chains,
so that scaling exponents for the chain length and concentration dependence
of rheological properties can be obtained, and compared to theoretical values,
in order to derive some information on chain flexibility and dynamics [46].

Finally, chain stoppers can also be exploited to decorate the chain-ends
with particular functional groups or labels [166].

3.11
Surface Grafting

Arguably one of the most interesting developments of the chain-stopper
concept is the use as a surface anchor. Indeed, covalent grafting of a chain-
stopper on a surface should yield a supramolecular polymer brush, if the
surface is immersed in a supramolecular polymer solution. Such brushes have
been realized experimentally with UPy [167] or oligonucleotide [168, 169]
based monomers. The properties of the brushes (thickness, adhesion) have
been studied by AFM, with chain-stopper grafted tips. The conclusion of
these preliminary studies is that specific molecular recognition mediates dir-
ect bridging and thus adhesion between the surface and the tip. Moreover, the
average length of the grafted chains seems to be shorter than the chains in the
surrounding solution.
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Finally, the case of a polar A – B type supramolecular polymer chain with
two complementary but different chain-ends is worth considering. If such
a system is brought into contact of a surface grafted with an anchoring group
bearing only A functions, then a theoretical model shows that the supramo-
lecular brushes formed should exert repulsive forces between approaching
surfaces [170, 171].

3.12
Covalent Capture

Covalent capture of supramolecular assemblies can be tricky, because the
energy involved in the covalent bond formation is large compared to the
stabilizing energy of the self-assembling process [172–174]. Consequently,
the covalent reaction should be very carefully designed, to avoid disrupting
the supramolecular structure. Moreover, in the case of supramolecular poly-
mers, inter-chain cross-linking can be a problem. Up to now, two different
approaches have been successful. Meijer et al. have polymerized columnar
stacks of BTC derivatives bearing a photopolymerizable sorbate group [175,
176], and Craig et al. have captured oligonucleotide based supramolecular
polymers by ligation with a DNA ligase [103]. Sol-gel chemistry has also been
used, but in this case, the structure prior to covalent capture has not been
characterized, so that it is not known if the final structure was present before
the covalent reaction [177–179].

4
Molar Mass Measurement

The average molar mass of a supramolecular polymer is a useful information,
because polymer-like properties can only be expected if long chains are re-
ally formed. Unfortunately, the dynamic nature of supramolecular polymers
makes their characterization less straightforward than for usual polymers:
the molar mass may change during measurement because of the measur-
ing conditions (for instance in the case of chromatography or mass spec-
troscopy). Moreover, the knowledge of the molar mass in some particular
condition is not really sufficient, because the molar mass changes with the
experimental conditions, such as the solvent, the concentration or the tem-
perature. Consequently, it is recommended to characterize the evolution of
molar mass in a range of experimental conditions.

To do so, it is necessary to consider all the possible self-assembled species
present in the medium. A convenient way to handle such a complex system
is to use a theoretical model involving equilibrium constants between the
different species. Determination of the equilibrium constants then makes it
possible to compute the average molar mass at any concentration. For ex-
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Fig. 25 Theoretical association model for a self-complementary monomer A1

ample, in the case of a self-complementary monomer A1, which is supposed
to self-assemble into linear chains (An) of degree of polymerization n, the rel-
evant theoretical model is described on Fig. 25 [180]. If necessary, the model
can be extended to take into account the formation of cyclics [107, 114, 118].

Although addition to a growing chain is written as sequential, associ-
ation may also occur by random association. For example, in addition to
adding a monomer to a pentamer, a hexamer may form from two trimers
or from a dimer and a tetramer. Since we are interested in the thermody-
namic equilibrium state and not in the kinetically most favored pathway or
in the mechanism of aggregate formation, the selection of expressions does
not affect the final result, as long as all the possible species are included. As
described in Fig. 25, this model involves an infinity of unknown parameters
(Kn). Simplifying assumptions are thus required. The simplest model is the
so called isodesmic model, which assumes no chain-length dependence of the
equilibrium constants (Kn = K, for n > 1). In this case, the number average
degree of polymerization can be very simply expressed from the equilibrium
constant and the total monomer concentration C0 [181].

DPn =
1 +

√
1 + 4KC0

2
≈ √

KC0 .

A direct information derived from this analysis is that very large equilibrium
constants are required if long supramolecular chains are sought. For instance,
at a concentration of C0 = 10–2 mol L–1, a degree of polymerization of 100 is
only possible if the equilibrium constant is K = 106 L mol–1.

The isodesmic model has been very successfully used in many cases [6,
107, 123, 148, 149]. However, steric or electronic effects may be responsible for
significant departures from the isodesmic model. In particular, anticooper-
ative [182] or cooperative [128, 183–185] systems have been described. The
case of cooperative systems, where the formation of long chains is favored
over dimerization, is most interesting because the concentration dependence
of the molar mass is stronger, so that the system is potentially more respon-
sive than an isodesmic system [185].
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Let us now focus on the different experimental techniques available to
characterize the molar mass of supramolecular polymers.

4.1
Size Exclusion Chromatography (SEC)

The separation of chains according to their hydrodynamic volume inside SEC
columns is accompanied by their dilution. Consequently, the molar mass dis-
tribution is shifted toward lower values during the measurement. Usually, the
dissociation of hydrogen-bonded chains is fast compared to the elution time,
so that only qualitative information can be derived [115, 121, 141]. However,
if the dissociation is sufficiently slow, it is possible to measure reliable molar
mass values [186, 187].

4.2
Light Scattering

The weight average molar mass of a polymer can be deduced from static
light scattering experiments, through the classical Zimm treatment which
involves extrapolation to zero concentration and zero angle. In the case of
supramolecular polymers, the extrapolation to zero concentration is prob-
lematic because of the dynamic character of the chains. Two approaches have
been proposed to circumvent this problem. The first consists in measuring
the scattered light intensity at a sufficiently low concentration and to neglect
the effect of the second virial coefficient [188]. Alternatively, it is possible to
evaluate the second virial coefficient by using solutions containing controlled
amounts of chain stoppers [164].

4.3
Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS)

SANS is a useful technique to derive some information on the structure and
the shape of supramolecular polymers [189]. In particular, the length of rigid-
rod supramolecular polymers can be determined if it is below about 50 nm [93,
166, 190]. From the length of the rods, the molar mass can easily be deduced.

4.4
Viscosimetry

Molar mass of polymers can be deduced from intrinsic viscosity measure-
ment through a Mark–Houwink calibration curve. This approach can be
applied to supramolecular polymers if Mark–Houwink and Huggins param-
eters are known [191]. However, finding a suitable covalent model to estimate
these coefficients is a difficult task.
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4.5
Vapor Pressure Osmometry (VPO)

The measure of the osmotic coefficient by VPO is increasingly used to deduce
the molar mass of supramolecular polymers [165, 192–195]. However, care
must be taken to work at concentrations as low as possible to minimize other
contributions than self-association to non-ideality [196]. If not, the values
obtained may only be considered as orders of magnitudes.

4.6
NMR Spectroscopy

Solution NMR spectroscopy is the most widely used technique to deter-
mine the equilibrium constant of supramolecular polymers [23, 24, 59, 123,
148, 149, 158, 197], either directly or with the help of a monofunctional model
compound. In the usual case of a fast exchange between free and hydro-
gen bonded extremities, the equilibrium constants of a particular association
model are derived from the analysis of the evolution of the chemical shift
versus concentration (for self-complementary functions) or versus stoichi-
ometry (for complementary functions). Equilibrium constants in the range
below 106 M–1 are reliably accessible.

Estimation of the molar mass of a bulk supramolecular polymer by extrap-
olation of values determined in solution is always questionable. Therefore,
a method based on transverse relaxation measurements of bulk samples was
proposed [198]. It takes advantage of the fact that the strength of residual
dipolar interactions depends on the molar mass in entangled polymer melts.

4.7
FTIR Spectroscopy

Hydrogen bonding of associative groups is often characterized by a measur-
able shift of an absorption band. The measure of the intensity of these bands
affords the equilibrium constant [90, 107, 185, 199]. However, the use of FTIR
spectroscopy is less versatile than NMR spectroscopy because solvent absorp-
tion often limits the dilution range accessible.

4.8
Fluorescence Spectroscopy

In the case of fluorescent monomers, monitoring the change of fluores-
cence upon association directly yields the equilibrium constant [149, 182].
Alternatively, it is possible to label the monomer with a suitable excimer
forming chromophore [24] or with a pair of chromophores for fluorescence
resonance energy transfer studies [200]. The clear advantage of fluorescence
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spectroscopy is its high sensitivity enabling the measurement of equilibrium
constants as high as 108 L mol–1.

4.9
Isothermal Titration Calorimetry (ITC)

ITC has been used to determine the equilibrium constant of supramolecular
polymers formed either from complementary monomers [201] or from self-
complementary monomers [92, 164]. In the former case, the A – A monomer
solution is injected into the B – B monomer solution. The exchanged heat
measured is proportional to the number of hydrogen bonds formed and
thus directly related to the equilibrium constant. In the latter case, the self-
complementary monomer is simply diluted into pure solvent. This time, the
exchanged heat measured is proportional to the number of hydrogen bonds
broken and related to the self-equilibrium constant. ITC is a very powerful
technique because equilibrium constants as high as 109 L mol–1 are acces-
sible [202]. Moreover, a single experiment yields the equilibrium constant
together with the molar enthalpy of association (∆Hassoc).

5
Conclusions and Outlook

HBSPs, thus, constitute a very versatile family of compounds with interest-
ing properties, whether in the presence or in the absence of solvents. Because
of the reversibility of the interactions involved, HBSPs are under thermody-
namic equilibrium. Consequently, their properties can be adjusted beforehand
by a careful structural design, but also in-situ by external stimuli. The obtained
properties depend strongly on the molar mass of the supramolecular polymer
in the conditions of use (solvent, concentration, temperature). Fortunately,
several techniques to measure their molar masses are now available.

Among the many interesting current developments in this field, the prop-
erties of supramolecular polymers at interfaces have been relatively little
explored so far, but seem especially promising. This includes the preparation
of supramolecular polymer brushes [167–171], of monolayers for surface
nanopatterning [41] or the study of the influence of supramolecular polymers
on colloidal stability [163].
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Abstract Combining supramolecular principles with block copolymer self-assembly of-
fers unique possibilities to create materials with responsive and/or tunable properties.
The present chapter focuses on supramolecular materials based on hydrogen bonding and
(block co-) polymers. Several cases will be discussed where the self-assembled nanostruc-
tured morphology can be easily tuned using composition as the natural variable. A large
body of the material reviewed concerns hydrogen-bonded side-chain (block co-) poly-
mers. Side chains both with and without mesogenic units are discussed. Frequently the
thermoreversibility of the hydrogen bonds allows for responsiveness of material proper-
ties to external stimuli such as temperature, pH, and electromagnetic fields. Temperature-
dependent photonic bandgap, temperature-dependent proton conductivity, pH-erasable
multilayers, temperature-induced volume transitions, and fast AC electric field-induced
orientational switching of microdomains are the main examples.

Keywords Hydrogen bonding · Polymers · Block copolymers · Self-assembly · Tunability ·
Responsivity

Abbreviations
A Adenine
bcc Body-centered cubic
CPS Monocarboxy-terminated polystyrene
CSA Camphorsulfonic acid
DBSA Dodecylbenzenesulfonic acid
DMF Dimethylformamide
DNA Deoxyribonucleic acid
FTIR Fourier-transform infrared
HABA 2-(4-Hydroxybenzeneazo)benzoic acid
Hres 4-Hexylresorcinol
IPN Interpenetrating polymer network
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LC Liquid crystalline
LCST Lower critical solution temperature
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ODT Order–disorder transition
OG Octyl gallate
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PAAM Poly(acrylamide)
PAE Poly(amic acid)
PANI Polyaniline
PB Poly(1,4-butadiene)
PCEMA Poly(2-cinnamoylethyl methacrylate)
PDP Pentadecylphenol
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PEI Poly(ethylene imine)
PEK Poly(ether ketone)
PEO Poly(ethylene oxide)
PI Polyimide
PIB Poly(isobutylene)
PMAA Poly(methacrylic acid)
PMMA Poly(methyl methacrylate)
PNIPAM Poly(N-isopropylacrylamide)
PPE Poly(2,6-dimethyl-1,4-diphenyl oxide)
PPY Poly(2,5-pyridine diyl)
PS Polystyrene
PSOH Hydroxyl-containing polystyrene
PSQ Poly(methylsilsesquioxane)
PtBA Poly(tert-butyl acrylate)
PTMSS Poly(4-trimethylsilylstyrene)
PVA Poly(vinyl alcohol)
PVPON Poly(vinylpyrrolidone)
P2VP Poly(2-vinylpyridine)
P4VP Poly(4-vinylpyridine)
SAXS Small-angle X-ray scattering
T Thymine
TEM Transmission electron microscopy
THF Tetrahydrofuran
TSA Toluenesulfonic acid
UPy 2-Ureido-4[1H]-pyrimidinones
χ Flory–Huggins interaction parameter

1
Introduction

In soft matter block copolymers are a natural choice when aiming for nanos-
tructures that are formed by a simple self-assembly process [1–10]. Several
options exist to combine ordering at the nano level with tunable functional
properties. In particular the combination of block copolymer self-assembly
with supramolecular principles appears to be a very promising way to achieve
complex responsive functions [11–21]. In supramolecular chemistry non-
covalent intermolecular physical interactions, such as hydrogen-bonding,
electrostatic, and donor–acceptor interactions and metal ion coordination,
take the role of covalent bonds [11]. From these, hydrogen bonding arguably
offers the best possibilities to create materials with properties that can be
tuned by external stimuli. Hydrogen bonding is a donor–acceptor interaction
specifically involving hydrogen atoms. The formation of a hydrogen bond is
accompanied by a substantial gain in interaction energy, but at the same time
there is a considerable loss in entropy due to the directional specificity of the
bonding. As a consequence, hydrogen bonds are thermoreversible and dis-
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play a high degree of cooperativity. This makes temperature one of the most
obvious external triggers to tune material properties and several examples
will be discussed. Other stimuli have been explored as well, including pH and
photochemicals. In the latter case the modulation of the hydrogen-bonding
interactions can be achieved, e.g., by azo compounds and their derivatives by
employing the photochemically and thermally controlled reversible trans-to-
cis isomerization [22, 23]. Additionally inhibitors for hydrogen bonding may
be inserted, as for instance has been employed in the area of supramolecu-
lar polymers, where chain stoppers are added to control the average chain
length [24]. Obviously, the control of the association–dissociation equilib-
rium is the key ingredient for the realization of responsive polymer materials
based on hydrogen bonding. For tuning alone, hydrogen bonding offers ad-
ditional opportunities. The composition of the system can be systematically
varied using different relative amounts of the components involved. In this
way self-assembled structures can be realized that have different character-
istic length scale(s) and/or different structures. It is precisely this property
that is used to great avail in the area of nano- and microporous films that
are obtained by removing one of the components by dissolution from the
self-assembled films [15, 17, 18, 25–27]. In one particular class of microp-
orous films this is accomplished only after one of the components has become
charged due to exposure to an aqueous solvent of a suitable pH [25–27].

Self-assembly in copolymer systems where the chemically different species
are held together by hydrogen bonds has many features in common with or-
dinary copolymer systems provided the hydrogen bonds are strong enough.
An often claimed advantage is that it is simpler to prepare hydrogen bonding-
based samples than to synthesize the covalent analogues. Potentially more
important is the fact that thermoreversibility enhances the equilibration pro-
cess during self-assembly by releasing topological constraints that would have
been present if the bonds had been permanent. Additionally, the presence of
non-hydrogen-bonded species in many instances results in a significantly in-
creased mobility, which is crucial in relation to the timescale associated with,
e.g., electric field-induced switching of microdomain orientations [28].

The combination of reversibility, easy control of composition, and concur-
rent self-assembly behavior gives new opportunities for materials with tunable
functional properties, which constitutes the guiding principle for the selection
of material covered in this review. We found it useful to distinguish several
classes of hydrogen-bonded polymer systems, excluding so-called supramo-
lecular polymers where the chain character itself is due to hydrogen bonding.
Our focus will be on systems involving hydrogen bonds with at least one of the
components being a genuine polymer molecule from the very outset.

Self-assembly of block copolymer systems stands at the heart of nano-
technology with soft materials [1–10]. The covalent links between the chem-
ically different blocks prevent macrophase separation which otherwise would
result from the unfavorable interactions. Instead, self-assembly produces
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a variety of different nanostructures depending on molecular composition,
molecular architecture, etc. Linear diblock copolymers are arguably the
simplest representatives of this class of materials and a great effort has
been put in during the last few decades to establish the complete phase
diagram [29–37]. The direct generalization of this class of systems to systems
involving hydrogen bonds are linear block copolymers formed by hydrogen
bonding between chemically different telechelic polymers [38–42]. If the hy-
drogen bonding is strong enough, which as we will see generally requires
the use of multiple hydrogen bonding, their self-assembly is similar but not
identical to that of the corresponding covalent block copolymers. The added
possibility of macrophase separation, e.g., between differently ordered mi-
crophase separated phases, is an essential new element. We will briefly discuss
this class of systems, merely to elucidate the characteristic role of hydrogen
bonding in relation to the self-assembled structures formed.

Then we will turn our attention to blends of block copolymers where the
self-assembly is dominated by multiple hydrogen bonding between comple-
mentary blocks of the two constituents. The self-assembly of some of these
systems has features in common with that of star copolymers and allows one to
study the consequences of this architecture for the structures formed [43–45].

The most studied copolymer architectures are of the graft copolymer type,
where relatively short side chains are attached to a main chain polymer
backbone via hydrogen bonding [13]. Special attention will be given to hierar-
chically ordered systems that may be obtained if short side chains are attached
to one of the blocks of a linear block copolymer [15, 17, 18, 28, 46]. The nature
of the side chains can vary from simple flexible to additionally incorporating
mesogenic units. Several examples will be shown where switching of functional
properties can be induced by temperature and/or electromagnetic fields.

Chemically different polymers usually don’t mix because the thermal mo-
tion of long-chain molecules is insufficient to overcome the generally unfa-
vorable intermolecular interactions. There are many exceptions to this rule.
Most of these are related to the intermolecular interactions being favorable, as
may be the case in the presence of hydrogen bonding [47, 48]. Then miscible
blends are obtained with the composition being the natural variable to tune
material properties. A possibility to combine the properties of chemically
different polymers that are not necessarily miscible is by the interpenetrat-
ing network concept, where both components form an intertwining network
structure [49]. Although this does not allow for molecular miscibility, the
phase separation is very local on a nanometer scale. If the interpenetrating
network concept is combined with hydrogen bonding, thermoreversible hy-
drogels may be produced that exhibit volume transitions [50]. This is one of
the clearest examples of the effect of the cooperativity of hydrogen bonding.
Interpenetrating networks of complementary polymers form a condensed
globular structure at low temperatures, with a quite sudden volume transition
to a highly swollen state at elevated temperatures.
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Finally, we will consider briefly the formation of multilayer thin films by
layer-by-layer deposition of hydrogen-bonded polymer pairs [51, 52]. In this
way a multilayer structure is obtained from potentially miscible polymer
pairs. The stability of these films very much depends on the presence of hy-
drogen bonds, and pH may be used as an external trigger to erase the layered
structure [53, 54] and selectively dissolve one of the components [25–27].
This procedure allows for the preparation of microporous films not unlike
the nanoporous films obtained by dissolution of the hydrogen-bonded side
groups from self-assembled block copolymer-based comb-shaped supramo-
lecules [15, 17, 18].

The last two examples, thermoresponsible gels and layer-by-layer deposi-
tion, were first realized for ionic systems and only afterwards extended to
hydrogen bonding [55–58].

1.1
Design Principles of Polymer-Based Hydrogen-Bonded Supramolecules

The different design principles used to create structures based on hydrogen
bonding that will be covered in this review are illustrated in Fig. 1.

2
Hydrogen-Bonded Block Copolymers

Linear diblock copolymers formed by hydrogen bonding between two
telechelic polymers have features in common with both polymer blends and
diblock copolymer systems. For an excess of either component, the system
resembles blend systems that are formed by blending a diblock copoly-
mer with a homopolymer that is chemically identical to, and of the same
length as, one of the blocks of the diblock copolymer. The latter systems
have been extensively discussed in the past and a clear conclusion has been
reached [1, 59–62]. The homopolymer is selectively solubilized in the cor-
responding microdomains; however, it does not significantly swell these
domains. Rather it is segregated near the midplane, a situation that corres-
ponds to the “dry brush” regime. If the hydrogen bonding is strong enough
a similar behavior is expected for pseudo diblock copolymers in the strong
segregation limit.

2.1
Theoretical Considerations

Let us start with a simple estimation of the hydrogen bonding strength re-
quired to avoid macrophase separation under strong segregation conditions,
assuming that both telechelic polymers are present in the same number. Sup-
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Fig. 1 a Hydrogen-bonded linear AB block copolymers. b Hydrogen-bonded AB/CD block
copolymer blends: triblock architecture. c Hydrogen-bonded ABA/CD block copolymer
blends: starlike architecture. d Hydrogen-bonded flexible side chain (block co-)polymers.
e Hydrogen-bonded mesogenic side chain (block co-)polymers. f Layer-by-layer depo-
sition based on hydrogen bonding. g Thermoresponsive hydrogels based on hydrogen
bonding

pose the telechelic homopolymers P(A) and P(B) have equal length N and
their interaction is as always described by the Flory–Huggins parameter χ

satisfying χN � 1. In the case of genuine P(A)-b-P(B) diblock copolymers,
a lamellar structure will be formed with a free energy per unit volume given
by [63]

F/kT =
3

4Nv

(
χN

)1/3 . (1)

Here v is the volume per “monomer”, which is assumed to be equal for both
species. In the case of pseudo diblock copolymers this free energy has to be
offset by the free energy of the hydrogen bond ∆Fhb. Hence,

|∆Fhb| >
3
2

(
χN

)1/3 kT . (2)
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Assuming characteristic values of N = 1000, χ = 0.1, this implies |∆Fhb| >
17.3 kJ/mol for T = 298 K. Such a value of the hydrogen bonding strength
translates into association constants in the order of K = 103 M–1 as a mini-
mum to observe microphase separation, much larger values being required
for larger χ-parameter values.

For several examples discussed in this review the hydrogen-bonded com-
plexes are based on phenol and pyridine groups. A study of the equilibrium
constant in dilute solutions of phenol with pyridine in carbon tetrachlo-
ride gave a value of K ∼= 44 M–1 [64]. This is far too small for the formation
of self-assembled structures from pseudo linear block copolymers based on
telechelic polymers end-functionalized with a single phenol and pyridine
group. On the other hand, for pseudo graft copolymers formed by hydrogen
bonding of alkyl phenols to, e.g., poly(4-vinylpyridine) (P4VP) it turns out to
be more than sufficient due to the relatively short side chains in combination
with a great many pyridine groups of P4VP. Hence, in the case of telechelic
polymers, end groups that can form multiple hydrogen bonds have to be
used to create diblock copolymer architectures. The same is true for the for-
mation of long hydrogen-bonded supramolecular polymers, where the latter
have been defined as “polymeric arrays of monomeric units that are brought
together by reversible and highly directional secondary interactions.... The
monomeric units of the supramolecular polymers themselves do not possess
a repetition of chemical fragments” [24].

For blends of telechelic polymers forming linear pseudo diblock copoly-
mers, the blend composition can be varied systematically using different
amounts of the components. This has as a consequence that, except for a com-
pletely symmetric composition, there will always be an excess of nonassoci-
ated homopolymers of the majority component. As a consequence, near the
phase boundaries between differently ordered mesophases a redistribution
may occur in such a way that macrophase separation between the differently
ordered mesophases takes place. To address these issues, a weak segrega-
tion theory of associating homopolymer blends was presented by Angerman
et al. [65]. In this theoretical treatment the Landau free energy approach was
adopted. Applied to genuine block copolymer systems the procedure involves
the calculation of the minimization of the free energy with respect to the
parameters characterizing the microstructures. In the present case there is
the additional complication that the association equilibrium shifts due to the
microphase separation. Hence, the free energy should be minimized simul-
taneously with respect to the association equilibrium, i.e., the composition
of the blend in terms of the nonassociated homopolymers and the pseudo
diblock copolymers, and the parameters characterizing the microstructure.
One of the major accomplishments of Angerman was to demonstrate that,
for arbitrary associating systems, this minimization procedure can actually
be split into two independent steps. In the first step, the cluster composition
is determined assuming the system to be homogeneous. In the second step,
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this composition is inserted into the expression for the Landau free energy
without the nonlocal term. This latter term is an essential part of the Lan-
dau free energy expansion in the case of polydispersity [66–69]. In our case of
associating telechelic homopolymers, the different clusters correspond to the
homopolymers and the associated diblock copolymer. Since there are three
different clusters (i.e., P(A), P(B), and P(A)-block-P(B)) and only two chem-
ically different species, the nonlocal term is essential. However, as Angerman
demonstrated, the error made in neglecting the change in cluster composi-
tion due to the formation of a microstructure exactly cancels the error made
due to the omission of the nonlocal term. As a result, the calculation of
the phase diagram becomes relatively straightforward, especially for the case
under consideration. Figure 2 presents a typical phase diagram for pseudo di-
block copolymers based on hydrogen bonding between two homopolymers
of equal length. The parameters have been selected in such a way that at ele-
vated temperatures a closed loop macrophase separation regime is found. The
presence of the closed loop region is directly related to the directionality of
the hydrogen bonds; at elevated temperature the number of hydrogen bonds
is strongly reduced due to the entropy penalty associated with such a bond.
As a consequence, the dispersion forces dominate and macrophase separation
may occur [70].

Fig. 2 Phase diagram of P(A)/P(B) homopolymer blend, where P(A) and P(B) can form
a pseudo diblock copolymer due to hydrogen bonding [65]
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The case f = 0.5 corresponds to an equal number of P(A) and P(B)
telechelic homopolymers. In this case, below a critical temperature a lamellar
structure is always formed with the nonassociated homopolymers all in-
corporated in the corresponding layers. For an excess of either component
hexagonally ordered cylinders as well as bcc ordered spheres may be ob-
tained, but only as long as the segregation is not too strong. At stronger
segregation where, however, the Landau approach starts to become less ac-
curate, the phase diagram is dominated by macrophase separation involving
a microphase separated layered structure and an isotropic phase. In this
regime the behavior is similar to that of blend systems formed by blend-
ing a diblock copolymer with a homopolymer that is chemically identical
to, and of the same length as, one of the blocks of the diblock copolymer.
For the particular example presented in Fig. 2, the closed loop macrophase
separated regime is separated from the microphase separated regime and
the self-assembled system becomes a homogeneous mixed system above the
order–disorder temperature. If the hydrogen bonding is less strong, the self-
assembled state may directly transform into a macrophase separated system
on heating. The discussion given in [65] was restricted to the classical mor-
phologies of pseudo diblock copolymers. It was subsequently extended to
pseudo triblock copolymers, considering in addition other structures such as
bicontinuous morphologies [71].

2.2
Experimental Results

Experimental studies on linear pseudo block copolymers are still relatively
scarce. Binder and coworkers investigated the self-assembly of the telechelic
polymers poly(isobutylene) (PIB) and poly(ether ketone) (PEK) [39, 40]. Two
different hydrogen bonding systems were employed: thymine/triazine and
Hamilton receptor/barbituric acid. Scheme 1 illustrates these systems. The
authors restricted their investigations to 1 : 1 molar ratios of both compo-
nents. For the weaker thymine/triazine association the samples cast from
a common solvent showed a microphase separated, presumably lamellar,
structure up to ca. 150 ◦C corresponding to the Tg of PEK. For the stronger
bonding the microphase separated state persisted up to ca. 230 ◦C. Transmis-
sion electron microscopy (TEM) images of the microphase separated systems
revealed a rather poorly ordered structure. The reason is not immediately
obvious since, as will be demonstrated further, hydrogen-bonded side-chain
polymers usually self-assemble into well-ordered structures. In a very recent
study by Matsushita and coworkers [72], blends were prepared consisting
of poly(4-trimethylsilylstyrene) (PTMSS; Mn = 11 000, Mw/Mn = 1.03) and
deuterated polystyrene (PSd8; Mn = 10 000, Mw/Mn = 1.03) end-decorated
with complementary oligonucleotides, i.e., thymidine phosphates and de-
oxyadenosine phosphates. Also in this case TEM and SAXS revealed a poorly
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Scheme 1 Thymine/triazine and Hamilton receptor/barbituric acid interactions with as-
sociation constants of ∼ 800 M–1 and ∼ 3×104 M–1, respectively [42]

ordered microphase separated morphology as illustrated in Fig. 3. The same
figure also shows a TEM image of an ionically bonded diblock copoly-
mer obtained from mono-end-aminated polyisoprene (Mn = 14 000) and di-
end-sulfonated polystyrene (Mn = 14 000) [73]. In contrast to the hydrogen-
bonded examples, here a very well-ordered lamellar morphology is obtained.
This system is additionally of interest due to the giant thermal tunability of
the lamellar spacing from 20 to 55 nm on going from 110 to 190 ◦C.

Most of the research in the area of hydrogen-bonded polymers in the
group of Meijer concerns supramolecular polymers consisting of monomeric

Fig. 3 TEM images. Left: 1 : 1 molar ratio blend of poly(4-trimethylsilylstyrene) and
deuterated polystyrene end-decorated with complementary oligonucleotides. Reprinted
with permission from [72]. © 2006 American Chemical Society. Right: blend of 60 wt %
mono-end-aminated polyisoprene with di-end-sulfonated polystyrene [73]
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Fig. 4 Supramolecular polymers due to quadruple hydrogen bonding between bifunc-
tional ureidopyrimidinone derivatives [74]

units that are brought together by reversible and highly directional secondary
interactions [24]. However, recently the group also investigated combina-
tions of monomers and polymers [74, 75]. The focus is on exploiting the
strong dimerization of 2-ureido-4[1H]-pyrimidinones (UPy) by quadruple
hydrogen bonding. Telechelic poly(ethylene/butylene) with UPy end groups
was synthesized and a large chain extension, as illustrated in Fig. 4, was
achieved as verified by dynamical–mechanical thermal analysis. This appli-
cation is interesting from a mechanical properties point of view. As far as
microphase separated structures are concerned the following example from
the same group is of interest. Rigid rodlike segments were formed based
on the self-complementary quadruple hydrogen bonding unit ureidotriazine
with trialkoxyphenyl substituents. Copolymers were obtained by combining
these with poly(ethylene/butylene) functionalized with either one or two ure-
idotriazine units. The authors observed that phase separation between the
components resulted in a fibrillar morphology that coarsens upon anneal-
ing [75]. However, the nature of the phase separation is far from clear.

All these examples involved multiple hydrogen bonding units to obtain
a microphase separated morphology based on end group association be-
tween polymer chains. The bonding strength required depends strongly on
the chain lengths involved and one example is known where a simple hydro-
gen bond suffices [76]. It concerns tertiary amino-terminated poly(methyl
methacrylate) (PMMA) and dodecylbenzenesulfonic acid (DBSA) (Scheme 2).
The polymer employed had a molar mass of Mn = 6.3×103 g/mol, Mw/Mn =
1.19. For a weight fraction of DBSA in between ca. 0.25 and 0.7, a lamellar
structure is formed, with a composition-dependent order–disorder transition
in the range of 40 to 120 ◦C. For other compositions a homogeneous mixture
is formed. Clearly, there is considerable scope for further investigations, and
we should expect to see many more results in the near future.
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Scheme 2 Hydrogen bonding between DBSA and tertiary amino-terminated poly(methyl
methacrylate) [76]

3
Block Copolymer Blends with Hydrogen Bonding

Having considered hydrogen bonding between telechelic polymers leading
to linear block copolymer architectures, we consider next block copolymer
blends involving multiple hydrogen bonds between complementary blocks.
Miscible polymer blends based on hydrogen bonding between complemen-
tary polymers have been extensively discussed in the literature [47, 48]. The
extension to block copolymer blends is of a much more recent date. The most
interesting studies to date deal with the complex morphologies resulting from
binary mixtures of block copolymers, where the different block copolymers
contain complementary blocks that are miscible due to hydrogen bonding.

The group of Abetz [77] used polystyrene-block-poly(1,2-butadiene)-
block-poly(tert-butyl methacrylate) triblock copolymers with partially hy-
drolyzed poly(tert-butyl methacrylate) blocks, together with polystyrene-

Fig. 5 TEM micrographs of a polystyrene-block-poly(1,2-butadiene)-block-poly(tert-
butyl methacrylate) triblock copolymer that is 18% hydrolyzed and polystyrene-block-
poly(2-vinylpyridine) diblock copolymer. S denotes polystyrene, V denotes poly(2-
vinylpyridine), T/A denotes the partially (18%) hydrolyzed poly(tert-butyl methacrylate),
and B denotes poly(1,2-butadiene). Reprinted with permission from [77]. © 2003 Ameri-
can Chemical Society
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Fig. 6 TEM image of a 50 : 50 diblock copolymer blend of poly(isoprene-block-2-
vinylpyridine) (IP) and poly(styrene-block-4-hydroxystyrene) (SH). Reprinted with per-
mission from [44]. © 2005 American Chemical Society

block-poly(2-vinylpyridine) (PS-b-P2VP) or poly(2-vinylpyridine)-block-
poly(cyclohexyl methacrylate) diblock copolymers. It turned out that full
hydrolysis resulted in very strong hydrogen bonding between the methacrylic
acid groups and the pyridine groups, effectively suppressing the formation
of ordered superlattices. For moderate hydrolysis levels interesting superlat-
tices were found. As a characteristic example, Fig. 5 illustrates the structure
found for a blend of PS-b-P2VP and the triblock copolymer hydrolyzed up to
18% degree. Due to the hydrogen bonds between the methacrylic acid and the
2-vinylpyridine groups, the corresponding blocks segregate together. Since
both components contain a styrene block we are effectively dealing with three
different domains.

A somewhat similar situation is obtained for blends of AB and CD diblock
copolymers, with the B and C blocks strongly interacting via hydrogen bond-
ing. Matsushita and coworkers investigated blends of poly(isoprene-block-2-
vinylpyridine) and poly(styrene-block-hydroxystyrene) [44]. The strong hy-
drogen bonding between the pyridine groups and the hydroxystyrene groups
again forces the corresponding blocks together, thus creating self-assembled
three-phase hierarchical structures. An example is given in Fig. 6.

3.1
Archimedian Tiling

In a subsequent paper the AB diblock copolymer was replaced by a BAB tri-
block copolymer. Poly(2-vinylpyridine-block-isoprene-block-2-vinylpyridine)
with molar ratio 0.93 : 0.07 between isoprene and vinylpyridine was blended
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with poly(styrene-block-4-hydroxystyrene) with a molar ratio of 0.86 : 0.14
between styrene and 4-hydroxystyrene [45]. Again the poly(4-hydroxy-
styrene) blocks and the poly(2-vinylpyridine) blocks segregate together due
to hydrogen bonding. The self-assembled structures found for these blends
are shown to correspond to so-called (33.42) and (3.4.6.4) Archimedian tiling
patterns. There are 11 different Archimedian tilings (see Fig. 7), which by
definition consist of a tessellation of regular polygons where all vertices are
of the same type [78]. A tiling is denoted by its vertex type such that, for in-
stance, (3.122) denotes the tiling where one triangle and two 12-gons meet
at every vertex. Archimedian tilings were first discussed in relation to ABC
star polymers and it was argued that only three patterns, (63), (4.82), and
(4.6.12), are allowed since only three polygons should meet in a vertex and
only even polygons should appear [43]. However, this classification was based
on regarding polygons as polymeric domains directly tiled. Subsequently,
Matsushita and coworkers extended the concept by employing tiling as
a skeleton and demonstrated the existence of the complex Archimedian tiling
(32.4.3.4) for a star-branched polymer composed of polyisoprene, polystyr-
ene, and poly(2-vinylpyridine). Figure 8 illustrates the “skeleton” concept for
a 2 : 1 blend of poly(2-vinylpyridine-block-isoprene-block-2-vinylpyridine)
and poly(styrene-block-4-hydroxystyrene) with a microdomain assembly

Fig. 7 The 11 different Archimedian tilings [78]
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Fig. 8 Illustration of a (3.4.6.4) Archimedian tiling self-assembled structure of a 2 :
1 blend of poly(2-vinylpyridine)-block-polyisoprene-block-poly(2-vinylpyridine) and
polystyrene-block-poly(4-hydroxystyrene). P denotes poly(2-vinylpyridine), H denotes
poly(4-hydroxystyrene), S denotes polystyrene and I denotes polyisoprene. Reprinted
with permission from [45]. © 2006 American Chemical Society

corresponding to a (3.4.6.4) Archimedian tiling. For a 1 : 1 blend composition
on the other hand, a (33.42) Archimedian tiling pattern is found [43].

These examples demonstrate that blending of block copolymers involv-
ing intermolecular association via hydrogen bonding is a very promising
route toward hierarchical two-dimensional nanostructures. As in the case of
pseudo linear block copolymers, tuning in these types of materials merely
involves the possibility to steer the microphase separated morphology by se-
lecting the composition.

3.2
Dilute Solution

Block copolymer micelles and vesicles have been studied for several decades
and continue to attract a lot of attention [79–88]. They are usually formed in
selective solvents, which dissolve only one of the blocks. Self-assembly gives
rise to the formation of nanoparticles with a variety of shapes ranging from
spheres to tubes to donuts. Hydrogen bonding between complementary block
copolymers as an additional tool to create even more morphologies has been
introduced only recently. Liu and coworkers [89, 90] studied the coaggre-
gation of poly(tert-butyl acrylate)-block-poly(2-cinnamoyloxyethyl metha-
crylate) (PtBA-b-PCEMA) and polystyrene-block-poly(2-cinnamoyloxyethyl
methacrylate) (PS-b-PCEMA) with the PCEMA blocks of the different di-
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block copolymers tagged by the hydrogen-bonding DNA base pair thymine
and adenine, respectively. Hydrogen bonding between the associating blocks
led to interesting block copolymer aggregation behavior and morphologies.
Even more recently Zhou and coworkers [91] used the hydrogen bonding be-
tween poly(acrylic acid) and the poly(ethylene oxide) block of a poly(ethylene
oxide)-block-polybutadiene diblock copolymer to demonstrate controllable
vesicle formation.

4
Hydrogen-Bonded Comb Copolymers: Nonmesogenic Side Chains

By far the most studied class of hydrogen-bonded copolymer systems involves
the comb-shaped architecture where side groups are attached to a linear
polymer by hydrogen bonding [13]. This concept was first applied in the
area of liquid-crystalline materials where supramolecular side-chain liquid-
crystalline polymeric materials were produced by hydrogen bonding meso-
genic side groups to a polymeric backbone [92]. We will address this in more
detail in the next section, but start by considering the simplest case obtained
by hydrogen bonding relatively short flexible-chain molecules to a polymeric
backbone. Other types of interactions have been employed frequently during
the last decade as well. Besides coordination [93, 94], especially ionic bond-
ing [95–103], leading to so-called polyelectrolyte–surfactant complexes, has
received a lot of attention.

Comb-shaped supramolecules obtained by hydrogen bonding have a char-
acteristic amphiphilic nature. They usually consist of a polar “backbone
structure”, comprising the polymer backbone and the polar head of the sur-
factant molecule, and nonpolar (alkyl) side chain material. In most cases
stoichiometric complexation, i.e., one side chain per backbone monomer,
is considered, but it is one of the advantages of hydrogen bonding that it
can be varied systematically without additional effort. Stoichiometric con-
ditions correspond on the one hand to a very high “grafting density”, but
on the other hand, the volume fraction of the nonpolar alkyl tails may well
at the same time be of the same order of magnitude as the volume frac-
tion of the polar part. Hence, interesting microphase separated morphologies
might be expected and are indeed observed. Another important aspect is
that, since the hydrogen bonds usually are not too strong, a number of un-
occupied hydrogen bonding sites of the backbone may be located inside
the polar domains without severe energetic penalties. Hence, highly ordered
simple structures, such as well-defined layers, should be the rule in hydrogen-
bonded comb-shaped supramolecule systems. In the case of ionic bonding
in polyelectrolyte–surfactant complexes, the strong side-chain bonding puts
severe constraints on the structures, thus leading to all kinds of modulated
structures [104, 105].
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4.1
Homopolymer-Based Hydrogen-Bonded Comb Copolymers

4.1.1
Self-Assembly in the Bulk State

The study of the bulk state properties of systems consisting of comb-shaped
supramolecules obtained by hydrogen bonding of short, flexible, nonmeso-
genic side chains was initiated by the groups of Ikkala and ten Brinke [15,
106–110]. In their work P4VP hydrogen bonded to alkyl phenols, notably
pentadecylphenol (PDP) and nonadecylphenol (NDP), acts as a typical
prototype system (Scheme 3). Self-assembly of hydrogen-bonded comb-
shaped supramolecules in the melt state was studied in detail for PDP
hydrogen bonded to P4VP. Infrared measurements demonstrated that be-
low ca. 100 ◦C, hydrogen bonding is fairly complete for an amount of PDP
not exceeding the stoichiometric composition (i.e., one PDP molecule for
every pyridine group) [108, 111]. Hence, for a stoichiometric composition,
denoted as P4VP(PDP)1.0, most monomer units carry a PDP side chain.
Although this corresponds to a high grafting density, it does not in this
case imply that the “composition” of the comb molecule is very asym-
metric. The segregating species are the nonpolar alkyl tails on the one
hand, and the more polar P4VP–phenol complex on the other. In these
terms the composition of P4VP(PDP)1.0, assuming approximately all hy-
drogen bonds are formed, is close to 50 w/w %. Temperature-dependent
small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) data show that the system orders below
the order–disorder transition (ODT) at ca. 65 ◦C into a lamellar morph-
ology [109, 110]. A typical SAXS pattern for a slightly smaller amount of
PDP, i.e., P4VP(PDP)0.85, is presented in Fig. 9. In the melt state the second-
order peak is only very faintly present. This confirms the nearly 50 : 50
composition of the segregating species, as the thickness of the alternat-
ing layers has to be very similar to extinguish the second-order reflection.
The third-order reflection is prominently present; however, it is located out-
side the q range observed with the experimental setup. Above the ODT
a characteristic correlation hole peak is present. The position and height
of this peak are strongly influenced by the fraction of hydrogen bonds.
On heating this fraction will decrease, and the peak height will also de-

Scheme 3 Stoichiometric P4VP(PDP)1.0 comb-shaped supramolecule [106]
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Fig. 9 Temperature-dependent SAXS of P4VP(PDP)0.85 demonstrating order–disorder
transition at ca. 65 ◦C and cartoon of corresponding lamellar self-assembly [109]

crease and gradually shift to smaller angles. Theoretical modeling indicates
that in the order of 70% of the hydrogen bonds have to be broken before
the correlation hole completely vanishes [112]. Around room temperature
the alkyl tails crystallize in an interdigitated fashion [113]. The crystalliza-
tion destroys the symmetry somewhat and the second-order peak becomes
more clearly visible, in particular if an excess of PDP is used, as demon-
strated for P4VP(PDP)1.5 in Fig. 10. The lamellar morphology, concluded
from the SAXS data, is corroborated by TEM (Fig. 11) using instead of
PDP the slightly larger nonadecylphenol (NDP) [114]. In contrast, no lay-
ered self-assembly was observed for stoichiometric mixtures of P4VP and
alkyl carboxylic acids (dodecanoic, hexadecanoic, and nonadecanoic). SAXS
showed a clear correlation hole peak, indicating that a substantial number
of hydrogen-bonded side chains are formed, but no ODT occurred upon
cooling [115]. Rather, macrophase separation took place due to crystalliza-
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Fig. 10 SAXS as a function of temperature for P4VP(PDP)1.5 [109]

Fig. 11 TEM image of the layered structure of P4VP(NDP)1.0 [114]

tion of the alkyl carboxylic acids. However, when a stronger base, imidazole
(pKb = 8.75 compared to 7.05 for pyridine) was selected self-assembled lay-
ered structures were found for several poly(1-vinylimidazole)–alkanoic acid
complexes [116].

Chen and coworkers studied the self-assembly of comb-shaped supra-
molecules obtained by poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) and DBSA [117]. Due to
the hydrogen bonding between PEO and DBSA hydrogen-bonded side-chain
polymers were again formed and, as in the case of P4VP and alkyl phenols,
the repulsion happened to be strong enough to induce self-assembly into
a lamellar morphology for 0.5 or 1.0 DBSA molecule per PEO repeat. The
transition to the ordered state took place at ca. 60 and 70 ◦C, respectively.
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The phase behavior of systems like P4VP(PDP) and PEO(DBSA) is rela-
tively straightforward. The hydrogen bonding groups present the (strong)
attraction between both species. The repulsion, which induces the layered
structure, is due to the unfavorable polar–nonpolar interactions. A more
complex behavior has been observed for the same polymer P4VP when the
pyridine groups are first protonated with methanesulfonic acid (MSA) and
then hydrogen bonded to, e.g., PDP. The combination of protonation and hy-
drogen bonding is of particular interest in the area of conjugated polymers,
which will be discussed further on. PDP still hydrogen bonds to the stoi-
chiometric P4VP(MSA)1.0 salt and a comb-shaped supramolecule is formed.
Scheme 4 illustrates the complex. The system with MSA undergoes an order–
disorder transition to a layered structure at ca. 100–120 ◦C. Compared with
the ca. 65 ◦C for P4VP(PDP)1.0, this implies a somewhat larger repulsion
in the P4VP(MSA)1.0(PDP)1.0 system. At elevated temperatures the system
goes through an interesting sequence of transitions. At 170 ◦C the PDP first
macrophase separates from the P4VP(MSA)1.0 complex, only to homoge-
neously mix again at ca. 195 ◦C. Finally, at even higher temperatures, the sys-
tem macrophase separates again [46]. This closed loop (re-entrant) phase be-
havior is quite characteristic for hydrogen bonding mixtures [70]. In this case
it indicates the presence of a somewhat weaker hydrogen bonding combined
with a somewhat stronger repulsion between the two species P4VP(MSA) and
PDP as compared to P4VP and PDP. Figure 12 demonstrates this behavior
by optical microscopy and SAXS. The latter clearly reveals the ODT around
100 ◦C. Above the ODT, the height of the correlation peak decreases and it
shifts to smaller angles. This is a clear signal of a strong decrease in the num-
ber of hydrogen bonds. Around 170 ◦C nearly all hydrogen bonds appear to
be broken and macrophase separation between PDP and P4VP(MSA)1.0 sets
in. The SAXS data show the corresponding strong scattering in the forward
direction.

If instead of MSA toluenesulfonic acid (TSA) is used, the ODT is con-
siderably higher at ca. 220 ◦C, indicating still stronger repulsion. Moreover,

Scheme 4 PS-b-P4VP(MSA)1.0 (PDP)1.0 comb-shaped supramolecules [46]
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Fig. 12 SAXS as a function of temperature and sequence of optical microscopy pictures of
P4VP(MSA)1.0(PDP)1.0 at indicated temperatures [46]

at elevated temperatures macrophase separation is not observed. Hence,
this stronger repulsion must be accompanied by stronger hydrogen bond-
ing, possibly due to additional phenyl ring stacking [118]. The polysalts
P4VP(MSA)1.0 and P4VP(TSA)1.0 are examples of acid–base complexes
studied extensively during the last few decades in relation to solid-state ion-
ics, but before we address this issue, we will first turn our attention briefly to
structure formation of hydrogen-bonded side-chain polymers in solution.

4.1.2
Self-Assembly in Dilute Solution: Hollow Spheres

The self-assembly of blends of hydrogen-bonding block copolymers in di-
lute solution has been addressed briefly in Sect. 3.2. A block copolymer-
free strategy was introduced by Jiang and coworkers [119–127]. They used
monocarboxy-terminated polystyrene (CPS) oligomers together with P4VP
to prepare hydrogen-bonded graft copolymers in a common solvent chloro-
form. Then the soluble complex may self-assemble into a stable micelle after
a selective solvent, e.g., toluene for CPS, is added. Figure 13 illustrates the pro-
cedure. If a selective solvent for the P4VP is used, cross-linking of the P4VP
shell by, e.g., 1,4-dibromobutane allows the preparation of hollow spheres
after removal of the hydrogen-bonded side chains. The latter was actually ac-
complished for a slightly different system consisting of P4VP and a random
copolymer of styrene and a hydroxyl-containing monomer (PSOH) [124].
Chloroform is a good solvent for both, and when a dilute solution of PSOH in
chloroform was added to a dilute solution of P4VP in nitromethane, a nonsol-
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Fig. 13 Illustration of the formation of hydrogen-bonded comb copolymers and subse-
quent micellization in a selective solvent. Reprinted with permission from [127]. © 2005
American Chemical Society

vent for PSOH, micellization took place. After cross-linking of the P4VP shell,
the PSOH could be removed by simply switching to the solvent DMF, which
not only is a solvent for PSOH but also results in dissociation of the hydrogen
bonds. This possibility to remove one of the hydrogen bonding species after
it has served its purpose during the self-assembling process is an essential
element that we will encounter over and over again.

Inspired by the results of Jenekhe and Chen [128], who demonstrated
that rod–coil poly(phenylquinoline)-block-polystyrene diblock copolymers
in a selective solvent for the coil-like polystyrene block self-assemble into
hollow spherical micelles with a diameter of a few microns, Jiang and co-
workers extended their strategy to rigid side chains [123, 127]. Rigid side
chains will be discussed in more detail in the section dealing with hydrogen-
bonded liquid-crystalline side-chain polymers, but here we will briefly re-
view the self-assembly in dilute solution and the subsequent preparation of
hollow spheres. Jiang and coworkers used two different rigid short chains,
a carboxyl-terminated polyimide (PI) of Mw = 4600 and a cross-linkable
carboxyl-terminated poly(amic acid) (PAE) of Mw = 7450 (see Scheme 5).

Scheme 5 Carboxyl-terminated polyimide and poly(amic acid) used in combination with
P4VP to prepare hollow spheres [127]
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They observed the formation of hollow spheres for P4VP and PI in a com-
mon solvent chloroform, and argued that the hydrogen bonding between the
carboxylic end groups of PI and P4VP leads to a very high local concentra-
tion of PI chains surrounding a P4VP chain. Effective packing of the crowded
rigid chains then dictates the formation of large hollow spheres with hydrody-
namic radius in the order of 200–400 nm (P4VP: Mw = 1.4×105 g/mol) [123,
127]. To fix such self-assembled structures photo-cross-linkable PAE was
used [125]. Switching the medium from THF to THF/DMF (1 : 1) removed the
P4VP shell, as witnessed by a significant decrease in size. Figure 14 illustrates
both procedures.

In the next section we will extensively discuss block copolymer-based
hydrogen-bonded side-chain polymers. Here we simply note that the above
strategy to prepare hollow structures based on P4VP homopolymers can be
easily extended to block copolymers. Jiang and coworkers used PS-b-P2VP di-

Fig. 14 Formation of hollow spheres by self-assembly of P4VP with PI and PAE, respec-
tively. Subsequent cross-linking of PAE fixes the structure and the P4VP can be easily
removed by adding DMF, thus breaking the hydrogen bonds. Reprinted with permission
from [127]. © 2005 American Chemical Society

Fig. 15 Illustration of the preparation of hollow particles using PS-b-P2VP diblock
copolymer together with PAE. Reprinted with permission from [127]. © 2005 American
Chemical Society
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block copolymers together with PAE to prepare hollow particles [126]. The
procedure is similar to that discussed before and is illustrated in Fig. 15.

Micrometer-sized polymeric aggregates with three different morphologies
(hollow spheres, solid spheres, and rods) were very recently reported from
supramolecular assemblies of 5,7-dodecadiynedioic acid hydrogen bonded to
P4VP [129]. Besides hydrogen bonding, the π–π stacking of the diacetylenic
moieties is argued to be responsible for the formation of these assemblies.
The diacetylenic moieties can be polymerized by UV irradiation, resulting
in blue-colored cross-linked assemblies that switch from blue to red upon
heating.

4.2
Block Copolymer-Based Hydrogen-Bonded Comb Copolymers

4.2.1
Self-Assembly in the Bulk State: Two Length-Scale Structures

As already indicated, it is relatively straightforward to extend the procedure
to form comb-shaped supramolecules via physical interactions, as discussed
above for homopolymers, to diblock copolymers. The only requirement is
that one of the blocks of the diblock copolymer allows physical bonding with
suitable amphiphilic molecules. The best studied system consists of a diblock
copolymer of poly(4-vinylpyridine) and polystyrene (P4VP-b-PS), where alkyl
phenols such as pentadecylphenol (PDP) are hydrogen bonded to the P4VP
block. Self-assembly now leads to hierarchically ordered structures character-
ized by two length scales: a large length scale due to microphase separation
between the comb-shaped supramolecule block and the linear block, and
a short length scale due to microphase separation within the domains formed
by the comb-shaped supramolecule blocks [46, 130, 131]. In the given example
the large length scale structure due to microphase separation between the
linear PS block and the P4VP(PDP)1.0 block exists up to temperatures of
200 ◦C and higher for molar masses of the PS and P4VP blocks exceeding
10 000 g/mol. The short length scale lamellar structure is formed on cooling
around 65 ◦C in the P4VP(PDP)-containing domains. By selecting the rela-
tive block lengths of the P4VP-b-PS diblock copolymer appropriately, all the
classical morphologies can be obtained thus leading to a series of structure-
within-structure morphologies. The TEM micrographs presented in Fig. 16
prove this point for slightly larger nonadecylphenol (NDP) side chains.

All these morphologies have the disappearance of the short length scale
lamellar ordering around 65 ◦C in common. On further heating, the fraction
of hydrogen bonds gradually reduces. Furthermore, at ca. 130 ◦C PDP be-
comes completely miscible with PS. This implies that PDP, which in a sense
is a P4VP-selective solvent at low temperatures, loses part of its selectiv-
ity. As a consequence, many of these systems show a series of order–order
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Fig. 16 Cartoon of lamellar-in-lamellar self-assembly and TEM pictures of lamellar-in-
lamellar and lamellar-in-spheres morphologies for P4VP(NDP)1.0-b-PS [131]

transitions for the large length scale structure. For instance, the system PS-b-
P4VP(PDP)1.0 with Mw,PS = 31 900 g/mol and Mw,P4VP = 13 200 g/mol, where
the P4VP(PDP)1.0 represents a 0.62 weight fraction, has a gyroid-within-
lamellar structure at room temperature. At ca. 65 ◦C the lamellar structure
of P4VP(PDP)1.0 undergoes an order–disorder (ODT) transition and only
the gyroid structure remains. At ca. 170 ◦C this transforms into a lamel-
lar structure and finally becomes a hexagonally perforated layered struc-
ture at ca. 200 ◦C. Several other examples can be found in [132]. For PS-b-
P4VP(PDP)1.0 systems where the weight fraction of P4VP(PDP)1.0 is in the
range 0.50–0.60 and both blocks have a sufficiently large molar mass, the large
length scale lamellar structure persists up to elevated temperatures. Now the
diminishing degree of hydrogen bonding and the gradual diffusion of part of
PDP into the PS layers manifests itself in the long period of the large length
scale structure decreasing strongly during heating, in the order of 20% in the
interval from 110 to 200 ◦C [133].
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If the P4VP block of the P4VP-b-PS diblock copolymer is first turned into
a polysalt by complexing with a strong acid such as MSA or TSA, as dis-
cussed before, hydrogen bonding with alkyl phenols such as PDP will give
rise to a similar set of two length-scale structure-in-structure morpholo-
gies. Now the ODT of the short length scale structure is increased. How-
ever, especially in the case of MSA, there is an even stronger tendency for
temperature-induced order–order transitions of the large length scale struc-
ture. Most interesting are the phenomena associated with the complex phase
behavior in the P4VP homopolymer-based P4VP(MSA)(PDP) system dis-
cussed before. The macrophase separation between P4VP(MSA) and PDP,
which occurs around 170 ◦C in the homopolymer-based system, is the driv-
ing force to push PDP from the P4VP(MSA)(PDP) domains into the PS
domains in the diblock copolymer-based samples. Of course, the complete
miscibility of PS and PDP above 130 ◦C is an essential element. Figure 17
presents temperature-dependent SAXS data of such a system, demonstrating
a transition from a lamellar structure to a hexagonal structure. At elevated
temperatures PDP is pushed into the PS layers, the volume fraction of these
layers increases considerably at the expense of the P4VP(MSA)-containing
domains, and the latter domains transform into cylinders [46]. Also clearly
visible is the ODT of the short length scale structure around 100 ◦C, fol-
lowed by a shift of the remaining correlation hole peak to smaller angles
upon further heating (the q1 peak). Figure 18 shows a characteristic series
of TEM pictures for a different PS-b-P4VP(MSA)1.0(PDP)1.0 system undergo-

Fig. 17 SAXS of PS-b-P4VP(MSA)1.0(PDP)1.0 as a function of temperature. Mw,PS =
40 000 g/mol, Mw,P4VP = 5600 g/mol, weight fraction of P4VP(MSA)1.0(PDP)1.0 is 0.40.
Clearly visible are the order–disorder transitions at ca. 100 ◦C and the order–order tran-
sition at ca. 150 ◦C [46]
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Fig. 18 TEM micrographs of PS-b-P4VP(MSA)1.0(PDP)1.0 system with Mw,PS = 32 900 g/
mol, Mw,P4VP = 8100 g/mol, weight fraction P4VP(MSA)1.0(PDP)1.0 is 0.54. a At room
temperature a lamellar-in-lamellar structure, b at T = 170 ◦C P4VP cylinders, and c at
T = 210 ◦C a spherical morphology. P4VP shows dark due to I2 staining [132]

ing a series of large length scale lamellar to cylinders to spheres order–order
transitions.

A few other examples of structure-in-structure morphologies have been
reported. In one study [134] DBSA was complexed with a poly(1,4-buta-
diene)-block-poly(ethylene oxide) (PB-b-PEO; Mn,PB = 11 800 g/mol, Mn,PEO
= 11 000 g/mol) diblock copolymer. For an average number of DBSA mol-
ecules of 0.5 and 1.0 per PEO monomer, a cylinder-in-lamellar morphology
is obtained with PB cylinders of ca. 28 nm in diameter embedded in a lamel-
lar self-assembled matrix with a ca. 2.9-nm-long period. The ODT of the
PEO(DBSA) comblike blocks was found to occur at 45–55 ◦C and this tran-
sition is accompanied by an order–order transition from PB cylinders to
PB spheres, i.e., a transition-driven transition. In subsequent papers Chen
and coworkers [135, 136] investigated the effect of molecular architecture on
the microphase separation of polystyrene-block-poly(2-vinylpyridine) with
DBSA. A (PS-b-P2VP)5(PS)5 block-arm star copolymer and a (PS)5(P2VP)5
heteroarm star diblock copolymer complexed with DBSA were investigated
and compared with a linear PS-b-P2VP diblock copolymer (Fig. 19). In
both cases a structure-in-structure hierarchical morphology was found with
PS cylindrical microdomains in a P2VP(DBSA) matrix exhibiting a short
length scale lamellar ordering. In the block-arm star system the ODT of
the short length scale structure occurred at approximately the same tem-
perature as that for the neat PS-b-P2VP complex. In contrast, for the het-
eroarm star copolymer this ODT temperature was significantly increased,
and this was attributed to a lower entropy of transition due to the junction
constraint.

As a final example of a system exhibiting a typical two length-scale self-
assembled structure we mention the acid–base complexes of poly(ethylene
oxide)-block-poly(ethylene imine) (PEO-b-PEI) with dodecanoic acid inves-
tigated by Thünemann and coworkers [137]. A 2 : 1 ratio of amino func-
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Fig. 19 Schematic representation of block-arm star copolymer of type (PS-b-P2VP)n(PS)n
and (PS)n(P2VP)n heteroarm star diblock copolymer complexed with DBSA. In the
drawing n = 4. Reprinted with permission from [135, 136]. © 2005 and 2006 American
Chemical Society

tions to carboxylic acid functions was taken in order that approximately all
carboxylic acid groups were attached to an amino group as confirmed by
Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. The PEI blocks had differ-
ent architectures (cyclic, linear, and branched) while the PEO blocks were
kept the same. The block copolymers with linear and branched PEI self-
assembled in characteristic lamellar-in-lamellar structures of, e.g., 15 and
3 nm, respectively.

4.3
Applications

4.3.1
Nanoscale Protonic Polymeric Conductors

Electroactive polymers range from conjugated polymers to ionically and
protonically conducting materials. For ionic conductivity, solid polymer
electrolytes involving lithium salts have aroused major interest, where
suppression of the host polymer’s crystallization (polyethylene oxide) in-
creases the conductivity; block copolymers have been used as the sup-
pressing agents [138, 139]. In solid protonic conductors, perfluorinated
polymeric sulfonic acid materials, where the conductivity is due to proton
hopping in adsorbed water, are most frequently used [140–143]. Another
major type of protonically conductive polymers consists of acid–base com-
plexes, typically salts of sulfonic acid-containing polymers blended with
basic polymers [144, 145]. In protonic conductors, the potential of self-
organization within the polymeric host has been discussed only recently.
Above we discussed in some detail the comb-shaped polymeric supramolecu-
les formed by hydrogen bonding alkyl phenols, such as pentadecyl phenol,
to P4VP. When P4VP is complexed first with either MSA or TSA a proton-
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conducting acid–base complex is formed. The self-organization of these
supramolecules gives rise to a lamellar structure. By covalently linking the
P4VP chains to polystyrene blocks another level of self-assembly is intro-
duced which, as we have seen, renders hierarchical structure-in-structure
morphologies.

4.3.2
Switching Protonic Conductivity

As already discussed, interesting morphology transitions occur in PS-b-
P4VP(MSA)1.0(PDP)1.0 samples as a function of temperature. One example of
a series of different self-assembled structures, which corresponds to the SAXS
pattern presented in Fig. 17, is schematically illustrated in Fig. 20. With re-
spect to the conductivity, the main observation concerns the dimensionality
of the P4VP(MSA)1.0-containing proton-conducting domains. On increas-
ing the temperature the one-dimensionally confined layers turn first into
two-dimensional layers and then into one-dimensional cylinders. These tran-
sitions are directly reflected in the overall conductivity as demonstrated in
the same figure [46, 146]. Self-assembly of block copolymer systems invari-
ably leads to a multidomain grain boundary structure that is macroscopically
isotropic. The conductivity presented therefore represents an average over all
directions with respect to the local oriented structure.

Fig. 20 Proton conductivity of P4VP(MSA)1.0(PDP)1.0-b-PS recorded during heating at
5 ◦C/min based on AC impedance measurements extrapolated to zero frequency. The car-
toons show the dimensionality transitions occurring upon heating: from one-dimensional
slabs to two-dimensional lamellae to one-dimensional cylinders. The order–disorder
transitions at ca. 100 ◦C and the order–order transition at ca. 150 ◦C observed by SAXS
(Fig. 17) are distinctly reflected in the conductivity [46]
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4.3.3
Tridirectional Protonic Conductivity

Due to the macroscopic isotropic state of the sample just considered the
conductivity is isotropic as well. In order to use the strong anisotropy of
the local domains, the system has to be macroscopically oriented. This was
achieved using oscillatory shear flow [147, 148], well known from studies
on macroscopic orientation in conventional block copolymers [149–154].
Due to its thermal stability TSA was selected as the sulfonic acid to render
P4VP(TSA)1.0. To obtain the corresponding comb-shaped supramolecules,
a stoichiometric amount of PDP versus sulfonate groups of P4VP(TSA)1.0 was
taken. The above P4VP was selected to be one block of a diblock copoly-
mer PS-b-P4VP, which has an overall molar mass of Mn = 50 000 g/mol,
polydispersity 1.09, and weight fraction of PS fPS = 0.88. Assuming that
TSA and PDP are nominally fully complexed to form the supramolecu-
les PS-b-P4VP(TSA)1.0(PDP)1.0, the weight fraction of the PS block is fPS =
0.62. In this case self-assembly leads to alternating lamellae of PS and
P4VP(TSA)1.0(PDP)1.0. Within the P4VP(TSA)1.0(PDP)1.0 layers there is an
additional “inner” level of self-assembly, which consists of polar lamel-
lae containing P4VP(TSA)1.0 and nonpolar lamellae containing the pen-
tadecyl chains of PDP. In contrast to the MSA case discussed above, the
large length scale lamellar structure is stable up to temperatures as high as
200 ◦C. The ODT of the short length scale structure depends strongly on
the amount of PDP used, and this made it possible to identify proper flow
field conditions to achieve macroscopic orientation of both lamellar struc-
tures. Figure 21 presents the two-dimensional SAXS intensity patterns in
tangential, normal, and radial directions demonstrating the level of macro-

Fig. 21 SAXS of the self-assembled lamellar-within-lamellar structures of PS-b-P4VP
(TSA)1.0(PDP)1.0 macroscopically oriented by oscillatory shear flow [155]
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Fig. 22 Schematic self-assembled transverse-within-parallel aligned structure of PS-b-
P4VP(TSA)1.0(PDP)1.0 supramolecules and the direct-current conductivity as a function
of temperature. Presented also is the isotropic conductivity of a nonaligned sample (4). In
the aligned case (3) the conductivity is increased, probably due to fewer domain bound-
aries, and the nanoscale conductivity anisotropy is manifestly present [155]

scopic orientation actually achieved [155]. Scattering peaks are observed at
q∗

1 = 0.02 Å–1 and 2q∗
1, which demonstrates a lamellar self-assembly between

PS and P4VP(TSA)1.0(PDP)1.0 with a periodicity of 32 nm. The lamellae are
relatively well aligned along the shearing plates. SAXS shows also another
peak at q∗

2 = 0.15 Å–1 corresponding to the small lamellae with a long period
of 4.1 nm. The SAXS picture demonstrates that the macroscopic orientation
of the small length scale is transverse with respect to the flow field. For di-
block copolymers this orientation sometimes occurs as a metastable state, the
stable orientations corresponding to parallel or perpendicular depending on
the flow field conditions [151, 152]. Here, however, we are dealing with a far
more complex hierarchical lamellar-in-lamellar structure with a short length
scale structure that aligns, at least under quiescent conditions, perpendicu-
larly with respect to the large length scale structure [46]. The self-assembled
structure with the corresponding tridirectional conductivity is presented in
Fig. 22. However, the difference in conductivity in the three directions ob-
served is rather small considering the materials involved. In particular, in the
case of perfect alignment, one would expect to find hardly any conductivity
in the direction perpendicular to the polystyrene layers. Clearly, the macro-
scopic orientation is far from perfect and it remains a challenge to achieve
structures with much fewer defects.

4.3.4
Photonic Bandgap Materials

Self-assembly in block copolymer systems leads to well-ordered structures
which are potentially interesting for photonic crystals applications. The
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transport of electromagnetic radiation can be manipulated using photonic
bandgap materials, which contain periodic structures with sufficiently high
dielectric contrast. In this case the transport of visible light may be to-
tally or partially suppressed [156, 157]. There are, however, several important
problems to be solved before this potential can be fully realized. One of
these is the large periodicity required (order of λ/4, where λ is the wave-
length of the electromagnetic radiation used). Several methods have been
introduced to form photonic bandgaps, such as lithographic and etching
techniques [158], colloidal self-assembly [159], synthetic opals [160–162],
and inverted opals [163, 164]. Block copolymer self-assembly is another ob-
vious possibility [165–168]. However, a large periodicity requires high molar
mass block copolymers, which are notoriously difficult to prepare in a single
crystal-like state. Here the comb-shaped supramolecules concept may have
some advantages as well. Apart from inducing hierarchical structures in the
case of block copolymers, the supramolecular side chains especially act as
very efficient swelling agents. In a first example it was demonstrated that
in the case of high molar mass PS-b-P4VP diblock copolymers, the PS-b-
P4VP(DBSA) supramolecules form self-assembled one-dimensional optical
reflectors [169]. The obvious next step consisted of exploiting the com-
plex phase behavior of PS-b-P4VP(MSA)(PDP), discussed above in connec-
tion with switching proton conductivity, to prepare materials with reversible
switching bandgaps [170]. Figure 23 shows how in this case the collapse of the
periodic length scale at elevated temperatures of PS-b-P4VP(MSA)1.0(PDP)1.5

Fig. 23 PS-b-P4VP(MSA)1.0(PDP)1.5 at room temperature (a–c) and above 125 ◦C (e–g).
At room temperature the large length scale periodicity is ca. 160 nm and the sample is
green. Above ca. 125 ◦C, the sample becomes transparent due to a decrease in long period
as a function of temperature, which results from the order–disorder transition in the
P4VP(MSA)1.0(PDP)1.5 layers and a reduction in the number of hydrogen-bonded PDP
side chains [171]
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indeed results in reversible photonic-bandgap switching. This application
also demonstrates how the very effective swelling by the side chains leads to
the large periodicities required. Along a similar line Thomas and coworkers
employed supramolecular side-chain liquid-crystalline (LC) block copoly-
mers and showed that, upon heating the system above the LC isotropization
temperature, the peak reflectivity changed by 40 nm resulting in a color
change from green to orange [171]. The precise nature of this system will be
discussed further on in the chapter in the section dealing with supramolecu-
lar side-chain liquid-crystalline block copolymers.

4.3.5
Exploiting the Thermoreversibility of Side Chain Bonding:
Nanoporous Membranes

Thermoreversibility of hydrogen bonding allows for responsive functional
properties as demonstrated, for example, by the temperature-induced switch-
ing of conductivity and photonic-bandgap switching. Another major ad-
vantage of the concept of hydrogen bonding-based comb-shaped polymeric
supramolecules is the possibility of removing the hydrogen-bonded species
after they have served their role in the structure formation process by sim-
ple dissolution. Because nanoporous structures require the removal of part of
the material after the structure formation process is completed, comb-shaped
diblock copolymeric supramolecules are ideally suited building blocks for
functional organic polymeric membranes. The amphiphilic side chains can
be removed in a straightforward way with a selective solvent. In this case the
amphiphiles merely act as a selective swelling agent, while realizing, however,
that it plays an important role in relation to the structure that is formed in
the self-assembly process. First we consider related approaches that have been
developed recently.

Hashimoto and coworkers [172] prepared nanoporous structures from
a mixture of polystyrene-block-polyisoprene diblock copolymers and poly-
styrene homopolymers that self-assembled in a bicontinuous gyroid struc-
ture. The as-cast films were subjected to ozonolysis by which the iso-
prene component was selectively degraded. In a similar way, Liu and co-
workers [173, 174] prepared thin films with densely hexagonally packed
nanochannels. Their concept consists of diblock copolymers comprising
a degradable block and a cross-linkable block. Block lengths are selected
in such a way that a hexagonally ordered cylindrical structure is pro-
duced with cylinders formed by the degradable block. After microtom-
ing the matrix is cross-linked and the cylinders are degraded. They pre-
pared thin films with nanochannels from poly(tert-butyl acrylate)-block-
poly(2-cinnamoylethyl methacrylate) (see Scheme 6), where the tert-butyl
groups are cleavable by hydrolysis and poly(2-cinnamoylethyl methacrylate)
is photo-cross-linkable. In a similar fashion Russell and coworkers [177]
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Scheme 6 Poly(tert-butyl acrylate)-block-poly(2-cinnamoylethyl methacrylate) [173]

prepared thin films of polystyrene-block-poly(methyl methacrylate) (PS-b-
PMMA) self-assembled in hexagonally ordered PMMA cylinders of 14-nm
diameter, and subsequently removed the PMMA component by deep ultravi-
olet exposure degrading the PMMA and at the same time cross-linking the
PS matrix. In the case of cylinders, of major concern is their orientation with
respect to the film surface. Usually a perpendicular orientation is aimed for.
This can be accomplished by large amplitude oscillatory shear, as discussed
before [148–154], which usually leads to a parallel to shear orientation, but
which after microtoming produces thin films with perpendicularly aligned
cylinders. Several alternative methods, which are more convenient for thin
films, have been introduced during the last decade involving, e.g., electrical
fields, special substrates, or controlled solvent evaporation. The group of Rus-
sell and coworkers has been particularly active in this area [175–182]. One
example investigated resembles the hydrogen-bonded comb-shaped supra-
molecules discussed above. In hexagonally ordered thin films of diblock
copolymers of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) and polystyrene (PS) (PS-
b-PMMA) with PMMA cylinders, the cylinders were oriented perpendicular
to the plane of the film using a specially modified substrate. By adding ho-
mopolymer PMMA of a slightly smaller molar mass than that of the PMMA
block, the size of the cylindrical domains could be manipulated without
perturbing the spatial order and orientation. Selective removal of the ho-
mopolymer produced pore diameters well below that achievable by pure
block copolymers, whereas the removal of both the homopolymer and the
corresponding block produced pores that are larger than achievable from the
pure diblock copolymer [180].

The concept where amphiphilic molecules are hydrogen bonded to one
block of a block copolymer to form specific comb-shaped supramolecules
allows the production of nanoporous materials in a straightforward way.
The concept is illustrated in Fig. 24. The procedure was first applied to
a polystyrene-block-poly(4-vinylpyridine) diblock copolymer with a stoichio-
metric amount of pentadecylphenol hydrogen bonded to the P4VP block.
The relative block lengths were selected to render a lamellar-in-cylindrical
morphology, where the P4VP(PDP) comb-shaped blocks form the cylinders
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Fig. 24 Schematic illustration of nanoporous membrane preparation using the comb-
shaped supramolecules concept [183]

within the rigid glassy PS medium and where the P4VP(PDP) complexes, be-
ing of comblike architecture, self-assemble as lamellae within the cylinders.
When aiming for nanoporous membranes, however, the self-assembled struc-
ture inside the cylinders is not of interest. Perpendicular alignment of the
cylinders was achieved by applying oscillatory shear followed by microtom-
ing. Hollow channels with P4VP brushes at the interior walls were obtained
in a straightforward manner by dissolving the PDP molecules away from the
cylinders using methanol [183]. These “hairy tubes” open possibilities for
controllable nanoporous membranes as the conformation of the brushes de-
pends on the solvent. The diameter of the hollow channels can be tuned by
selecting different block lengths of the diblock copolymer, but more impor-
tantly by adapting the amount of PDP added. In addition, the reactive P4VP
chains at the hollow channel walls allow further chemical modification to pro-
duce nanofibers of, e.g., polypyrrole.

Subsequently, Stamm and coworkers [184–186] used PS-b-P4VP di-
block copolymers in combination with 2-(4-hydroxybenzeneazo)benzoic acid
(HABA, Scheme 7). Thin films with cylindrical nanodomains of the P4VP–
HABA complexes in a PS matrix were produced. The alignment of the
cylinders could be switched upon exposure to vapors of different solvents
from parallel to perpendicular (Fig. 25). Extraction of HABA resulted in
nanoporous membranes with hollow channels of 8 nm (Fig. 26). The channels
were filled with Ni clusters via the electrodeposition method to fabricate an
ordered array of metallic nanodots.

Besides hollow channels, porous lamellar structures have also been pre-
pared via the comb-shaped supramolecules route. PS-b-P4VP diblock copoly-
mers were taken that, together with zinc dodecylbenzenesulfonate [187],

Scheme 7 2-(4-Hydroxybenzeneazo)benzoic acid (HABA) [185]
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Fig. 25 Sketch of suggested transition from spherical morphology to perpendicularly ori-
ented cylinders upon evaporation of the PS-selective solvent 1,4-dioxane. Reprinted with
permission from [186]

Fig. 26 AFM image with corresponding 2D fast Fourier transform plot of PS-b-
P4VP(HABA) films after 1,4-dioxane vapor annealing to a swelling ratio of 3 and rinsing
with methanol. Lateral scale of film 500 × 500 nm2 with a thickness of 61–68 nm. PS-
b-P4VP: Mn(PS) = 35.5×103 g/mol, Mn(P4VP) = 3680 g/mol, Mw/Mn = 1.06 for both
blocks. Reprinted with permission from [186]

which forms a coordination complex with P4VP or with PDP [188], self-
assemble in a large length scale lamellar structure. After extraction of the
amphiphiles by a selective solvent the nanoporous structures are obtained.
These were shown to be effective templates to direct the spatial organization
of, e.g., metallic (Pd) nanoclusters [188].
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In another application electrospinning [189] of PS-b-P4VP(PDP)1.0 supra-
molecules was used to produce internally structured fibers with diameters
in the range of 200–400 nm. Due to the block copolymer sample selected,
self-assembly resulted in spherical P4VP(PDP) domains with the well-known
internal lamellar structure. After the PDP was extracted from the fibers using
methanol, porous fibers were obtained [190]. With this method, the thickness
of the fibers can be tuned by adjusting the spinning conditions, and the size
and nature of the pores can be controlled by the choice of block copolymer
and amount of amphiphile.

4.3.6
Exploiting the Thermoreversibility of Side Chain Bonding: Nano-Objects

The nanoporous structures considered are frequently used as templates
to produce, e.g., metallized nanowires or metallic films [177, 188]. On the
other hand, self-assembly of block copolymers has been explored as well
to prepare individual polymeric nano-objects. A general method is based
on crew-cut aggregates, where amphiphilic diblock copolymers can be
used, such as polystyrene-block-poly(acrylic acid) with a short hydrophilic
block [82, 83, 191–194]. Crew-cut aggregates are typically constructed by first
dissolving the chains in a solvent that dissolves both blocks and subsequently
adding water to cause controlled aggregation of the hydrophobic blocks. An-
other option is to use a single solvent in which both blocks are soluble at
high temperatures, and the aggregation of the hydrophobic block results on
decreasing the temperature. A particularly rich variety of polymeric nanos-
tructures is obtainable, including nanoscale rods.

Another method to prepare polymeric nanofibers, nanotubes, and spher-
ical objects is based on block copolymers containing photo-cross-linkable
moieties [195–197]. In this case, a suitable diblock or triblock copolymer
is selected to allow the desired morphology in bulk, for example the hex-
agonal self-organization of cylinders if nanofibers are to be prepared. The
concept uses the photo-cross-linkable block to fix the structure by photo-
cross-linking. Ultimately, the fibers and tubes can be “sculptured” based
on selective dissolution and/or degradation. Individual fibers of diameter
ca. 40 nm were resolved and can even be redissolved in other solvents to al-
low liquid-crystalline solutions [196]. The advantage of this concept is that the
design is based on the straightforward bulk phases of block copolymers in-
stead of the more complicated solvent phases. However, there is a limitation
that specific photo-cross-linkable moieties are required.

The comb-shaped supramolecules discussed at length in this review allow
a novel and general concept to prepare crew-cut aggregates as well as more
complex shaped disklike objects. The procedure to prepare crew-cut nano-
objects is illustrated in Fig. 27 for the case of nanorods. The starting material is
again poly(4-vinyl pyridine)-block-polystyrene. The corresponding comb–coil
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Fig. 27 Schematics showing the preparation of “hairy” nanorods [200]

supramolecules are obtained using P4VP-b-PS together with suitable hydrogen
bonding amphiphiles such as the much-discussed PDP. It is relevant that the ef-
fective molar mass of the P4VP block can be increased in a controllable manner
by complexation with side chains. This allows an easy way to tune the volume
fraction of P4VP to achieve the desired morphology, e.g., PS cylinders. Because
the side chains can be so easily removed by dissolution, they play a major role
in the preparation of nano-objects in the present concept.

For the preparation of rodlike entities, only a cylindrical microdomain
structure of the P4VP(PDP)-b-PS starting bulk material is required [198]. In
order to obtain nanorods of several micrometers length, further improvement
of the self-assembled structure by, e.g., large amplitude oscillatory shear is
required [199, 200]. Figure 27 also shows a scanning transmission electron
micrograph of the thus obtained nanorods with a PS core and a P4VP corona.
The PS-b-P4VP nanorods were prepared from diblock copolymers of molar
mass Mn,PS = 21 400 g/mol, Mn,P4VP = 20 700 g/mol, and Mw/Mn = 1.13 and
have diameters of 25–28 nm with lengths up to several micrometers. They
turned out to have rather poor mechanical properties. When a droplet of
a nanorod suspension in ethanol was put on an alumina ultrafiltration mem-
brane with characteristic pore size of 200 nm, those parts of the rods on top
of the pores simply disappeared inside the pores due to capillary forces. These
poor properties were attributed to the absence of entanglements. When a suf-
ficient amount of homopolymer poly(2,6-dimethyl-1,4-diphenyl oxide) (PPE)
with molar mass Mw = 25 700 g/mol was added, nanorods with a PS/PPE
core and a P4VP corona were obtained with strongly improved mechan-
ical properties [201]. PPE is well known for its excellent miscibility with
PS [202] and because the molar mass between entanglements of PPE is only
4300 g/mol [203], entanglements are already introduced for weight fractions
of 0.20 or higher.

The concept is not only useful to extract nanofibers, but also it can obvi-
ously be used for the preparation of other nano-objects, such as spheres and
plates, when different effective values for the comb-block volume fraction are
selected. In addition, the only specific requirement for the templating block
copolymer is that one block has to be able to form strong physical bonds to
allow formation of supramolecules. This allows one to “tune” the balance of
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Fig. 28 From left to right: Scanning transmission electron micrograph of crew-cut
nanorods consisting of PS core and P4VP corona nanorods, coated with aluminum oxide
and after removal of the polymer material [206]

the composition of the block copolymer using additives that can easily be re-
moved by solvent treatment. A practical point of view is that the additives
should preferably have relatively high molecular weights to allow an efficient
tuning of the effective composition.

As in the case of nanoporous films, nano-objects have been used as tem-
plates to prepare, e.g., hollow inorganic nanospheres and nanotubes. The con-
cept has been used extensively by Wendorff and coworkers [204], who pre-
pared metal and hybrid nano- and mesotubes by coating degradable polymer
fibers obtained by electrospinning. For nanorods and nanospheres obtained
via the hydrogen-bonded side-chain block copolymer route it has been in-
troduced only very recently [205, 206]. The atomic layer deposition approach
was used to template the polymeric nano-objects with a thin aluminum oxide
layer, followed by removal of the polymer upon heating. Figure 28 shows TEM
micrographs of the products obtained at the various steps of the process.

The foregoing procedure rests only on the thermoreversibility of the side
chain bonding; the characteristic hierarchical structure-in-structure mor-
phologies of the supramolecular comb–coil diblock copolymers played no
role. Nevertheless, it is also possible to create nano-objects where, in addition
to the thermoreversible side chain bonding, the two length-scale structures
also play an essential role. As an example we mention the disklike objects
prepared by Saito from lamellar-in-cylinders structures [207]. Here the start-
ing material consisted of P4VP(PDP) cylinders in a PS matrix, where the
cylinders consist in turn of alternating polar and nonpolar layers due to the
comb-shaped P4VP(PDP) block. After cross-linking the P4VP disks with io-
dine and dissolving the PDP away, cross-linked P4VP disks with long PS hairs
were obtained, objects that would be very difficult to construct otherwise.

4.4
Conjugated Polymer-Based Hydrogen-Bonded Comb Copolymers

Many of the most interesting polymers are intrinsically stiff, such as the elec-
tronically conducting conjugated polymers. These polymers typically include
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aromatic or heteroaromatic groups capable of π stacking, and generally do
not melt and are poorly soluble in common solvents [208]. To improve pro-
cessability flexible side chains have been attached to the rigid or wormlike
polymer backbone, thus leading to so-called hairy-rod polymers [209–214].
The presence of side chains may result in characteristic liquid-crystalline
behavior. Substituted poly(p-phenylene)s and poly(alkyl thiophene)s are ex-
amples where the hairy-rod structure leads to self-assembly with enhanced
electronic properties [215–222].

In the case of rigid-rod polymers, it is in practical terms considerably
more difficult to link side chains by hydrogen bonding. This is simply due
to the fact that rigid polymers are highly incompatible with flexible chain
molecules [223, 224]. As a consequence, the successful formation of a comb-
shaped molecule, i.e., a hairy-rod supramolecule, usually requires stronger
bonding. In the examples to be discussed, this is accomplished using a com-
bination of ionic bonding and multiple hydrogen bonding.

In the limit of a rigid-rod backbone, the self-assembled states of hairy-
rod molecules have been theoretically analyzed only very recently [225]. Fig-
ure 29 summarizes the different structures considered. From right to left
the elastic stretching of the side chains accompanying microphase separa-
tion becomes increasingly more important due to an increase in the side
chain length and/or side chain grafting density. As long as the stretching of
the side chains is relatively unimportant a layered morphology should ap-
pear, whereas in the opposite case hexagonally ordered cylinders containing
one or more hairy rods are predicted. The theoretical predictions have been
put to the test in the recent work of Monkman and coworkers on the self-
assembly of branched side chain hairy-rod polyfluorenes [226–228]. In the
case of hairy-rod supramolecules the possibility of macrophase separation is
another complicating factor. In fact, a theoretical analysis shows that such
systems will be plagued by macrophase separation unless the composition is

Fig. 29 Self-assembly of hairy-rod molecules. From left to right the interfacial ten-
sion becomes relatively more important compared to the elastic stretching of the side
chains [225]
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carefully chosen [229]. A relative excess of rod molecules will invariably lead
to macrophase separation.

Besides the substituted poly(p-phenylene)s and the poly(alkyl thiophene)s,
polyaniline (PANI) is one of the most interesting polymers in the area of
electronically conducting polymers [230]. For PANI, protonation by strong
acids is known to render conducting polymer salts. PANI is not really a rigid-
rod polymer and it is expected that the electrical conductivity may greatly
benefit from confinement of PANI chains within, e.g., narrow cylinders. This
was achieved by the self-assembly of comb-shaped PANI supramolecules
using a combination of ionic and hydrogen bonding [231]. This combination
serves a dual purpose: the protonation introduces the electrical conductiv-
ity and the hydrogen bonding allows self-organization. The iminic nitrogens
of PANI were first nominally fully doped using camphorsulfonic acid (CSA)
to yield PANI(CSA)0.5 and then hydrogen bonded to 4-hexylresorcinol (Hres)
(Scheme 8). Both hydroxyl groups seem to be required to prevent macrophase
separation. The resulting rodlike supramolecules self-assembled into hexago-
nally ordered cylindrical structures for a number y of Hres units per aniline
repeat unit in the range y = 0.5–2.0. As demonstrated in Fig. 30, upon for-

Scheme 8 Polyaniline (PANI), camphorsulfonic acid (CSA), and 4-hexylresorcinol (Hres)
and proposed scheme of interaction [231]
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Fig. 30 Strongly enhanced electronic conductivity of PANI(CSA)0.5(Hres)y after self-
assembled cylinders are formed above a critical amount y of 4-hexylresorcinol [231]

mation of this structure, the electrical conductivity increased two orders of
magnitude.

Another interesting example involves one of the simplest π-conjugated
electroactive polymers poly(2,5-pyridine diyl) (PPY). The highly luminant
conjugated polypyridine (PPY) is rodlike due to its para-coupled heteroaro-
matic rings. As such, it is soluble in only a few solvents, such as formic
acid. After protonation by MSA the polymeric salt PPY(MSA)x is formed.
Upon hydrogen bonding with selected alkyl phenols, such as octyl gal-
late (OG; octyl 3,4,5-trihydroxybenzoate), self-assembled nanostructures are
formed (Scheme 9 and Fig. 31). This structure formation can be exploited
to create thin solid films with interesting optical properties. For these kinds
of systems the possibility to remove the hydrogen-bonded side chains in

Scheme 9 Poly(2,5-pyridine diyl) (PPY), methanesulfonic acid (MSA), octyl gallate (OG),
and the possible schemes of interaction [233]
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Fig. 31 Schematic lamellar structure comprising alternating polar layers (consisting of
PPY(MSA)1.0 and the aromatic parts of OG) and nonpolar layers formed by the octyl
chains of OG [233]

a straightforward way offers yet another opportunity to create materials with
specific function. To this end, every second PPY was complexed with CSA
leading to PPY(CSA)0.5. Limiting the mole fraction of CSA leads to rela-
tively highly luminant complexes [232]. Suitable comb-shaped supramolecu-
les were obtained by subsequent hydrogen bonding with Hres leading to
PPY(CSA)0.5(Hres)0.5. As in the case of OG, this material self-assembles in the
form of an exceptionally well-ordered layered structure [233–236]. The order
can be classified as smectic liquid crystalline. The PPY(CSA)0.5 layers can flow
past each other and even a gentle sweep between two microscope glass plates
suffices to achieve relatively high macroscopic orientation of the rods. There-
after, the Hres molecules can be removed easily by mild heating in a vacuum
oven, while still preserving the orientation of the rods. This brings the sam-
ple from the fluid self-assembled state to a solid film, which exhibits efficient
polarized luminance with an efficiency of ca. 20%. Figure 32 illustrates this
preparation scheme.

Fig. 32 Scheme to arrive at solid films of aligned rodlike conjugated polymers from the
self-assembled smectic phase of the corresponding “hairy-rod” supramolecules [234]
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5
Hydrogen-Bonded Comb Copolymers: Mesogenic Side Chains

Side-chain liquid-crystalline polymers combine polymeric properties with
low molar mass mesogens. They are generally prepared by covalently link-
ing mesogens via a flexible spacer group, which decouples at least partly
the self-assembling tendency of the mesogens from the polymer conform-
ation, to the polymer backbone [237–239]. In the last few decades alternative
procedures have been introduced, in which the mesogens are linked to the
polymer backbone by physical interactions, such as hydrogen-bonding, ionic,
and charge-transfer interactions. [19–21]. Compared with covalently linked
systems these supramolecular systems offer a much larger flexibility. Various
parameters, such as the nature of the rigid core, the spacer length, and the
nature and length of the terminal groups, can be varied relatively easily thus
allowing fine-tuning of the liquid-crystalline properties. Carboxylic and ben-
zoic acid groups are often used as H-bond donors together with pyridine or
imidazole moieties.

5.1
Homopolymer-Based Hydrogen-Bonded
Side-Chain Liquid-Crystalline Copolymers

Hydrogen-bonded side-chain liquid-crystalline polymers were first reported
by Kato and Fréchet for binary mixtures of a polyacrylate polymer containing
a 4-oxybenzoic acid unit linked to the backbone via a pentamethylene spacer
group and a trans-stilbazole ester moiety with nitrogen at the para pos-
ition [92]. Scheme 10a shows the extended mesogenic unit formed by simple
single pyridine–benzoic acid hydrogen-bonded complexes. For all composi-
tions nematic mesophases with higher transition temperatures than those of
the individual components are observed. A similar procedure was used for
the induction of liquid crystallinity in the side chain of polysiloxanes [240].
This is in fact a rather specific example involving the formation of an ex-
tended mesogenic structure. An alternative procedure, which resembles the
P4VP(PDP) comb-shaped supramolecules discussed before, uses a mesogenic
unit that is connected to an alkyl chain terminating in a functional group that
functions as a hydrogen bonding molecular connector to the polymer back-
bone. An example is the hydrogen-bond donor poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) with
cyanobiphenyl mesogens that are connected with an alkyl chain to imidazole-
based hydrogen-bond acceptors (Scheme 10b) [241]. Self-assembly leads to
smectic SA structures. Network structures were obtained using the corres-
ponding bis-imidazolyl compounds.

In a very recent publication Thomas and coworkers used the same prin-
ciple with a custom-synthesized mesogen (LC) based on an imidazole head-
group and a rigid biphenyl core with, however, a ten- and eight-carbon
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Scheme 10 Examples of hydrogen-bonded side-chain liquid-crystalline polymers [92, 241,
242]

aliphatic spacer and tail, respectively (Scheme 10c) [242]. A very rich phase
behavior was observed for the substoichiometric 0.50 M PAA–LC. The small-
angle X-ray data show unambiguously a large length scale microstructure
within a small temperature window of 105–115 ◦C. Above 115 ◦C a liquid-
crystalline structure of 75 Å is present due to the mesogens adopting a loosely
packed bilayer arrangement. On cooling from the isotropic disordered phase
at 150 ◦C, the 75-Å LC peak appears and first starts to recede at about 110 ◦C.
At the same time a 120-Å peak appears together with its second-order peak.
This new structure was formed reversibly on heating and cooling over a very
small temperature range of 10–15 ◦C. The authors attributed it to the exis-
tence of differently complexed portions of the PAA backbone and the con-
current microphase separation between these portions. Figure 33 illustrates
a homogeneous distribution to sequestering at one end of the PAA chain.
A schematic picture of the molecular arrangement in the 105–115 ◦C range is
given in Fig. 34. If true, this presents yet another aspect of microphase sepa-
ration in hydrogen-bonded side-chain liquid-crystalline polymers.
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Fig. 33 Illustration of the two extremes, homogeneous and segregated, of the distribution
of hydrogen-bonded side chains along the backbone in the case of a substoichiometric
composition. System PAA(LC) investigated consists of poly(acrylic acid) and side chains
containing cyanobiphenyl mesogens connected with an alkyl chain to imidazole-based
hydrogen-bond acceptors (Scheme 10c). Reprinted with permission from [242]. © 2006
American Chemical Society

Fig. 34 Proposed microphase separated state of substoichiometric PAA(LC) with two char-
acteristic length scales of 75 and 120 Å. Reprinted with permission from [242]. © 2006
American Chemical Society

Side-chain liquid-crystalline polymers were also prepared using double
hydrogen bonds (Scheme 11) [243]. All these examples have in common
a flexible spacer connecting the mesogenic unit to the polymer back-
bone. That this is not always required is demonstrated by yet another
class of supramolecular liquid-crystalline polymers obtained by hydro-
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Scheme 11 Doubly hydrogen-bonded side-chain mesogens [19]

gen bonding via double hydrogen bonds between polyamides containing
a 2,6-bis(amino) pyridine moiety and 4-(alkoxy)benzoic acids. Such poly-
meric structures cannot simply be classified as a main-chain or side-chain
type [244].

Considerable efforts have been devoted to mixtures of acid-functionalized
mesogens with P4VP. The mesogen was a dialkoxy biphenyl, where one
of the alkyl chains is end-functionalized with carboxylic acid. Originally
the formation of supramolecular side-chain liquid-crystalline polymers was
claimed [245]. However, it turned out that only partial complexation of the
polymer with the acid took place, with the polymer acting as an isotropic so-
lute in the liquid-crystalline phase thus reducing the clearing temperatures.
In fact molecular mixing occurs only up to a certain mole fraction of acid
(ca. 0.3) after which macrophase separation takes place [246–250].

Photosensitive hydrogen-bonded LC polymer systems have been studied
in some detail by Shibaev and coworkers [23, 251]. Nematic and smec-
tic acrylic copolymers were used for the synthesis of hydrogen-bonded
blends with photosensitive azobenzene-containing low molar mass species
(Scheme 12). Blends of these copolymers with the photochromic dopants
show nematic or smectic phase formation depending on the ratio of the
components. The azobenzene-containing moieties undergo reversible trans–
cis isomerization followed by orientation when exposed to plane-polarized
laser irradiation. It was shown that, in principle, hydrogen-bonded pho-
tochromic blends may be used as optically active media for data record-
ing [23, 252].
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Scheme 12 Top: LC copolymers containing mesogenic side groups and carboxylic side
groups capable of hydrogen bonding. Bottom: Azobenzene-containing dopants with pyri-
dine ring and with a primary amine group ensuring the formation of donor–acceptor
hydrogen bonds. Reprinted from [23, 252]. © 2003, with permission from Elsevier

5.2
Block Copolymer-Based Hydrogen-Bonded
Side-Chain Liquid-Crystalline Copolymers

5.2.1
Temperature-Dependent Photonic Bandgap

As discussed before, the use of hydrogen-bonded side chains is a straight-
forward way to augment the periodicity of self-assembled block copolymers
and bring it within the realm of photonic bandgap applications. In the case
of mesogenic side chains leading to hydrogen-bonded liquid-crystalline block
copolymers, there is the additional advantage that the photonic bangap can
be tuned systematically, not only by the application of heat but also elec-
tric fields. Thomas and coworkers used a combination of polystyrene-block-
poly(methacrylic acid) (PS-b-PMAA) diblock copolymers and imidazole-
terminated mesogens (Scheme 13) [171]. They varied the amount of mesogen

Scheme 13 Structure of PS-b-PMAA and hydrogen bonding mesogen [171]
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Fig. 35 Color change of polystyrene-block-poly(methacrylic acid) and imidazole-
terminated side-chain mesogens PS-b-PMAA(LC) (Scheme 13) due to a shift in photonic
bandgap accompanying isotropization [171]

Fig. 36 Illustration of the effect of temperature on the original state I of PS-b-PMAA(LC).
IIa: isotropization; IIb: electric field reorientation of the LC layers [171]

between 0.10 and 0.80 molar ratio of mesogen to acrylic acid repeat units. The
neat PS-b-PMAA diblock copolymer forms hexagonally ordered cylinders of
MAA in a PS matrix with an average cylinder–cylinder spacing of 120 nm.
The PS-b-PMAA/LC material possessed a photonic bandgap in the green with
the exact location depending on the composition. Heating the system above
the LC isotropization temperature changed the peak reflectivity by 40 nm and
resulted in a color change from green to orange (Fig. 35). In principle electric
fields may also be used to dynamically manipulate the index contrast pre-
sented to the incident polarized light by switching the mesogen orientation
(Fig. 36).

5.2.2
AC Orientational Switching

Thomas and coworkers demonstrated that orientational switching of meso-
gens and microdomains in certain hydrogen-bonded side-chain liquid-
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Scheme 14 Chemical structure of hydrogen-bonded side-chain liquid-crystalline block
copolymer [28]

crystalline block copolymers can actually be achieved in minutes using
moderate AC electric fields [28]. The fast orientation switching is argued
to be directly related to the thermoreversibility of the hydrogen bonds. Di-
block copolymers PS-b-PAA consisting of a polystyrene block of 25 000 g/mol
and a poly(acrylic acid) block of 5300 g/mol were used and imidazole-
terminated mesogens were attached to the PAA block by hydrogen bond-
ing (Scheme 14). Two different compositions PS-b-PAA(I1)0.5 and PS-b-
PAA(I1)0.8 were studied. Assuming all mesogens to be present in the PAA
phase, these correspond to side-chain liquid-crystalline blocks of 35 000 and
24 000 g/mol, respectively. Both systems showed a lamellar microstructure
due to a bilayer stacking of PS and PAA(I1). The ODT occurred at 180 ◦C
for PS-b-PAA(I1)0.5 and 170 ◦C for PS-b-PAA(I1)0.8 with a 27-nm period for
the latter. Furthermore, both samples showed smectic layers of 6 nm. The
SAXS signature of these smectic mesophases disappeared at 110 ◦C. Inter-
estingly, the glass transition temperature of the PS layers of PS-b-PAA(I1)0.5
is at 85 ◦C, whereas it is around 70 ◦C for PS-b-PAA(I1)0.8. The plasticiza-
tion is attributed to the presence of mesogens in the PS phase with a higher
amount for the high-mesogen-content blend. This is quite similar to the PS-
b-P4VP(PDP)1.0 systems discussed in the previous sections where the Tg of
PS layers due to plasticization by PDP was found to be only 67 ◦C [253]. FTIR
spectroscopy of PS-b-PAA(I1) demonstrated the presence of free mesogens.
The number of free mesogens is higher for the high-mesogen-content blend
and obviously increases as a function of temperature. The microstructure
of both samples could be aligned in the perpendicular orientation when the
sample was cooled down from a temperature above the ODT (170–180 ◦C) in
an applied AC field. However, for PS-b-PAA(I1)0.5 the orientation could not
be changed from the starting parallel orientation induced by shear during
the sample preparation to the perpendicular orientation at temperatures be-
low the ODT, whereas this could be readily achieved for the PS-b-PAA(I1)0.8
sample. As free mesogens readily align parallel to the applied AC field, this
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Fig. 37 Schematic illustration of the role of free mesogens of PS-b-PAA(LC) in the orien-
tational switching by AC electric fields [28]

difference in behavior is attributed to the presence of a substantial number of
free mesogens in the latter case (Fig. 37).

6
Layer-by-Layer Hydrogen Bonding Assembly

Layer-by-layer (LBL) deposition has become one of the major techniques to
fabricate multilayer films. It was introduced by Decher in the form of alternate
deposition of cationic and anionic polyelectrolytes [56–58]. This so-called
electrostatic self-assembly process dominates the research in this area. How-
ever, more recently alternative driving forces have been employed, such as
hydrogen bonding, coordination bonding, charge-transfer interactions, and
covalent bonding. Since this review concerns the formation, functionaliza-
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tion, and tunability of ordered structures based on hydrogen bonding, we
will focus on the former. LBL deposition based on hydrogen bonding was in-
troduced almost simultaneously by Rubner et al. [51] and Zhang et al. [52,
254]. The latter reported the LBL approach using poly(4-vinylpyridine) and
poly(acrylic acid) (Fig. 38). At about the same time, the Rubner group
addressed the LBL adsorption of polyaniline with poly(vinylpyrrolidone)
(PVPON), poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA), poly(acrylamide), and poly(ethylene
oxide). The resulting multilayer films consist of relatively thick, high polyani-
line content bilayers due to the tendency of hydrogen bonding polymers to
adsorb with a high density of loops and tails. This is in contrast to the electro-
static self-assembly process. Besides polymer pairs involving polyaniline as
one of the components, polymer combinations with weaker hydrogen bond-
ing capabilities such as PVPON and PVA were also investigated. Multilayer
formation was not found to be possible and they concluded that self-assembly
via hydrogen bonding requires polymers that are capable of forming strong
hydrogen bonds. A potential advantage of the hydrogen bonding assembly
is the possibility to use mixed solutions of, e.g., polyaniline and a hydrogen
bonding polymer, in which case a single mixed layer is formed. In the case of
electrostatic assembly this is obviously impossible due to the salt formation
between the oppositely charged polymers and concurrent precipitation.

Hammond and DeLongchamp [255] reported the development of a highly
ionic, conductive, solid polymer electrolyte film from hydrogen bonding LBL

Fig. 38 Illustration of the LBL fabrication of multilayer films based on hydrogen bond-
ing between PAA and P4VP. Reprinted with permission from [254]. © 1999 American
Chemical Society
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assembly of poly(ethylene oxide) and poly(acrylic acid). Films were self-
assembled at a pH of 2.5 where PAA is fully protonated. Only around 10%
of the carboxylic groups are estimated to participate in the hydrogen bond-
ing with the ether oxygens. Because of this, low molar mass polymers have
not sufficient multivalency for LBL assembly. The authors used PAA with
Mw = 90 000 g/mol and three different PEO samples of Mw = 1500, 20 000,
and 4 000 000 g/mol. For the very low Mw, PEO films exhibited a roughness
greater than the film thickness itself. For the higher molar mass PEO samples
the average per-layer-pair thickness approached 100 nm at many deposition
conditions, which is thicker than most electrostatically assembled LBL films.
Arguments are presented that the films are almost homogeneous normal to
the substrate other than a surface populated by the recently deposited film.
The free ion population within PEO/PAA films could be greatly enhanced by
exposure to lithium solutions. These hydrogen bonding-based LBL assembled
polymers exhibit ionic conductivity exceeding that of electrostatically as-
sembled LBL films investigated before, where ion pair sites create “Coulomb
traps” slowing down free ion mobility [256]. They are potentially suitable for
high-performance lithium polymer batteries.

The role of pH in the LBL assembly process based on hydrogen bonding
has already been emphasized above. But also after the assembly, the multi-
layer film formed can be destroyed by environmental stimuli that introduce
electrostatic charge into ionizable groups inside the film. Granick and cowor-
kers demonstrated layered erasable films based on LBL deposition of PAA or
PMAA, combined with PVPON or PEO [53, 54]. The multilayers turned out to
be stable up to a system-specific pH and dissolved when the pH was raised
above this point. Negative electric charges are introduced into the multilayers
by ionization of the carboxylic acid groups, thus producing an electrostatic
repulsion at ca. 14% ionization that could not be supported within an integral
film. The transition turned out to be rather sharp.

The influence of a basic aqueous solution on LBL self-assembled films
based on PAA and P4VP was investigated by Zhang and coworkers. They
observed that in a first step the dissolution of PAA from the film into the so-
lution occurred followed by a gradual conformational adaptation of the P4VP
chains, thus producing a microporous film [25, 27]. In another study these
authors examined the hydrogen-bonding-directed LBL assembly of P4VP and
carboxyl-terminated polyether dendrimers [26]. Applying a basic solution re-
sulted again in the formation of a microporous P4VP film, albeit of a different
morphology, after the dissolution of the dendrimers.

The polymer pair PVPON and PMAA was later used by Sukhishvili and
coworkers to prepare hydrogen-bonded multilayer capsules and to discuss
the effect of the substrate charge on the first adsorbed layer of the weak
poly(carboxylic acid) and the subsequent film growth [257]. Chen and cowor-
kers used the same concept to prepare composite thin films by a hydrogen
bonding assembly of polymer brushes and PVPON [258]. Spherical poly-
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Fig. 39 Illustration of LBL fabrication of poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVPON) and spheri-
cal polymer brushes with a poly(methylsilsesquioxane) (PSQ) core and poly(acrylic acid)
(PAA) corona. Reprinted with permission from [258]. © 2006 American Chemical Society

mer brushes with a poly(methylsilsesquioxane) (PSQ) core and PAA hairs
were used sequentially as illustrated in Fig. 39. These films were subsequently
claimed to get an inorganic film, by removing the organic material, or treated
with tetrabutylammonium fluoride to remove the PSQ cores and get an or-
ganic film.

Lian and coworkers reported two routes to prepare Au nanoparticle mul-
tilayer thin films using two types of Au nanoparticles, respectively surface-
modified with carboxylic and pyridine groups. In the first route carboxylic-
functionalized Au particles and P4VP were deposited, whereas in the second
route pyridine-functionalized Au particles and PAA were used. Similarly,
CdSe nanoparticles with acrylic acid surface groups were deposited alter-
nately with P4VP [259, 260].

7
Hydrogen-Bonded Interpenetrating Polymer Networks:
Reversible Volume Transitions

The hydrogen bonding-based pseudo block copolymers considered were
based on hydrogen bonding between end groups of different polymers to
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form a linear block copolymer architecture. Cooperative hydrogen bonding
between complementary polymers has also been used to create responsive
materials, notably polymer gels. Many gels undergo reversible discontin-
uous volume changes in response to environmental stimuli such as tem-
perature, pH, etc. These transitions result from the competition between
repulsive intermolecular forces that act to expand the polymer network
and attractive forces opposing this. One of the best known examples in-
volves attractive ionic interactions, such as those in a polyacrylamide gel
with a pH-driven volume transition [261, 262]. In principle gels undergo-
ing volume phase transition may be developed involving any of the four
types of interaction: van der Waals, hydrophobic, ionic, and hydrogen bond-
ing. The role of hydrogen bonding was first demonstrated by Tanaka and
coworkers using interpenetrating polymer networks (IPNs) of poly(acrylic
acid) and poly(acrylamide) [50]. These polymers interact via hydrogen bond-
ing as illustrated in Scheme 15. Above a critical temperature the hydro-
gel swells due to a cooperative unzipping of the hydrogen bonds [262–
264].

Scheme 15 Schematic picture of cooperative hydrogen bonding between poly(acrylic acid)
(PAA) and poly(acrylamide) (PAAM) [264]

Stimuli-responsive polymeric hydrogel microspheres attract consider-
able attention due to their potential application in, e.g., controlled drug
release. Most systems studied are based on poly(N-isopropylacrylamide)
(PNIPAM), and exploit the LCST behavior of PNIPAM in water [265–271].
Hence, the particles deswell as a function of temperature. In a recent
paper the synthesis of monodisperse thermoresponsive hydrogel micro-
spheres was described consisting of a poly(acrylamide-co-styrene) core and
poly(acrylamide)(PAAM)/PAA-based IPN shell with a positively thermore-
sponsive volume transition due to the cooperative hydrogen bonding between
PAAM and PAA [264]. Figure 40 illustrates the corresponding temperature-
induced volume change. Since this is likely to be the type of response
looked for, the interest in hydrogen bonding-based hydrogels will only
increase.
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Fig. 40 Temperature-induced volume transition of core–shell microspheres with PAAM/
PAA-based IPN shells. Reprinted from [264]. © 2005, with permission from Elsevier

8
Conclusion and Outlook

In supramolecular chemistry and in the area of polymer blends hydrogen-
bonding interactions are among the most important noncovalent interac-
tions. For polymer mixtures, hydrogen bonding allows for exothermic mixing
thus compensating for the low entropy content of long-chain molecules. In
supramolecular chemistry the strength, selectivity, and directionality play
a dominating role. Both aspects, enhanced miscibility of chain molecules
and the possibility to create hydrogen-bonded copolymers of specific macro-
molecular architectures, underlie the different subjects treated in this re-
view. Hydrogen bonding-based miscibility is the essential ingredient for block
copolymer blends, LBL deposition, and volume transitions in hydrogen-
bonded IPNs. Strength, selectivity, and directionality are essential elements
for the formation of hydrogen-bonded linear block copolymers as well as for
the formation of hydrogen-bonded side-chain copolymers.

In virtually all the examples discussed multiple hydrogen bonding seems
to be essential. For the hydrogen-bonded block copolymer blends, the
hydrogen-bonded LBL deposition, and the hydrogen-bonded IPNs this is all
too obvious. In the case of pseudo diblock copolymers a single hydrogen
bond is certainly not strong enough to prevent macrophase separation be-
tween the two “long” incompatible telechelic macromolecules. In the case
of the hydrogen-bonded side-chain polymer architecture a single hydrogen
bond is sufficient to bind the side chain to the polymer; however, the poly-
mer itself obviously has to contain many hydrogen bonding sites in order that
a self-assembled periodic structure can be formed. In this review we high-
lighted the role of composition, temperature, and pH as essential parameters
that influence the material properties. Composition is the essential parame-
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ter to direct the self-assembled morphology. Once the self-assembled state is
present temperature is the most important external parameter for responsive
properties, such as switching conductivity and switching photonic bandgaps.
The role of pH has been discussed merely in relation to inducing charges in
the self-assembled material, thereby reducing the number of hydrogen bonds
and at the same time introducing repulsive forces. Examples where the hydro-
gen bond strength can be manipulated externally by means other than the
temperature are scarce. Methods to modulate the strength of the hydrogen-
bonding interaction between two given donor–acceptor groups have been
discussed recently by Cooke and Rotello [22]. However, as concluded: “The
majority of examples discussed involve the synthetic manipulation of the host
unit’s electrostatic properties and/or geometry to modulate the effectiveness
of hydrogen-bonding interactions to a complementary guest.” To create smart
polymer materials based on hydrogen bonding the design of materials with
electrochemical and photochemical control of the hydrogen bonding strength
seems most interesting. In the present review a few examples were mentioned
where electromagnetic fields were used to switch material properties, but it is
expected that many more will be developed in the years to come.
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Abstract Materials with nanoscale dimensions display electronic, photonic, and mag-
netic properties different from those observed by their respective bulk materials. This
article describes the utilization of hydrogen bonds for modular self-assembly of nano-
sized building blocks into two or three-dimensional aggregates and the precise control
over their structural parameters and morphologies. We will depict recent investigations
on the synthesis and assembly of polymer and nanoparticle-based composite materials
both in solution phase and on solid substrates. The advantages, potential applications,
and current challenges associated with this “bottom up” assembly approach will also be
discussed.

Keywords Hydrogen-bonding · Self-assembly · Nanocomposites ·
Supramolecular chemistry · Bottom-up fabrication

1
Introduction to Polymer/Nanocomposites

Nanocomposites based on polymers and nanoparticles (NPs) are diverse and
versatile functional materials, with applications ranging from electronic de-
vice fabrication to biosensors and catalysis [1–7]. The controllable polymer
chain length, tunable NP size and core materials, and various side-chain
and ligand functionalization enable these macromolecular building blocks
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to assemble into objects with various size, shape, composition, and sur-
face structure [8]. In many instances, the ability to exploit the properties
of nanocomposites for integrated devices and fabrication processes will re-
quire the formation of morphologically controlled and highly ordered ar-
rays [9, 10]. The traditional “top-down” fabrication technique employs two-
dimensional etching, deposition and layer-by-layer manufacturing processes
that constitute the foundation of current microelectronic technologies. How-
ever, with the continuous requirement for high-performance and low-cost
devices, this approach itself not only reaches its resolution limit due to light
diffraction at nanometer scales, but is also inefficient in terms of energy
and materials. Progress in our understanding of self-assembly process, which
constitutes the “bottom-up” alternative approach has the potential of over-
coming this technological barrier [11–21]. Self-assembly offers opportunities
to simplify processes, lower costs, and develop new methods through the
spontaneous generation of order in three dimensions (3D) or on curved
surfaces [22].

One important focus of self-assembly is the tailoring of interfacial inter-
actions [3] that ultimately determine the equilibrium geometry and spacing
of the building blocks [8]. Noncovalent interactions are required to provide
molecules enough mobility to self-assemble into ordered suprastructures
without the need for chemical reactions to happen [23, 24]. Those interac-
tions include hydrogen bonding, metal coordination, electrostatics, dipolar
interactions, Van der Waals forces, and hydrophobic interactions. Hydro-
gen bonding plays an important role in the organization/reorganization
of the biological structures, such as the hybridization of DNA duplex,
the formation of α-helix and β-sheet peptide structures, and the con-
trol of protein folding. This self-assembly strategy has prompted the con-
trolled fabrication of organized structures from synthetic functionalized
molecules, colloids, and polymers (so-called supramolecules) [25], where
the final structures display additional functionalities in comparison to their
“supramolecular building blocks”. In addition, hydrogen-bond mediated as-
sembly features several unique attributes [26]. The interaction is highly
selective, directional, and with controlled affinity, due to the specifically
designed hydrogen donor and acceptor functionalities [27–29]. In add-
ition, the reversible nature of hydrogen-bonding provides not only a self-
healing process that helps to reach the thermodynamic equilibrium state
but also provides the opportunity to create renewable and stimuli-responsive
materials [30].

This article highlights the utilization of hydrogen bonds for the controlled
assembly of nanoparticles and polymers both in solution and on substrates.
While an extensive discussion of polymer and nanoparticle synthesis is be-
yond the scope of this article and has been reviewed in other places [31–33],
we will discuss here the general aspects pertaining to the design and con-
trol of hydrogen-bonding mediated polymer-nanoparticle assemblies and the
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formation of long-range ordered aggregates. The focus will be directed to
the rational chemical design of polymers and nanoparticles, their assembly
processes, the control over structural parameters, and the potential practical
applications of the resulting composites.

2
Principles of Nanocomposite Design

2.1
Nanoparticles as Building Blocks

Metallic and semiconductor NPs are among the most versatile building blocks
employed in the creation of nanoscale materials, which present unique opti-
cal, magnetic and electronic properties due to their high surface areas and
the confinement of electronic states [9, 34]. Upon assembly, these properties
can be readily manipulated according to the size and shape of the nanocom-
posite materials. Many methods have been reported recently for the synthesis
of NPs, including reduction of metal salts in the presence of capping ligands
and thermal decomposition of molecular precursors [35–37]. In many cases,
the surfaces of NPs are passivated by organic monolayers to protect them
from agglomerations; this feature also allows the installation of various chem-
ical functionalities [38–40]. A versatile approach for obtaining monolayer-
functionalized NPs involves a two-step process, whereby the NPs are initially
synthesized followed by partial or complete exchange of the monolayer with
functionalized ligands in a subsequent step. Figure 1 exemplifies this ap-
proach for the creation of functionalized gold NPs through solution phase
synthesis developed by Brust and coworkers [41, 42], followed by Murray’s
place-exchange technique [43, 44]. The first step allows control on particle
size through the stoichiometry of metal salt to capping ligand. The size of the
metallic core can also be modulated based upon the rate of heating for nucle-
ation and the length of the capping ligand with the appropriate solvent. The
second step allows incorporation of many types of functionalized thiols into

Fig. 1 a The Brust–Schiffrin solution phase gold nanoparticle synthesis, followed by b place
exchange process developed by Murray
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the existing monolayer, as well as the potential for divergent combinatorial
methods. Place exchange reactions are not restricted to gold NPs, and have
been successfully applied to semiconductor and other metallic (e.g. CdSe [45],
Fe2O3 [46], FePt [47]) NPs as well.

Characterization of derivatized NPs can be performed using standard
solution-phase techniques such as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), in-
frared (IR), and UV-Vis spectroscopy. As will be demonstrated, derivatization
of NPs with specifically tailored functional groups allows exploitation of ionic
and hydrogen bonding interactions for the creation of controlled assemblies
for a variety of applications.

2.2
Polymer Scaffolds

In many cases, the accurate control over length, polydispersity, and function-
ality of polymers is required for specific applications. Several recent advances
in polymer design criteria and synthesis [48–51] allow preparation of well-
defined polymers with desired functionalities [52].

To provide the affinity between polymers and other building blocks, the
polymer has to be modified with favorably interacting functional groups.
There are two methods for the creation of functionalized polymers: poly-
merization of derivatized monomers, and post-polymerization functional-
ization. Polymerization of modified monomers requires functionalities that
are inert to the polymerization reaction. Anionic polymerization, as the
leading technique for controlled synthesis of polymers, is intolerant to the
existence of most functionalities. Several recently developed polymeriza-
tion systems, such as living radical polymerization (LRP) and ring-opening
metathesis polymerization (ROMP), offer more versatile alternatives. In LRP,
the growing chain is rapidly stabilized by an end group that then disso-
ciates to controlled addition of monomers. Therefore, different monomers
can be polymerized in batches to produce structurally distinct block copoly-
mers [48, 49]. In ROMP, a stable metal catalyst breaks a cyclic alkene and the
resulting complex keeps reacting with other cyclic alkenes to yield a chain
of opened rings. Current catalysts are highly tolerant to various chemical
conditions so that a variety of substituted monomers can be prepared and
polymerized [51].

Polymerization of modified monomers makes the polymerization it-
self more challenging, as polymerization parameters known for common
monomers, such as copolymerization reaction rates, do not necessarily
apply to pre-modified monomers. Post-polymerization functionalization
methods, however, enable the use of functionalities as the side-chain mod-
ifiers to a well-defined polymer backbone so that a variety of functional
polymers can be produced through one single polymer scaffold. A ma-
jor challenge of this method is that the modification step must be a clean
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(i.e., free from side products) and quantitative reaction; otherwise, the out-
come polymers would be ill defined and afford poor reproducibility of
performance between different batches. Shown in Fig. 2 are the reactions
that have been reported in recent literature, including nucleophilic substitu-
tion [53], Huisgen 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition (“click chemistry”) [54–56], and
esterification [55].

Fig. 2 Examples of polymer synthesis and modification. Several recently developed poly-
merization systems offer better control of molecular weight and monodispersity: (a, c)
LRP and b ROMP. Post-polymerization functionalization reactions include a nucleophilic
substitution, (b, c) 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition—“click chemistry,” and c esterification

Dendrimers are a relatively new class of highly branched, monodispersed
polymers [57, 58]. The monodispersity, size-controllable globular structures,
and void-containing shapes enable the use of dendrimers as nano building
blocks [59, 60] to fabricate advanced functional materials [61] (e.g. catal-
ysis, delivery agents). We will discuss here some examples on the use of
dendrimers as supramolecular building blocks to buildup nanocomposite
materials (e.g. spacing nanoparticles, or tuning polymer morphologies).

2.3
Surface Modification and Patterning

Utilization of ultra-thin grafted films to impart desired properties onto sur-
faces has become a powerful technique to prepare composite and func-
tional materials. This modification also includes the tailoring of interfa-
cial interactions by suitable chemical groups to control the adsorption of
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Fig. 3 An ideal SAM of alkanethiols supported on bare gold substrates. Reprinted with
permission from [63]

molecules and the stability of resultant films. Self-assembled monolayers
(SAMs) [62] provide highly ordered and oriented thin layers that can incor-
porate a whole variety of functionalities (Fig. 3). Therefore, a wide range of
surfaces with specific interactions can be produced with appropriate chemical
design. SAMs of functionalized long-chain hydrocarbons are most frequently
explored [63].

Engineered microscopic surface structures for site-selective immobiliza-
tion of NPs or polymers play an essential role in the “bottom-up” fabrication
of microelectrodes, biochips, and microfluidic devices. The surface pattern-
ing techniques [64] vary from traditional photolithography and scanning
electro-beam lithography, to less conventional fabrication approaches, in-
cluding soft lithography (molding, embossing, and printing) [65], scanning
probe lithography (Dip-Pen nanolithography) [66], spreading edge lithog-
raphy [67, 68], and templated self-assembly (nanosphere [69] and diblock
copolymer lithography [70]). Surfaces patterned with modified SAMs and/or
polymers can be used to present specific ligands/functionalities with con-
trolled surface densities within well-defined regions. In the following sec-
tions, we will discuss some aspects of surface templated two-dimensional
organization of nano-building blocks.

3
Control of Structure and Functionality

In this section we will illustrate different ways to control the assembly pro-
cess, starting from the control over one-dimensional (1D) interparticle dis-
tances in bulk aggregates, going to two-dimensional (2D) NP organization
using templated polymer films, and ending with the morphologically con-
trolled construction of three-dimensional (3D) aggregates (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4 Schematic illustration of nanoparticle and polymer-based nanocomposites with
the control of interparticle spacing for tunable photonic and magnetic properties, site-
selective 2D patterning for device fabrication, and size and shape of polymer-particle
aggregates for complex 3D structures

3.1
Control of Interparticle Distance

The electronic and magnetic properties of nanoparticles are affected by
neighboring particles in a strongly distance-dependent interaction [71, 72].
While control of interparticle distances can be achieved through manip-
ulation of the protecting monolayers of nanoparticles [73–75], the use of
separate entities such as polymers/dendrimers to space and regulate the in-
terparticle distance is advantageous as it is more modular and can be done
with synthetically accessible building blocks.

Frankamp et al. demonstrated the direct control of interparticle spac-
ing through self-assembly of gold nanoparticles with polyamido(amine)
(PAMAM) dendrimers [76]. Gold nanoparticles were functionalized with
carboxylic-acid terminal groups to provide the driving force for assembly.
Salt bridge formation between the dendrimer surface amine groups and the
nanoparticle carboxylic acid groups led to self-assembly between the den-
drimer and nanoparticle components. Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)
revealed a monotonic increase in interparticle spacing from 4.1 to 6.1 nm ob-
served with increasing dendrimer generation (Fig. 5). This assembly resulted
in a thin film of gold particles spaced in all directions by PAMAM dendrimers,
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Fig. 5 a Nanoparticle assembly using PAMAM dendrimers. b Small-angle X-ray scatter-
ing plots, demonstrating increasing inter-particle distances with increasing dendrimer
generation. Reprinted with permission from [76]

providing a versatile means to systematically control spacing regardless of
particle size.

The plasmonic properties of metallic nanoparticles have recently been ex-
ploited in optical materials and sensors. In general, the relative wavelength of
the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) is dictated by multiple factors includ-
ing volume, solvent, and dipolar coupling. Dendrimers were used as spacers
to control interparticle spacing so as to tailor dipolar coupling and control
the optical response [77] through the same self-assembly strategies described
above. UV-Vis spectroscopy (Fig. 6) was used to analyze the SPR of each
nanaoparticle/PAMAM sample, demonstrating the modulation of dipolar in-
teractions upon assembly. The interparticle spacing was tuned over a 2.1 nm
range through choice of dendrimer generation, resulting in an 84 nm SPR
red-shift.

Similarly, interparticle spacing is a key determinant of the properties
of magnetic particle assemblies [78]. To provide a supramolecular method

Fig. 6 UV-Vis studies on thin films on nanoparticles assembled with G0 through G4
dendrimers and nanoparticles free in solutions. Reprinted with permission from [77]
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Fig. 7 Illustration depicting molecular recognition based polymer-mediated nanoparti-
cle self-assembly. Interparticle distance and corresponding blocking temperature (TB) of
hexanes induced precipitations and polymer mediated aggregates

for creating controlled interparticle distances, similar “bricks and mortar”
methodology [20] was used to assemble γ -Fe2O3 nanoparticles. Comple-
mentary components for the assembly process were provided by thymine-
functionalized iron nanoparticles (Fe-Thy) and triazine-functionalized poly-
mers [79]. Fe-Thy was prepared from ∼ 6.5 nm diameter γ -Fe2O3 nanopar-
ticles formed using the Alivisatos cupferron method [80]. The monolayer
was then modified with a thymine-functionalized diol ligand [46]. γ -Fe2O3
nanoparticles are superparamagnets at room temperature, which become
ferromagnetic at low temperatures. The superparamagnetic-ferromagnetic
transition occurs at a particular temperature, termed as blocking tempera-
ture TB, depending upon the dipolar interactions of particles. As shown
in Fig. 7, for the hexane-precipitated particles, a TB of 47 K was observed;
upon assembly with complementary polymers, the TB decreased to 37 K.
This decrease of TB is a direct consequence of the increased spacing re-
sulting from assembly as opposed to simple precipitation of the nanoparti-
cles. The modulation of magnetic properties was also studied for magnetic
nanoparticles assembled with PAMAM dendrimers through electrostatic in-
teractions [81], which is beyond the scope of this review. Controlled spacing
of γ -Fe2O3 nanoparticles with dendrimers showed a sequential change in
blocking temperatures.

3.2
Directed Assembly of Nanobuilding Blocks on Planar Substrates

Self-assembly of nanoparticles in well-ordered 2D arrays represents a ma-
jor goal in the fabrication of microelectronics devices. Different methods
have been developed to tackle the 2D nanoparticle organization challenge.
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As shown in Fig. 8, Schimid and coworkers have reported the creation of
two different packing arrangements (hexagonal and cubic) of sulfonic acid-
functionalized nanoparticles in extended, long-range-ordered arrays using
substrates coated with polyethyleneimine (PEI) [82]. The ordering is at-
tributed to the low molecular weight (Mw = 60 K) polymer, which allows the
nanoparticles enough mobility to rearrange on the surface. It is well known
that PEI has two types of crystalline phases, therefore, in this case, the poly-
mer actually acts as a template to direct the arrangement of nanoparticles on
the substrate.

The use of specific multi-point hydrogen bonding for selective deposition
of nanoparticles on polymer templated surfaces provides a more powerful
tool in generating ordered functional arrays [10]. These modifications feature
great selectivity due to the involved recognition dyads and provide new di-
rections in terms of renewability based on the reversible nature of hydrogen
bonds. Moreover, these surfaces are capable of responding to environmen-
tal stimuli, resulting in structural reorganization of the grafted layers and the
respective modulation of desired properties.

Binder and coworkers reported the binding of gold nanoparticles onto
microphase separated block copolymer films through specific six-point hy-
drogen bonding interactions [56] (Fig. 9). Gold nanoparticles (5 nm) were
coated with ligands consisting of barbituric acid moieties. Block copolymers
beared the complementary receptor (Hamilton receptor: Ka = 1.2×105 M–1)
in one block and a fluorinated side chain in the other block to enhance
the microphase separation. Nanoparticles binded only to specific regions,
with the size in accordance with the domain size of the block copolymer. In
comparison, incubating in solutions containing nanoparticles bearing N,N-
dimethylbarbiturate moieties (relatively small binding constant with Hamil-

Fig. 8 a Schematic illustration of PEI-mediated assembly of gold nanoparticles. b Hexa-
gonal and c cubic packing arrangements of nanoparticles through transmission electron
microscopy (TEM). Reprinted (in part) with permission from [82]
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Fig. 9 a Chemical structure of the diblock copolymer and the six-point H-bonding. b De-
position of NPs onto block copolymer microphase separated film. c AFM image indicating
the specific deposition of NPs. Reprinted with permission from [56]

ton receptor: Ka = 15 M–1) resulted in only nonspecific deposition that did
not reflect the microphase separation patterns.

The great selectivity offered by specific supramolecular interactions en-
able these interactions to be manipulated independently and simultaneously,
providing orthogonal self-assembly. This concept, integrated with various
microlithographical techniques, provides rapid and site-selective adsorp-
tion of molecules and mesoscopic objects at pre-patterned regions, an
important issue in many surface-related applications. Rotello and cowor-
kers recently demonstrated orthogonal self-assembly using both hydrogen
bonding and electrostatic interactions [83]. Silicon substrates were first pat-
terned with thymine (Thy-PS) and positively charged N-methylpyridinium
(PVMP) containing polymers using photolithography. Diaminopyridine-
functionalized polystyrene (DAP-PS) and carboxylate derivatized CdSe/ZnS
core-shell nanoparticles (COO-NP) were then selectively deposited at the
predefined regions of these surfaces. Three-point hydrogen bonding be-
tween DAP-PS : Thy-PS and electrostatic interaction between PVMP : COO-
NP contribute to the orthogonal self-assembled patterns respectively. This
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Fig. 10 A Orthogonal surface functionalization through Thy-PS:DAP-PS recognition and
PVMP:COO-NP electrostatic interactions. B Fluorescence microscopy and C confocal in-
tensity profile of modified surfaces

recognition-induced simultaneous and independent self-assembly provides
high specificity and selectivity in both sequential and one-step functionaliza-
tion of surfaces (Fig. 10).

3.3
Detailed Tailoring of Self-Organized Structures

Polymeric supramolecular nanostructures allow straightforward tailoring of
resulting morphologies and the concurrent switching of functional proper-
ties. The specificity and reversibility presented by hydrogen bonding provide
the fine-tuning of the resultant morphological structures.

Binke and Ikkala reported the control of microstructures on two length
scales, using diblock copolymers consisting of a coil-like polystyrene (PS)
block and a poly(4-vinyl pyridine) (P4VP) block, which is stoichiometri-
cally protonated with methane sulfonic acid (MSA) that is then hydrogen
bonded to pentadecylphenol (PDP) [84] (Fig. 11a,b). At room temperature,
the P4VP(MSA)1(PDP)1 and PS blocks formed alternating layers with a long
period Lb ≈ 35 nm. In addition, the P4VP(MSA)1(PDP)1 layers were fur-
ther microphase separated into another lamellar structure with a period
Lc ≈ 4.8 nm. These mutually perpendicular lamellar structures were con-
firmed by TEM as shown in Fig. 11d. With increased temperature, hydrogen
bonds between PDP and MSA were slowly broken down. Therefore, the lamel-
lar morphology within the P4VP(MSA)1(PDP)1 layers became disordered
first. With the amount of dissociated PDP increasing and becoming miscible
with the PS domain, the PS domain swelled and finally the whole morphology
was transformed into cylindrical structures (Fig. 11c). The whole transition
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Fig. 11 a Schematic illustration and b chemical structure of the diblock copolymer. c Il-
lustration of the morphology changes with temperature increases; from top to bottom
represent three temperature regions: below 100 ◦C, 100–150 ◦C, and above 150 ◦C. d TEM
image of diblock film at room temperature. (e) SAXS intensity curves during heating at
2 ◦C/min. Reprinted with permission from [84]

process was clearly revealed by SAXS analysis (Fig. 11e). The peaks at q1 cor-
respond to lamellar order within P4VP(MSA)1(PDP)1 layers. The peaks at q2
and 2q2 represent the long-range lamellar order caused by micro-phase sep-
aration of PS-b-P4VP MSA)1(PDP)1, which is replaced by peaks at q3 and√

3q3 near 150 ◦C, due to the transition to a cylindrical morphology when
hydrogen bonding is broken at high temperature.

Shenhar et al. recently demonstrated the selective modification of specific
domain properties of block copolymer films. Guest molecules with dendritic
substituents of varying size were used to obtain different equilibrium mor-
phologies from a single block copolymer scaffold [85]. Polyether dendrons
with different generations nearly double in volume with each increase in gen-
eration number (Gx) and perform different abilities in swelling the PS/DAP
block, which resulted in a series of morphologies (Lamellar, Cylindrical, and
Spherical) from a single PS-b-PS/DAP diblock copolymer (Fig. 12).

3.4
Polymer and Nanoparticle 3D Aggregates in Solution

The noncovalent interactions that define the self-assembly process are re-
sponsible for the highly ordered, diverse systems found in nature, providing
inspiration for the creation of new self-assembled structures. An inherent
property of the bottom-up approach is the ability to achieve a controlled
assembly process and to create complex 3D nano-structures. To obtain com-
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Fig. 12 The specific swelling of PS-b-PS/DAP diblock copolymer using complementary
Thy-Gx polyether dendron resulted in a series of morphologies (through TEM analysis)

plete control over the thermodynamics of the assembled system, the careful
choice of assembly interactions is the key factor. While electrostatic inter-
actions offer a simple assembly mechanism, they usually provide limited
control of the overall aggregate structures due to the far-from-equilibrium
conditions, as there is little entropic penalty associated with the large en-
thalpy gain. The most frequent outcome is extended crosslinked networks
arising from kinetic entrapment. However, the thermodynamic control in-
herent in the recognition process, provided by multi-point H-bonding, ex-
presses itself in the equilibrium-regulated assembly. Assembly of thymine-
functionalized gold nanoparticles (Thy-Au) with diaminotriazine (triaz)-
functionalized polystyrene in noncompetitive solvents resulted in the cre-
ation of huge spherical nanoparticle aggregates, consisting of up to 1.5×106

individual nanoparticles (Fig. 13). In contrast, no aggregation was detected
when the highly analogous MeThy-functionalized nanoparticles were used
instead of Thy-Au, demonstrating the crucial role of specific hydrogen-
bonding interactions in the assembly process [20, 86]. The diameter of these
aggregates was strongly dependent on the temperature at which the assem-
bly process was performed, ranging from 100 nm to 0.5–1 µm by cooling the
system from ambient conditions to – 20 ◦C.
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Fig. 13 a Schematic illustration of recognition-mediated nanoparticle-polymer assembly.
TEM images of Thy-Au/Triaz-PS aggregates formed at b 23 ◦C, c 10 ◦C, and d – 20 ◦C.
Reprinted with permission from [20]

The complex thermodynamic assembly process and the resultant tem-
perature-dependent size and shape of the aggregates are actually the main
limitation of this method to achieve highly ordered composites. In a follow
up investigation, the use of recognition functionalized diblock copolymer (in-
stead of the previous random copolymer) provided not only the formation of
tens of nanometer aggregates but also the precise control of the aggregation
size by tuning the length of the diblock copolymer [87] (Fig. 14).

Vesicles and liposomes are versatile supramolecular systems with un-
usual stability and great potential as functional materials with applications in
biosensors, targeting agents, microreactors, and encapsulation/drug delivery.

Fig. 14 a Chemical structure of PS-b-Tria-PS diblock copolymers used to control the
aggregate size. b Schematic illustration of aggregated nanoparticles in diblock polymer
micelles. c Representative TEM images demonstrate the control of aggregate size via the
polymer length. d Comparison between average core size calculated from TEM images
and hydrodynamic radii determined by dynamic light scattering (DLS)
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The combination of complementary DAP and Thy functionalized polymers
in nonpolar media results spontaneously in the formation of giant vesicular
aggregates or recognition-induced polymersomes (RIPs) featuring a 3–5 µm
diameter and a ∼ 50 nm membrane thickness [88–90] (Fig. 15). These vesic-
ular structures can be disrupted by complementary small molecules, pro-
viding a mechanism for controlled release of materials incorporated within
the vesicles. However, multivalent thymine-functionalized nanoparticles can
be rapidly incorporated into the vesicles, causing the contraction of vesicle
diameters over time [91]. This tailored stability of RIPs provides the plat-
form for the control of attachment and releasing of guest molecules into/out
of vesicular polymeric structures.

Fig. 15 A Chemical structures of Thy- and DAP-functionalized polymers, and schematic
illustration of vesicle formation. B Differential interference contrast microscopy (DIC),
C AFM, and D fractured TEM images of resultant vesicular aggregates. Reprinted with per-
mission from [88]
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4
Conclusion and Outlook

The hydrogen-bond mediated self-assembly of nanoparticles and polymers
provides a versatile and effective method to control interparticle distances,
assembly shapes, sizes, and anisotropic ordering of the resultant nanocom-
posites. This approach presents the bottom-up strategy to fabricate nano-
materials from molecular building blocks, which have great potential for
assembling and integrating nanoscale materials and particles into advanced
structures, systems, and devices.

Great progress has been made in making complex binary lattices and 2D
assemblies through bottom-up self-assembly processes. Various nano-scale
building blocks are becoming available and new architectures are being de-
veloped from them. Nonetheless, the ultimate question might be: how much
complexity can be reached through materials self-assembly? Simple nonspe-
cific packing and entropy gain can be insufficient in designing multicompo-
nent complex structures, thereby specific interactions with great direction-
ality and selectivity must be employed. Besides spontaneous self-assembly,
directed assembly with an external energy input (e.g. electric or magnetic
field) has become a promising option, but was not discussed here. Further-
more, self-assembly guided by lithographically defined surface patterns en-
ables one to integrate the bottom-up assembly strategy with well-established
top-down lithographic techniques. This integration has begun to attract more
and more attention for producing nanostructures with long-range ordering
and large-scale production.

The true challenge for self-assembly goes far beyond the prediction and
manipulation of complex structures: the real aim is the design and synthesis
of building blocks that, once assembled into ordered structures, will pro-
duce certain specific functions—“form is function”. Because of the diverse
nature of polymers and nanoparticles that allow the incorporation of spe-
cific functionalities (e.g. mechanical properties, optical emission, electrical
conductivity, biocompatibility, and magnetism), it is convenient to construct
functions into newly formed materials.

The examples given in this review represent proof-of-concept demon-
strations of using hydrogen-bonding mediated assembly to create ordered
nanocomposite materials, although there are still some technical barriers and
theoretical challenges to be overcome. Key requirements for future develop-
ments in this area might include: (a) advances in the controlled synthesis of
building blocks; (b) deep understanding of the intricate balance between en-
tropy and enthalpy gain/loss during assembly; and (c) integration of various
assembly routes in an orthogonal or combinatory fashion to obtain desired
hierarchical structures. The complexity and the resulting utility of polymer-
nanoparticle-based nanocomposites will keep increasing along the way as we
gain better understanding and control of the overall self-assembly process.
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Interparticle distance, control 185
Interpenetrating polymer networks,

hydrogen-bonded 167
Ionic conductivity 141
IPNs, hydrogen-bonded 167
Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC)

106

Lamellar-in-lamellar self-assembly 138
Layer-by-layer hydrogen bonding assembly

164
LC copolymers, side-chain,

hydrogen-bonded, block
copolymer-based 161

–, homopolymer-based 157
Light scattering 104
Liposomes 193
Liquid crystallinity 10, 93

Mark–Houwink calibration curve 104
Membranes, nanoporous 146
Mesogens 157
Methane sulfonic acid (MSA) 133, 190
Molar mass 102
Monolayers, self-assembled 184
Multilayer thin films, layer-by-layer

deposition 118

Nanobuilding blocks, planar substrates
187

Nanocomposites 179

–, design 181
Nano-objects 150
Nanoparticles, building blocks 179, 181
Nanoporous membranes 146
Nanosphere lithography 184
Naphthyridines 50
NMR spectroscopy 105
Nonadecylphenol (NDP) 52, 130, 137
Nonmesogenic side chains 129

Octyl gallate (OG) 155
Oligopeptides 90
Order–disorder transition 130, 138
4-Oxybenzoic acid 157

P4VP 120
–, 5,7-dodecadiynedioic acid hydrogen

bonded 137
P4VP-PS 55
PB-b-PEO 59
PEK 122
Pentadecylphenol (PDP) 52, 130, 137, 190
Pentamethylene spacer group 157
PEO 132, 165
–/DBSA 59
Photonic bandgap materials 144
–, temperature-dependent 161
PMMA/PEO 11
Poly(acetoxystyrene)/poly(ethyleneoxide)

11
Poly(acetylenes) 13
Poly(acrylamide) 165
Poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) 157
–/poly(N,N-dimethylacrylamide) 11
–/poly(ethyleneoxide) 11
Poly(alkyl thiophene)s 154
Poly(amic acid) (PAE),

carboxyl-terminated 135
Poly(aniline) 58
Poly(butadienes) 13, 125
Poly(tert-butyl methacrylate) 125
Poly(2,6-dimethyl-1,4-diphenyl oxide)

(PPE) 151
Poly(dimethylsiloxane) 13
Poly(ether ketone) (PEK) 122
Poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) 132, 165
Poly(ethylene oxide)-block-poly(ethylene

imine) (PEO-b-PEI) 140
Poly(ethylene/butylene) 93, 124
Poly(isobutylenes) (PIB) 13, 122
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Poly(isoprene-block-2-vinylpyridine) 126
Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) 124
Poly(methylsilsesquioxane) (PSQ) 167
Poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAM)

168
Poly(oxynorbornenes) 60
Poly(p-phenylene)s 154
Poly(phenylquinoline)-block-polystyrene

135
Poly(2,5-pyridine diyl) 155
Poly(2,5-pyridinium methane sulfonates)

54
Poly(siloxanes) 13
Poly(styrene-block-4-hydroxystyrene)

126
Poly(styrene-co-4-vinylphenol) 11
Poly(styrene-co-4-vinylpyridine) 11
Poly(4-trimethylsilylstyrene) 122
Poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) 165
Poly(1-vinylimidazole) 11
Poly(1-vinylimidazole)–alkanoic acid 132
Poly(vinylphosphonic acid) 12
Poly(4-vinylpyridine) (P4VP) 11, 120, 190
–, (amphiphilic) phenolic moieties 52
Poly(2-vinylpyridine-b-isoprene) 54
Poly(2-vinylpyridine-b-isoprene-b-2-

vinylpyridine)
126

Poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVPON) 165
Polyamido(amine) (PAMAM) dendrimers

185
Polyaniline (PANI) 154
Polybutadiene 4
Polyelectrolyte–surfactant complexes 129
Polyether dendrons 191
Polyethyleneimine (PEI) 188
Polyimide (PI), carboxyl-terminated 135
Polymer blends, via H-bonding 10
Polymer conductors, protonic 141
Polymer scaffolds 182
Polymeric material 1
Polymers 179
–, bivalent hydrogen bonds 12
–, multiple hydrogen bonds 39
–, quadruple hydrogen bonds 28
–, side-chain hydrogen-bonded 51
–, trivalent hydrogen bonds 18
Polymersomes, recognition-induced 194
Polystyrene (PS) 122, 190
–, 2,6-diaminopyridine (DAP-PS) 62, 189

–, diaminotriazine (triaz)-functionalized
192

–, monocarboxy-terminated (CPS) 134
Polystyrene-b-poly(1,2-butadiene)-b-

poly(tert-butyl methacrylate)
125

Polystyrene-b-poly(2-cinnamoyloxyethyl
methacrylate) (PS-b-PCEMA) 128

Proton conductors 141
Protonic conductivity, tridirectional 143
PS 62, 122, 190
PS(OH)/PCL 11
–/PMMA 11
PS-PVP(PDP)x 55
PS-b-P2VP 126
PS-b-P4VP diblock 56
PS-b-PAA(LC) 164
PS-b-PMAA, hydrogen bonding mesogen

161
PS-b-PS/DAP diblock 192
PtBA-b-PCEMA 128
PVMP 189
PVP-PS 52

Recognition-induced polymersomes
194

Reversible volume transitions 167
Ring-chain equilibrium 97

Scanning probe lithography (Dip-Pen
nanolithography) 184

Self-assembled monolayers 184
Self-assembly 1
–, bulk state 130, 137
–, dilute solution, hollow spheres 134
–, lamellar-in-lamellar 138
–, monolayers 184
–, templated 184
Self-organized structures, tailoring 190
Side-chain hydrogen-bonded polymers

51
Side-chain liquid-crystalline (LC) block

copolymers 146
– polymers, hydrogen-bonded 158
Side-chain mesogens, doubly

hydrogen-bonded 160
Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) 104
Small angle neutron scattering (SANS)

104
Spreading edge lithography 184
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Star-[poly(styrene-b-2-vinylpyridine)] 55
Supramolecular polymer 1
Supramolecules, polymer-based

hydrogen-bonded 118
Surface grafting 101
Surface modification/patterning 183
Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) 186
Surfaces 1
–, hydrogen bonds 63
Switching protonic conductivity 142

Tape, antiparallel β-sheet 90
Templated self-assembly 184
Thermoreversibility, side chain bonding

146, 150
4-(Thio)pyridone 81
Thy-Au/Triaz-PS 193
Thymine/adenine 129
Thymine/triazine 123

Thy-PS:DAP-PS 190
Toluenesulfonic acid (TSA) 133
Trans-stilbazole ester 157
2,4,6-Triamino-triazine/barbiturate 46
Two length-scale structures 137

Uradiazole-hydrogen bonds 13
Urea 85
Ureidodezapterin 50
Ureidopyrimidinone (UPy) 82
– derivatives, quadruple hydrogen 124
Ureidopyrimidones 51, 62
Ureidotriazines 51

Vapor pressure osmometry (VPO) 105
Vesicles 193
Viscosimetry 104

Zinc-dodecylbenzenesolphonate 56
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